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Abstract
Wind Energy (WE) has largely contributed to the de-carbonisation of the energy
sector and consequently to the definition of the European Commission (EC) targets
on renewable-based electricity generation. During the last decade, massive invest-
ment has culminated in the substantial installation of Wind Farms (WF). Moreover,
the ambitious plans for increasing these targets on renewable-based electricity gener-
ation demand the deployment of more WF. To tackle this challenge, a large amount
of offshore WF is envisioned to be built during the next decade. From the technical
perspective, the adoption of HVDC becomes crucial to allow the installation far from
coast and large power WF. Most recent plans point for the adoption of DC-grids
as the mean of interconnecting offshore WF and also inter-AC area, allowing fur-
ther renewable integration and the development of a common European electricity
market.
This thesis presents control strategies based on a communication-free framework
that were developed in order to allow DC grid-connected offshore WF and inter-
connected AC areas on providing advanced system services such as: a) primary
frequency regulation, b) inertial behaviour emulation, c) Fault Ride-through (FRT)
capability. The association of the control strategies for primary frequency regulation
and FRT has culminated in the design of the coordinated approach for increasing the
DC grid reliability by allowing its operation following the disconnection of one on-
shore HVDC converter. The presented control strategies rely on local controllers to
be housed in offshore and onshore High Voltage Direct Current - Voltage Source Con-
verter (HVDC-VSC) as well as on WT. The local controllers operate autonomously
providing the adequate regulation based on quantity variations.
The main outcomes of this thesis consist on the development of communication-
free control strategies for MTDC grid with offshore WF participating in the mainland
systems frequency regulation, the capability of remaining connected to the mainland
grids during voltage sags, thus mitigating the problems resulting from the discon-
nection of a large amount of wind power. Finally, a control scheme to guarantee
the operation of the DC grid following the disconnection of one evacuation node
(onshore HVDC-VSC) is presented.

Resumo
A Energia Eo´lica contribuiu largamente para o descarbonizac¸a˜o do setor de ener-
gia no cumprimento das metas para gerac¸a˜o de eletricidade com base renova´vel. Du-
rante a u´ltima de´cada, o investimento avultado culminou na instalac¸a˜o substancial
de Parques Eo´licos (PE). Para responder a`s novas metas, espera-se uma contribuic¸a˜o
proveniente de parques offshore (no mar). Do ponto de vista te´cnico, a adoc¸a˜o de
ligac¸o˜es em corrente cont´ınua de alta tensa˜o (CCAT) torna-se crucial para permi-
tir a instalac¸a˜o de PE de grande poteˆncia e longe da costa. Planos mais recentes
apontam para a adoc¸a˜o de redes em corrente cont´ınua como forma de interligar os
parques eo´licos no mar e tambe´m para promover a interligac¸a˜o entre a´reas de cor-
rente alternada continental, permitindo uma maior integrac¸a˜o de energia renova´vel
e o desenvolvimento de um mercado Europeu comum de energia ele´trica.
Esta tese apresenta estrate´gias de controlo desenvolvidas num contexto sem co-
municac¸o˜es para permitir o fornecimento de servic¸os de suporte a`s redes AC em
terra, por parte do PE offshore, atrave´s da ligac¸a˜o em CCAT. As estrate´gias de con-
trolo desenvolvidas visam o fornecimento de: a) regulac¸a˜o prima´ria de frequeˆncia,
b) emulac¸a˜o de ine´rcia, c) capacidade de sobreviveˆncia a cavas de tensa˜o. A asso-
ciac¸a˜o das estrate´gias de controlo culminou na concec¸a˜o da abordagem coordenada,
permitindo seu funcionamento apo´s a desligac¸a˜o de um conversor CCAT em terra.
As estrate´gias apresentadas sa˜o pass´ıveis de serem implementadas em controladores
locais, instalados nos conversores CCAT, do tipo fonte de tensa˜o e ao n´ıvel dos ae-
rogeradores, permitindo a operac¸a˜o auto´noma.
Os principais resultados desta tese consistem no desenvolvimento e avaliac¸a˜o de
estrate´gias de controlo sem necessidade de comunicac¸o˜es para que redes de corrente
cont´ınua, multi-terminal com presenc¸a PE offshore, possam participar na regulac¸a˜o
de frequeˆncia dos sistemas continentais, na capacidade de permanecer ligado a` rede
continental durante cavas de tensa˜o, mitigando os problemas resultantes da des-
ligac¸a˜o de uma grande quantidade de energia eo´lica. Finalmente e´ apresentado um
esquema de controlo para garantir a operac¸a˜o da rede de corrente cont´ınua apo´s
a desligac¸a˜o de um no´ de evacuac¸a˜o (conversores CCAT interligado a uma rede
continental).
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Introduction
1.1 Background and Thesis Motivation
The modernization of electrical power systems is walking toward the adoption of
endogenous energy resources for electricity generation. The wherefores for that
approach are based on economical and environmental aspects. Strategically, it is
necessary to create alternatives to walk in the direction of external energy indepen-
dence (namely from oil gas and coal suppliers) and to reduce the Green House Gases
(GHG) emissions in the electric power sector. The recent statistics from EREC (see
Figure 1.1), the European Union is progressing towards the imposed goals of 20%
for renewable-based electricity generation, also called as Renewable Energy Source
in Electricity (RES-E).
However, the goal of 20% of renewables share in electricity generation, first pro-
posed by 2008 European Commission Climate and Energy Package, has been raised
to 30% [14]. To attain such ambitious target, an increment in the adoption of carbon-
free electric energy resources must be considered by the EU-member countries in the
next decade. In continuation, the EU Energy Roadmap 2050, envisions ”A secure,
competitive and fully de-carbonised power sector” with specific targets of 54% to 68%
CO2 reduction by 2030 increasing to 93% to 99% in 2050 [15]. Regarding the energy
framework, wind power has been a strong resource to comply with the renewable
energy share in electricity generation [1].
According to the results presented in Figure 1.2, it is expected that by 2020 wind
energy together with hydro energy are going to be the most used RES in the electric-
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Figure 1.1: RES-E share in gross electricity generation in Europe [1]
Figure 1.2: Renewable technologies contribution electricity generation in Europe [1]
ity mix. By 2030, it is predicted that wind power will assume the biggest share on
what regards RES contribution and by 2050, besides maintaining the biggest share,
wind power will provide a significant contribution to the electricity mix considering
the non-RES power plant (fossil fuel-based power) should not be adopted for elec-
tricity generation.
The envisioned wind energy contribution, can only be attained with the adop-
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tion of offshore Wind Farms (WF). Aware of that necessity, European Commission
has published a communication [16] defining a set of action to foster offshore wind
integration. A key motivation topic for this thesis is already mentioned in this docu-
ment as a challenge on ”Dealing with bottlenecks and power balancing in the onshore
electricity grids” [16].
To overcome the costs associated to the offshore WF infrastructure, the Euro-
pean Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) [17],
envision an electrical infrastructure - the offshore grid - which should allow not only
the connection of offshore Wind Power but also increase the flexibility of operation
of interconnected mainland countries through the creation of additional channels for
active power flows thus, allowing further electricity market expansion. That way,
the costs of deployment of connection infrastructures should be shared among the
stakeholders (offshore WF owners and electricity markets).
The predicted massive offshore Wind power integration through HVDC tech-
nology as well as the inter-AC onshore areas power exchange through the DC grid
infrastructure, is potentially dangerous from the AC mainland grid dynamic security
perspective. The main reason for that is related to the fact that offshore WF con-
nected through the HVDC technology are de-coupled from the AC grid in terms of
voltage and frequency. So, they are not able to sense AC onshore grid disturbances
and consequently are unable to provide adequate response. Some studies have inves-
tigated the possibility of equipping offshore WF with point-to-point fast communi-
cation channels to transmit onshore grid AC voltage and frequency measurements.
However, the transposition of this concept to a DC grid becomes challenging due
to the number of offshore WF and AC onshore grid connections requiring several
point-to-point connections (between all the intervenients).
On contrast, the work developed in this thesis proposes the adoption of local
controllers, to be housed in the HVDC-VSC. The overall control scheme has been
designed to operate in a cascade philosophy, using the DC grid as the mean of
artificially communicating the AC onshore grid voltage or frequency disturbance.
The developed control schemes should allow the offshore WF and the DC grid
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to autonomously provide support services to the AC onshore systems, assuring no
deterioration of the dynamic security level.
1.2 Objectives of the Thesis
The work conducted on this thesis intended to answer a set of research questions
formulated on the early stage of the PhD research. The research questions were:
• RQ 1: What are the impacts on AC system dynamics from the integration of
offshore wind power interconnected by MTDC grids?
• RQ 2: Is there the possibility of allowing offshore WF (connected through a
MTDC grid) on participating in AC primary frequency control in a communication-
free framework?
• RQ 3: How can the DC voltage be controlled in a MTDC with offshore in-
coming wind power during a mainland AC grid fault event?
The first phase of the research has the objective of identifying barriers from
an operational perspective for the deployment of offshore MTDC grids that serve
as mean for interconnecting offshore wind power. This identification aimed at ad-
dressing the research question RQ 1 and was performed based on the study of the
state-of-the-art publications that had already identified the major barriers for point-
to-point HVDC connections. The validation of the identified barriers to the MTDC
case has been performed in the process of the research, fully addressing the RQ 1.
The second phase consisted on developing a dynamic simulation tool to evaluate
the behaviour and validate the identified barriers for the MTDC grid with offshore
incoming power. The development of this simulation platform was crucial to the
thesis advancement, since it also allowed to assess the performance of the proposed
control schemes and to provide answers to RQ 2 and RQ 3.
The third phase consisted on developing control schemes in a communication-
free framework, to autonomously deal with specifics challenges previously identified.
These challenges consisted on overcoming the lack of primary frequency support and
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inertia capability overcoming from the adoption of HVDC technology and also on
the DC voltage control during mainland AC-mainland fault event and the FRT.
The ultimate contribution of this thesis is to provide means to mitigate the con-
cerns related to the massive integration of offshore WF in AC grid dynamic security
indexes and demonstrate, that in fact, the whole system can actively contribute to
the enhancement of AC power system dynamic security indexes. To achieve such
fulfilment appropriate control schemes were designed to endow offshore WF and the
DC grid to:
• Participate in the primary frequency control;
• Emulate the inertia behaviour;
• Withstand onshore AC voltage sags, complying with the Fault Ride-through
requirement;
• Remain operating after the disconnection of an onshore HVDC-VSC.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is divided in six chapters which are organized as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the topic of research and the motivation of this thesis, as
well as the research questions established in the early-stage of the research process.
The thesis objectives, structure and the list of scientific publications that dissemi-
nates the research performed are also presented.
Chapter 2 aims at presenting the main drivers and challenges for the deployment
of MTDC grids for offshore wind power interconnection. It intends to range from
background overview to the state-of-the-art research work performed in the topics
covered in this thesis. It is divided among wind power technologies and its inte-
gration on the power system, HVDC technology, from the first projects to current
converters technology and afterwards, the HVDC used as mean of interconnecting
wind power. An overview on the actual practice and advanced services requirements
at onshore-level is presented to enable a further extent of some concepts to offshore
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MTDC-connected WF.
In Chapter 3 the simulation platform is presented. The general considerations re-
garding the model development are introduced followed by the description of models
adopted for each component (Wind turbine, HVDC-VSC, MTDC grid, AC system).
The interaction between the models and the HVDC-VSC operational strategy are
also highlighted. Finally, simulation tests are conducted to assess the performance
of the developed model framework for different DC grid topologies, as well as to
several combinations of HVDC-VSC control parameters.
In Chapter 4, the control strategies developed in this thesis for enabling the DC
grid and offshore WF on contributing to the onshore AC system support are pre-
sented. First, it is introduced the cascaded control scheme to allow the participation
of offshore WF and inter-AC frequency support. Together with the presentation of
the control loops for primary frequency support, the control enhancements to allow
inertia emulation provided by offshore WF are also presented. This chapter also fo-
cus on presenting strategies to control DC grid voltage during a fault event in an AC
mainland grid. Fast power reduction control schemes are introduced to be located
at offshore or onshore-level, allowing the DC grid to remain connected to an AC
mainland system during a fault event without dangerous overvoltage development
in the DC grid. Finally, a hybrid control (exploiting concepts developed for the pri-
mary frequency control and FRT provision) strategy is presented to guarantee the
operation of the DC grid during the sudden disconnection of an onshore HVDC-VSC.
In Chapter 5, performance of the proposed control schemes (presented in Chap-
ter 4) is evaluated through an extensive set of simulations. The chapter is divided
concerning the major topics, being: primary frequency control, FRT provision and
the associated DC voltage control and the operation of the DC grid following the
disconnection of an onshore HVDC-VSC.
In Chapter 6 the main contribution of the thesis are highlighted followed by the
perspectives for future work.
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1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
The contributions of this thesis consisted on developing:
• A dynamic simulation platform to assess the interactions between the off-
shore WF, the DC grid and the AC systems. The simulation platform with
re-configuration capabilities allows the simulation of a varied set of DC grid
topologies with different number of offshore WF and AC mainland grid (or
grids) connection points and also the development of user-defined control
schemes.
• A cascaded control scheme to allow the autonomous deployment of offshore WF
and inter-AC area frequency support services such as the primary frequency
control and the inertia emulation.
• A set of control schemes and strategies to assure FRT complianceby not discon-
necting the whole DC grid during AC-side fault events. This thesis proposes
different approaches to cope with the requirements for the safe operation of
the DC grid.
• A cascaded control scheme to endow the offshore WF and the DC grid to
remain operating after the disconnection of one onshore HVDC-VSC (loss of
active power extraction).
1.4.1 Research Projects
Part of the work developed within the framework of this thesis has been submitted
as part of INESCPorto contribution in Work Package 5 of the 7th Framework EU
Research Project - TWENTIES.
The achievements of this thesis serve also as input to the FCT national funding
project COMUTE-DC, which aims at demonstrating the proposed control strategies
for providing frequency support by WF and DC grids, on a scaled-size laboratory
test-rig.
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Offshore Wind Generation
2.1 Introduction
This Chapter describes the most relevant research work in the topics tackled in
this thesis. It gives an overview from the background to the state-of-the-art of
different topics such as: wind power, wind generator technologies and its integration
in electric power systems. After presenting these concepts, an introduction to wind
power at offshore-level is performed. Here, the topics regarding the offshore WF
point-to-point and DC grid connection are highlighted.
2.2 Wind Generation
The concept of using wind power consists on the process of transforming the kinetic
energy available in the wind into another form of energy to be adopted on a given
process. This concept dates back to 200 B.C. when Persian-Afghan adopted vertical-
axis windmills [18]. Much later, between 1300-1875 A.C., horizontal-axis windmills
were used in Netherlands mainly for water pumping applications. The first Wind
Turbine (WT) for electricity generation, a 12 kW generator ,was installed in Cleve-
land (Ohio - USA) in 1888. In Europe, during the late stages of World War I, 25
kW generators were widespread throughout Denmark [18].
The basics of a WT for electricity generation consists on taking advantage of ki-
netic energy available in the wind through the use of an aerodynamic body (the
WT blades), converting it into mechanical energy in a rotating axis that is further
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coupled to a generator to be transformed in electric power. The aforementioned aero-
dynamic aspect in wind power is of extreme importance. In fact, the WT blades
development was related with aeronautical propellers design. Simultaneously the
concept of WT for large-scale applications was proved when a 20 kW three-bladed
horizontal-axis WT was installed in Denmark in early 1960s [19].
One driver for the huge development of wind energy industry was the oil crises
of 1973. Several research and development was made, aiming at finding alternative
energy sources for electricity generation [20]. In the following years, WT market
shifted from domestic and agricultural use (1-25kW), to grid-connected applications
(50-600kW) [18]. Between 1981 and 1990 United States (US) government gave in-
centives for wind power development.As a result, about 16.000 WT ranging 20-350
kW were installed in California, achieving a total of 1.7 GW of installed capacity.
Simultaneously, in Europe, the development of wind energy industry suffered from
the lack of incentives and consequently presented a smaller growth. However, after
1990 most of the market moved to Europe.
The 1990 and 2000 decades were very important for the wind energy industry
in Europe. Environmental and economic drivers together with R&D have turned
Europe as the major player in the WE industry, gathering most of the wind manu-
facturing industry, technological advances and installed capacity in the world. The
results on wind energy capacity presented by European Wind Energy Association
(EWEA) in [2] are illustrated on Fig. 2.1 for the years between 1995 and 2011.
The graphic on Fig.2.1 shows that the wind power installation in Europe is
exponentially growing from mid-1990s until present days. Behind this growth there
are several driving factors that are going to be further discussed in the next topic.
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Figure 2.1: Cumulative Wind Power installations in the EU (GW) [2]
2.2.1 Drivers for Wind Power Deployment
During the last decades, there have been several drivers for the adoption of Renew-
able Energy Systems (RES) on electricity generation. The most significant drivers
are:
• Environmental;
• Economical;
• Social.
The climate change associated with Green House Gases (GHG) emission has led
Governments to change the paradigm for electricity from a purely fossil fuel-based
system to a mixed system containing the exploration of endogenous resources such
as the water, wind and sun. Together with the need of acting on the change of pri-
mary energy resource, it also came the need of developing technologies for electricity
generation based on RES. Since hydro technology (for electricity generation) has a
11
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quite considerable level of maturity (having been adopted for some decades), the
current efforts lie now on Wind and Solar power.
The wind power industry has highly evolved over the past two decades. Associ-
ated with the industry development are the wind turbine size and increase in power
capacity. According with Figure 2.2, the wind turbine size and power have been
increasing. Nowadays, wind turbines have 8-10 times bigger diameter and are able
to generate 14-20 times more power compared with the end 1980’s and early 1990s
predecessor models.
Figure 2.2: Wind turbine size and power growth [3]
The fast development and growth in the wind power industry is being supported
by policies that stimulates the adoption of RES for electricity generation. European
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Commission (EU) has launched the 20-20-20 program envisioning 20% of electric-
ity based on RES, 20% of green-house gases reduction and 20% increase on energy
efficiency (in comparison to 1990 values) [21]). Member state governments are re-
sponsible by complying with the targets. Thus, each country has its own stimulus
scheme to foster renewable energy adoption.
2.2.2 Wind Power Integration on Power Systems
The Electrical Power System has been under constant evolution through the years.
The population growth, regional development and demand increase have been putting
challenges to power Systems Operators (SO) in the past decades on guaranteeing
system adequacy at generation and transmission infrastructures to cope with the
consumers needs. Currently, these challenges on electrical power systems still re-
main. However, from the end of the last century, a new era in power system is being
actively growing. Nowadays, the power system generation setup (or electricity gen-
eration mix) is getting more diversified with new generation technologies emerging.
Wind power is among the new renewable-based technologies. The modernization
of the power systems brings additional challenges for its planning and operation.
Despite bringing benefits to the environment and reducing fossil fuel dependency,
the renewable-based units are responsible for increasing the challenges on the Power
Systems planning and operation [22].
In the early stages of wind power integration, the WT used to have small capacity
(hundreds of kW – see Fig. 2.2). Thus, the Wind Farms (WF) usually had a small
installed power. Additionally, the ratio of conventional versus the wind power plants
was very high. Thus, the wind power integration on the electrical power systems was
not seen as a matter of concern from the operational perspective. Nevertheless, the
WT size have grown (up to 1-2MW) and simultaneously the WF size (ranging from
tens to hundreds of MW). Consequently, the ratio between conventional units and
wind power plants decreases, bringing some concerns for the power systems opera-
tion due to the lack of inertia response and primary frequency support capabilities.
Many authors have investigated the integration of wind power on power system op-
eration and control regarding frequency-related aspects [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
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A detailed analysis on this topic is presented on Section 2.2.2.
Besides the frequency control, which is related with load/generation balance,
another aspect that has been object of investigation consists on the capability of
WF on remaining connected to the grid during fault events, performing similarly
to synchronous generators. As a matter of fact, due to the small size and the tech-
nology, wind generators were originally not able to remain connected to the grid,
having specific protections to trip facing voltage sags. From the power system sta-
bility perspective, losing a small amount of wind generation may not be relevant.
Nevertheless, the increase of wind power penetration led that the amount of power
loss aftermath a fault occurrence could be significant, leading to dynamic instabil-
ity on the power systems. To avoid that, Transmission System Operators (TSO)
have started requiring wind generators to comply with specific requirements, es-
tablished in grid-codes. From a variety of services (that differs from country to
country), the grid codes for wind power integration commonly requires to WF the
Fault Ride-through (FRT) capability. The FRT is usually expressed as voltage ver-
sus time characteristic curve that a wind generator or, a wind farm should withstand
connected to the grid. In addition to the voltage versus time requirement, FRT com-
pliant WF are sometimes requested to inject reactive current according to specified
values. The rationale of this requirement is to provide AC voltage support during
the fault occurrence, on attempting to avoid non-FRT compliant wind farm trip.
The techniques for FRT provision on the different Wind generator technologies are
going to be discussed in Section 2.2.2.
Primary Frequency Control Performed by Wind Farms
In [29] authors assessed the effects of increased wind generation on system frequency
and the system dynamic security following disturbances. The study allowed con-
cluding that in high wind penetration scenarios, especially during valley hours, the
system inertia and primary frequency control capability was reduced since less con-
ventional generation units were connected to the system and consequently the ratio
between plants with and without frequency control capability became very low.
These specific situations were reported as problematic from the power system oper-
ation and dynamic security perspective. To overcome the encountered bottleneck,
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authors have proposed that a reserve margin should be created at the wind gener-
ator (by operating the generators below the maximum extraction capability) thus,
allowing a deployment of an extra active power output whenever necessary (namely
when power system frequency gets bellow nominal). Nevertheless, authors have con-
cluded that despite having additional primary reserve, the system inertia will remain
reduced since wind generators are not able to naturally deploy the inertia contri-
bution (only present on synchronous generation units). As conclusion, this work
recommends the adoption of additional mechanisms such as the parallel connection
of flywheel devices or the requirement for wind turbines to provide an inertia re-
sponse in order not to degrade the frequency rate-of-change and to avoid curtailing
wind power.
Following the previous studies, authors assessed in [23] the impacts on frequency
control with different wind turbine technologies, namely Fixed Speed Induction Gen-
erator (FSIG) and Doubly-fed Induction Generators (DFIG) wind turbines. They
have have concluded that FSIG were able to slightly contribute to the frequency
support since a small inertia response was deployed following the loss of generation.
On the other hand, DFIG-based WT could not provide any support to the system
frequency control as it does not contributes with inertia response. As conclusion,
authors suggested the adoption of supplementary control loop to enable the DFIG
on providing the inertia response to the system.
The massive wind power integration begun to be pointed as a matter of concern
in what regards the power systems security margins. SO became skeptical to oper-
ate power systems with reduced reserve margins to guarantee further wind power
integration. In this context, several studies have been published with proposals
for wind generators to participate on the primary frequency control [30], [31], [32],
[33], [34], [35], [36]. The consensual aspects beyond the publications consist in the
fact that to provide primary frequency regulation the generators should be able to
increase/decrease their active power output. The concept of providing downward
reserve is quite simple to understand. In the limit, it can be attained by the dis-
connection of some generators within a WF. However, the questions that emerged
are:
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• How are the WT going to provide upwards regulation?
• How is it possible to increase the power output in a wind generator?
In fact, contrary to conventional units, the WT does not have any primary en-
ergy intake regulator to increase the wind speed according to the frequency negative
deviation. In fact, the wind, as natural resource, is not even controllable. Never-
theless, WT are able to extract less power than its maximum capability by taking
advantage of aerodynamic effects of the blades, namely the pitch angle. Operating
WT below its maximum capability (through pitch angle adjustment) creates a re-
serve margin that can be further deployed for primary frequency control through
appropriate blades pitch regulation.
The work conducted by Holdsworth et al. in [37] identifies that the high level
of wind power penetration resulted in the revision of TSO grid codes for the con-
nection of large WF. The grid codes require large-MW capacity WF to assist the
power system with some control services that used to be traditionally carried out by
conventional synchronous generation units. Frequency control is one of the control
services that is required by some grid codes. In order to provide this capability in
WT, these authors have investigated additional control-loops to enhance DFIG on
synthesizing inertia behaviour. In addition, the investigation of primary frequency
control by de-loading the wind generators through blade pitch angle control, was
carried out for both DFIG and FSIG. According to the authors, synchronous and
asynchronous generators directly connected to the power system can release kinetic
energy proportionally to the square of the speed and machine inertia, facing grid
frequency deviation. However, according to authors, generators with electronic con-
verters (such as the DFIG WT, between rotor and the AC grid) are not able to do so,
since torque control is applied to the rotor (through electronic converters control),
decoupling it from the power system frequency. This is a point of controversy since
the inertia response is only naturally achieved in synchronous generators. So, the
presence of electronic converter is not the reason for disabling the DFIG (or only the
IG) on providing fast frequency response as inertia response. In fact, the induction
generators cannot naturally provide the inertia contribution similarly to synchronous
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units. Nonetheless, according to [38] proper control-loops can be designed to synthe-
size the inertia behaviour. The papers’ results show that this approach impacts on
the reduction of frequency drop following the loss of a conventional generation unit
or due to a step load increase. To assess the primary frequency control capability, a
full modelling of wind turbine aerodynamics and electrical generator was performed
on BLADED software. The frequency control loops were implemented as an external
controller. The results show that FSIG and DFIG wind turbines have the ability
of providing frequency regulation services according to the requirements defined by
the TSO. Regarding the contractual framework for this service provision authors
suggest that appropriate agreement between the WF operator and the TSO must
be set since generators are going to operate below its maximum capacity (de-loaded)
to create the previously mentioned reserve margin.
An alternative study focusing on control schemes for synthetic inertia response
in DFIG is presented in [4]. Authors are able to achieve inertia response contri-
bution by extracting kinetic energy from the DFIG rotor through the control of
rotor-side controller and allowing the reduction of machine speed. The main con-
tribution of the paper consists on defining a strategy for primary frequency control
by changing the electric torque set-point based on the grid frequency error. This
factor impacts by changing the generator speed. Thus the idea is to transitorily
increase the maximum power limit Pmax (see Figure 2.3) by 20% in order to take
advantage of the rotor’s kinetic energy, emulating the inertia contribution. Authors
have concluded that despite having a good contribution to frequency support, the
extraction of kinetic energy to provide the inertial contribution negatively impacts
on the rotors’ speed (few moments aftermath the disturbance). Thus, the output
power, and consequently frequency support suffers a small reduction in comparison
to a pure primary frequency support scheme.
In [36], authors propose an enhanced methodology to enable DFIG wind turbines
providing primary frequency support to the grid. The methodology consists on the
previously mentioned de-loaded generator operation to create a reserve margin com-
bined with control-loops implemented at DFIG power electronic converters. Due to
pitch control relative slow response-time, the additional controllers cope with the
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Figure 2.3: DFIG frequency control scheme adopted in [4].
moments subsequent to the frequency disturbance by controlling the active power
output through the generator speed control. Then, pitch control action defines a
new operational point for the DFIG. This paper presents results for a small isolated
power system case where the control scheme implementation enhances the frequency
behaviour of the system facing a load imbalance when compared to the case where
the DFIG had not the aforementioned control scheme implemented.
The research conducted in [39] discusses the drawbacks of previously proposed
methods. The paper establishes a comparison between pitch and speed-based mech-
anisms for the creation of the reserve margin. In fact the mechanism for the creation
of power reserve margin in a wind turbine can be achieved by two approaches: (1)
Changing the aerodynamic power coefficient Cp through the pitch angle adjustment
or (2) increasing the generators rotational speed ωr. Hence, by controlling one or
both variables, the reserve margin can be achieved. Authors’ have concluded that
both approaches are effective regarding the primary frequency support. However,
a robust controller design must be performed for the speed-based frequency/active
power control.
According to [40], adopting under-speed de-load can be problematic since it can
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result in detrimental behaviour of the wind generator regarding the load frequency
control, on treating the balance within the mechanical system. Regarding the over-
speed de-load technique, authors find that a 10% de-load operation can require up to
150% of over speed representing a heavy burden for DFIG converters. On the other
hand, Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) wind turbines, which are
fully interfaced by electronic converters, do not present this kind of problem since
the generator can theoretically rotate at any speed. Additionally, it is concluded
that the de-loading through pitch control may present slow response. In order to
enhance the frequency support authors propose to endow pitch controlled generators
with inertia emulation, guaranteeing a global satisfactory response.
In [31], a methodology for endowing variable-speed wind turbines with inertia
emulation and primary frequency control control capability is presented. Authors
do not present any de-load technique as the previously presented communications
refer. In contrast, authors’ proposal is based on the kinetic energy stored at the wind
turbine rotor. According to the paper, a PMSG wind turbine with integral inter-
face converter is adopted. Thus, the generator is fully de-coupled from the grid and
consequently does not respond to any grid disturbance. Nevertheless, the frequency
measurement at WF grid-side terminals is provided to the generator converters’ con-
trol. So, for a frequency deviation the generator controller housed in the converters
will be able to generate an additional mechanical torque set-point. For emulating
inertia behaviour, the letter proposes to generate an additional generator torque
reference based on the frequency rate-of-change (derivative of the frequency). It is
important to stress that unlike the previously presented primary frequency control
approaches, in this paper authors promote a limited-time frequency support (only
during 20 seconds) Simulation results show that an effective frequency support has
been attained. The generator rotational speed decreased due to the extra power
generation during the frequency support. This fact impacts on an active power re-
duction after some period, mainly in the moments subsequent to the disturbance.
However, this control approach has a limited time of deployment serving only to pro-
mote some support after the disturbance. After a period (15-20 seconds), the stored
kinetic energy is fully deployed and consequently the generator loses the ability of
remaining on contributing to frequency support. Then the generator accelerates,
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reducing the active power injection, provoking a smaller frequency decrease. The
proposed control approach can be beneficial for supporting the frequency while con-
ventional units with larger time constant do not deploy active power for providing
frequency support. Additionally, has the advantage of not requiring additional pitch
controller and the associated blades’ angle control mechanism.
Ullah et al. in [30] quantify the capability of frequency support of a commercially
available variable speed WT and make a generalization of the results for different
WT technologies. Authors also stress that wind energy has an important contribu-
tion to the primary frequency support in hydro predominant systems. The primary
frequency support provided by hydro units is affected by the hydraulic time delay
existing between the water intake and the turbine, known as water starting time [12].
The presence of wind turbines with the capability of fast release of short-term active
power presents to be beneficial for the frequency support. Authors consider this
feature as an improvement in the system Temporary Minimum Frequency (TMF),
which is the minimum transitory frequency value during a disturbance. The simula-
tions results present higher improvements in the TMF (lower TMF) when the WF
support is higher. Authors concluded that the inertia emulation can be attractive
for small isolated systems and for providing frequency support in islanding operation.
Chang-Chien and Yin have presented in [25] a set of strategies to operate wind
power in a similar manner to a conventional power plant. Authors have presented
control approaches to tackle issues related with wind variability and further active
power variability, by controlling the active power of a DFIG-based WF. The pre-
sented control strategies rely on rotational generator speed control and on WT pitch
control. An approach of setting individual WT set-points has been addressed to at-
tain an homogeneous WF power output. Power reserve issue has also been presented
through the conventional pitch de-load techniques. Additionally, this paper provides
a comprehensive analysis on development of strategies for enabling WF on partic-
ipating in the secondary frequency control, responding to Automatic Generation
Control (AGC) set-points. The results allowed verifying that modern WF equipped
with DFIG have the flexibility of operate similarly to a conventional plant with ade-
quate control schemes. The reserve margin can be successfully deployed according to
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the AC grid frequency imbalance or AGC set-points. The homogenization of active
power injection has also been achieved through individual WT set-point.
Keung et al. have presented in [41] a strategy to emulate inertia behaviour from
WT aiming at contribution to the AC system frequency support, taking advantage of
the kinetic energy stored on the WT rotors’. A supplementary control-loop has been
proposed. These enhancements are meant to be implemented at DFIG rotor-side
converter. The control consists on generating active power references according to
the wind turbine rotational speed and an active power increment. The active power
increment is a power versus time profile named as KE (from Kinetic Energy) and
overrides the converter basic PI controllers for a small period (of about 3 seconds
according with the authors). That way, the existing energy store in the generator
is transformed into active power and delivered to the grid. The results show that a
quick active power output is achieved for the small time duration period, followed
by a slow reduction towards the nominal power. The generator speed is hardly re-
duced. However, generators are able recover since the inertia emulation has a small
deployment time and consequently the impacts on the generator speed are after-
wards recovered.
This paper also assesses the under existence of delay on acquiring the measurement,
impacting on the provision of the inertia contribution. Bearing in mind that the
synthetic inertia behaviour can be characterized as a fast power deployment during
AC frequency decrease, the existence of delay distorts the concept. Different delays
of 0.2, 1 and 2 seconds were considered. The delay impacts consisted in the increase
on the frequency rate of decrease which increased with the delay duration.
The research work conducted in the topics of the provision primary frequency
control and emulation of inertia behaviour by WT demonstrate the feasibility of
their implementation through WT control-loop design, enabling an autonomous de-
ployment. Generally, primary frequency support is achieved through the creation
of a reserve margin through the degradation of the WT aerodynamics by acting
on the blades’ pitch angle. Proper control schemes associated to mechanical pitch
angle adjustment are able to endow WT with primary frequency support capability.
However, the work developed in [31], does not rely on the creation of reserve margin
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through pitch adjustment. In contrast, author proposes a PMSG speed control to
increase the injected power proportionally to the frequency disturbance by taking
advantage of the kinetic energy of generator rotor. Nevertheless this strategy has
the drawback of not allowing extended primary frequency support due to the exces-
sive reduction of the generator speed. Regarding the inertia emulation, the analysed
papers are consensual stating that it can be achieved through the exploitation of
the stored kinetic energy available on the generator rotor. To synthesize the inertia
behaviour, adequate control schemes were presented, responding proportionally to
the AC system frequency derivative.
Fault Ride-through Capability
In the last years, TSO have published grid codes with specific requirements for wind
power integration. Among them, a common aspect consists on the provision of the
FRT capability or also known as the Low Voltage Ride-through (LVRT). The FRT
objective consists on guaranteeing the WF are able to withstand low voltage periods
often provoked by fault occurrence. Bearing in mind that nowadays WF have large
installed capacity (ranging from tens to hundreds MW), they present a significant
amount on the electricity generation mix. From the TSO point of view it is extremely
important to prevent that during a fault event, a huge amount of wind power dis-
connects to the grid, creating a load/generation imbalance event. Depending on the
transmission system, a voltage versus time characteristic curve is set, defining the
minimum time that a generator (or WF) should withstand connected to the grid
according to a voltage sag at it terminals. FRT voltage-time curves assume different
shapes. A summary of some FRT curves is presented on Figure 2.4 and Table 2.1.
On the attempt of supporting the AC voltage profile on the WF neighbouring
area, some grid codes also require to WF to inject reactive current during the voltage
sag. The example of a reactive current injection requirement, for the Portuguese grid
code defined at [42], is depicted in 2.5.
The curve depicted in Figure 2.5 represents the Portuguese grid code require-
ment for reactive current injection during voltage sags. It is composed by two main
zones. Zone (1) consists on the reactive current requirement in function of pre-fault
active current injection, according to the AC voltage profile measured at the wind
turbine terminals. This zone is effective for voltage profiles below a threshold value
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Figure 2.4: Example curve of FRT voltage-time requirements (adaptable for several
grid codes)
Grid Code BC BD AF FE AH HG
Denmark 25% 0.1s 0.75s 25% 10s N.A.
Germany 0% 0.15s 0.15s 30% 0.7s 10%
Ireland 15% 0.625s 3s 10% N.A. N.A.
Spain 20% 0.5s 1s 20% 15s 5%
Spain (Canary Islands) 0% 0.5s 1s 20% 15s 5%
United Kingdom 0% 0.14s 1.2s 20% 2.5s 15%
Portugal 20% 0.5s 1.5s 20% 10s N.A.
Table 2.1: Wind power grid code FRT voltage versus time characteristics
(0.9 p.u. for this case). Zone (2) is related with the reactive current injection in
normal operation.
The introduction of this requirement has brought challenges for the wind turbine
manufactures to design generators and control strategies coping with the specified
requests. During the last decade several research work have been conducted on
this specific topic, presenting several approaches for FRT compliance over the most
dominant wind generators technologies. It can be stated that nowadays wind tur-
bines, independently of the generator technology, are able to be FRT compliant.
Nonetheless, some may require the presence of external devices such as Flexible
AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) to fully comply with grid code requirements
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Figure 2.5: Portuguese FRT reactive Current injection requirement
[43, 44, 45].
The investigation conducted by M orren et al. in [46] developed a solution to
make possible for DFIG on remaining connected to the grid during grid faults, with-
out losing the synchronism. The proposed strategy consisted on bypassing the rotor
converter during the fault event. In addition, during the fault event the rotor is
connected to a thyristor controlled resistance which dissipates the rotors’ power.
The inclusion of external thyristor-controlled braking resistors’ reduces the rotor
currents and simultaneously guarantees the operation of the machine within accept-
able slip range This method also reduces the induced rotor current by increasing the
rotor resistance (being the total resistance defined by the sum of the rotor winding
resistance plus the external thyristor controlled resistance. The simulation set-up
to assess the performance of the proposed control scheme consisted was achieved by
modelling a DFIG generator in Matlab Simulink in the d-q reference frame. The
power electronic converters between the machine rotor and the grid were represented
by their control-loops. To evaluate the performance of the strategy,authors tested
the base case DFIG (without power electronic converters protection) facing a 85%
voltage dip. The results presented a high increase on the rotor currents achieving
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the magnitude above 3 p.u. which is above the converter limits. Authors assessed
that this specific situation could provoke severe damage to the DFIG converters. To
overcome the high inrush currents, authors have evaluated the performance of the
generator, facing the same fault event but with the inclusion of the proposed control
approach. The results highlight that the DFIG was able to remain connected to the
grid. The rotor current was reduced being kept bellow the nominal current. Despite
speed drift has been also observed during the fault event, the generator was able to
recover the active power injection and pre-disturbance speed aftermath.
In [5], authors have implemented a time-domain model for the DFIG to assess
the validity and feasibility of a proposed control scheme regarding the generator FRT
capability. Similarly to the approach aforementioned in [46], this investigation also
adopts a electronic interfaced resistor that is connected to the DFIG rotor during
the fault. The set composed by resistor and the electronic interface converter is
denominates as crowbar (see Figure 2.6) ans is used to restrain the induced current
on the DFIG rotors’ winding. The objective of the proposed FRT strategy consists
on:
1. Protect the switches of the converters against overcurrent and overvoltage
stress and the DC bus capacitor against overvoltage;
2. Fulfil the grid code requirements by feeding reactive current during the fault
and resuming active generation after fault clearing;
3. Optimize the hardware added to the generator and the mathematical process-
ing of control techniques.
The operation of the proposed FRT control is activated when the voltage fall below
a given pre-defined undervoltage level. The FRT control is responsible for discon-
necting the Rotor Side Converter (RSC) from the rotors’ windings (through S2,
connection a in the Figure 2.6). As aforementioned the rotors’ windings are then
connected to the crowbar resistance to limit the induced rotor current (through S1
in Figure 2.6). The RSC operation mode is then changed from Normal to Transient
Control Mode (TMC). Since the RSC does not operate at the same frequency as the
Grid Side Converter (GSC), a small delay time is given to the converter guaranteeing
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Figure 2.6: Overview of FRT control approach on DFIG [5]
that the operational mode change is effective on the converter behaviour. Then the
RSC is connected in parallel to the GSC (through S2, connection b - see Figure 2.6).
The GSC and RSC will provide reactive current injection to the AC grid, performing
similarly to a STATCOM using the energy stored in the capacitor. When the fault
is cleared and the voltage rise above the minimum voltage detection threshold the
opposite strategy will take place. The RSC will be disconnected from the GSC and
followed by the control operation change from TMC to normal mode. Also a small
delay time will be given to let the converter operate with the new set points and
then, the converter will be connected to the DFIG rotors’ windings and simultane-
ously the crowbar will be disconnected. This strategy allows the DFIG to remain
connected to the grid without facing high current magnitudes in the rotor. The syn-
chronism is not lost and simultaneously the connection of both converters in parallel
allow a maximized reactive current injection without requiring hardware over-sizing.
The FRT capability on PMSG wind turbines has been investigated by Muyeen
et al. in [47]. This particular type of generator is fully de-coupled from the grid
since its interface is performed by back-to-back electronic converters. Hence, the
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Machine Side Converter (MSC) is responsible by injecting the Generator AC power
into the DC busbar after being rectified. The Grid Side Converter (GSC) is re-
sponsible by delivering the generated power to the AC grid while controlling the
DC voltage. During an AC fault, the generator will not sense any voltage sag at its
terminals thus will remain generating the pre-fault power and no problems regarding
synchronism loss will occur. Nevertheless, the GSC will sense the fault event and
will commute its operation mode from normal to FRT mode. In the FRT control
mode, is priority is given to the reactive current injection to meet the grid code
requirements. Consequently the generated active power will not be totally delivered
to the grid, provoking a power imbalance on the DC-Busbar. The DC capacitor will
then experience an overvoltage that can damage the capacitor as well as the power
electronic converters. To avoid the overvoltage, a fast voltage control strategies are
adopted. Authors proposed that during the voltage sag an Overvoltage Protection
System (OVPS) should be connected to the DC-link busbar. The OVPS consists
on an electronically controlled resistor that is connected in parallel with the DC
capacitor, dissipating the active power surplus of the DC-link. By doing this, the
control strategy is able to maintain the DC voltage within admissible. Additionally,
the PMSG will deliver a constant active power amount, avoiding any power imbal-
ance. The GSC will be able to deliver reactive current to the AC grid. To assess
the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy a full modelling of the wind tur-
bine, including power electronic switching, has been performed in PSCAD/EMTDC
software. The results allow concluding that the strategy is effective since the PMSG
wind turbine remain connected to the grid facing a fault event. Also reactive current
injection is successfully achieved. The DC link voltage is kept within the admissible
values.
Regarding the FRT capability on PMSG wind turbines another study presented
in [48], assesses the DC overvoltage that overcome from this service provision. Simi-
larly to the reviewed by Muyeen et al in [47], the major bottleneck for FRT provision
in PMSG wind turbines interfaced by back-to-back converter, consists on the exis-
tence of a DC overvoltage in the DC busbar, led by the power imbalance during the
fault event. In this particular study authors investigated three possible mechanisms
for power balance promotion being:
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• Active power reduction through blade pitch control;
• Sizing bigger DC-bus capacitor;
• Dissipate the exceeding active power on the DC bus through braking resistor.
Regarding the active power reduction through blades’ pitch control, authors as-
certained that the time for effective operation is not in-line with the fast dynamics
DC voltage rise. In fact, according to [49], modern wind turbines are able to achieve
pitching rates in the range of 5◦−10◦ per second, in normal operation and 10◦−20◦
per second in emergency operation. Authors have concluded through simulation
tests that even the maximum pitching rate of 20◦ per second, do not mitigate the
DC overvoltage effect.
The second proposed strategy consisted on increasing the capacitor size in the
attempt of achieving a smaller DC overvoltage. Calculations performed allowed to
conclude that for a severe fault that leads the AC voltage to 0 p.u., during 150
ms, would require a capacitor to withstand 1.15MJ energy storage capacity that is
equivalent to have an capacitor size of C ≈ 11F , which is impractical.
The third approach consisted on the adoption of electronic interfaced braking
resistor to be installed in parallel with the DC capacitor. This approach is simi-
lar to the proposed in [47]. During the fault event the non-delivered active power
should be dissipated on the braking resistor thus promoting the DC power balance
on the DC busbar. Authors have calculated that for a severe fault leading to the
loss of full power delivery capacity, the braking resistor should have Rb = 0.5Ω to
dissipate 2MW at the rated DC voltage of 1kV . Another relevant aspect is the
maximum energy that the resistor can dissipate, defining the resistor thermal limit.
The simulations performed to assess the performance of this strategy demonstrates
its feasibility and effectiveness regarding the DC voltage rise mitigation.
The work conducted by Amutha and Kumar in [50] presents an approach for
allowing non-FRT compliant WF on remaining connected to the grid during voltage
sags. According to the previously described, FRT capability is extremely important
from the power system dynamics perspective, since it reduces the amount of wind
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power disconnect after a fault event, mitigating load/generation imbalance after grid
fault clearance. The proposed approach consists on equipping WF with an external
additional device called Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR). This device decouples the
WF from the grid during the fault and transitory assures the AC voltage profile at
the WT terminals mitigating the induction generators accelerating. The adoption of
this approach present promising results by allowing induction generator based WF
on remaining connected to the grid during voltage sags, thus mitigating the stability
effects after fault clearing.
2.3 Wind Turbine Technologies
A significant evolution on wind turbine technologies have been taking place on the
last two decades with a high contribution on constructive aspects, design and con-
trol enhancements. On the attempt of achieving better performance, wind turbine
aerodynamic design as well as the materials for wind blades’ construction has ex-
perienced quite remarkable development on the last decades. Simultaneously, the
electrical generators have also been facing modifications to meet the connection re-
quirements. The flexibility of operation and the efficiency over a wide set of wind
speed are the key concerns for the research and development on this specific topic.
Three major wind generator technologies equips nowadays wind turbines. The
first generation, which equips the oldest WF are the fixed speed WT based on
Fixed Speed Induction Generators(FSIG). These turbines are less flexible from the
wind speed operation range and also from the grid connection perspective [51]. The
second generation, are variable speed WT which are equipped by an induction gen-
erator with accessible wounded rotor that is interfaced to the grid through a power
electronic converter. This technology is named as Doubly-fed Induction Generators
(DFIG). It is nowadays most spread wind turbine technology and have been adopted
in several projects due to its wider operation range and the capacity of providing
support services to the power grid. The third wind turbine technology is also a
variable-speed WT equipped by Synchronous Generators (SG) with auto excitation
provided by a proper auxiliary circuit or by permanent magnets. These generators
are normally multi-pole machines, don’t requiring gearbox to adapt the rotors’ speed
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to the generator speed. The interface between the generator and the electric grid is
performed via an integral converter. In the literature this technology is know as full
or integral converter WT or Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG).
2.3.1 Fixed Speed Wind Turbine
The fixed speed wind turbine is composed by an induction generator connected to
the WT through a gearbox. The gearbox is an essential part of this generator since
adapts the blades’ shaft speed to the operation speed range of the induction gen-
erator. Also, it is the most delicate part of the WT on what regards maintenance
needs. The induction generator is not able to generate reactive power autonomously
and requires reactive power for magnetizing [51]. Thus, capacitor banks are usually
installed in this type of wind turbines. This generator is not able to autonomously
deal with the recent grid code requirements, namely on the fault ride-through ca-
pability. Often, external devices can be set in a FSIG-based WF to guarantee the
flexibility required be the nowadays grid-codes [52].
N:1 Induction
Generator
Network
Gearbox
Figure 2.7: Scheme of Wind Turbine based on Induction Generator
This technology was widely spread during 1990’s decade. By 2000, manufacturers
have enhanced the induction generators with power electronic converter interface
between the rotor and the AC grid. This fact enhances the operational flexibility as
well as allows the provision of novel ancillary services to the AC grid.
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2.3.2 Doubly-fed Induction Generator – DFIG
The DFIG is currently the most spread WT technology over the world. It consists
on an induction generator with accessible rotor windings. The rotor is interfaced
with the grid by a back-to-back converter (as illustrated in Figure 2.8) with reduced
size (ranging from 20-35% of the generator rated power) [26]. Despite requiring
the adoption of a gearbox to adapt the turbine rotational speed to the generators’
speed, this generator can operate in a wider speed range being more flexible than the
predecessor conventional induction generator. Additionally, it is capable of coping
with grid code requirements by providing effective primary frequency control [36],
[26] and even withstanding voltage sags and provide reactive current injection during
these events [5].
N:1
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Figure 2.8: Scheme of Wind Turbine based on Doubly-fed Induction Generator
2.3.3 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
The PMSG is connected to the grid via an back-to-back converter. The general
connection scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.9. The adoption of integral converter
connection allows the generator to operate at any non-fixed frequency. The PMSG
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are multi-pole generators that rotates at low speed, close to the WT hub speed, not
requiring gearbox for speed adaptation. This factor is very beneficial since reduces
the maintenance requirements associated with the gearbox, turning it in an attrac-
tive solution for offshore applications. The generated power is rectified to DC by
the Machine-Side Converter (MSC). The power is stored at a DC capacitor installed
at the DC busbar and the Grid-Side converter (GSC) inverts the power into AC at
the nominal grid frequency, enabling its delivery. Normally, the control associated
to the GSC controls the active power delivery based on the DC voltage value. The
interface made through power electronic converter is advantageous since smooth the
power delivery by reducing the impacts from wind variations. Additionally, the
converters cascade decouples the generator from the grid, mitigating the impacts of
voltage sags. In fact, this technology of WT is able to withstand AC voltage sags
and simultaneously provide voltage support by injecting reactive power.
MSC GSCPMSG
Network
Figure 2.9: Scheme of Wind Turbine based on Permanent Magnet Synchronous Gen-
erator
2.4 Offshore Wind Power
Recent trends points toward to the adoption of wind power generation at offshore
level. Nevertheless, several challenges arise for the deployment of these WF. From
the electrical perspective the major challenges related with offshore wind power
deployment are related with the connection infrastructure, control of wind power
injection and also the participation of offshore WF on grid services similarly to what
is nowadays required to onshore WF. Several projects and studies have been carried
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out, mainly in the last decade, over several aspects inherent to offshore wind power
integration. The sub-topics of this section try to highlight some of the challenges
that are addresses in this thesis, as well as gives an overview of what are the main
existing contributions.
2.4.1 Offshore Wind Farm Grid Connection
Offshore WF are electrically connected to the mainland grid by a cable circuit. The
adoption of cable circuits in AC has some implications on the power transmission.
In fact, the cable circuits also known as insulated or shielded cable circuits are
composed by a conducting core isolated by a non-conducting material as depicted
in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Power Transmission Cable Cross-section
The cross-section illustration on Figure 2.10 shows that the cable core will oper-
ate on a given voltage and it is separated through a non-conducting medium from the
outer shield that is ground connected. Thus, a cable circuit behaves as a capacitor,
whose capacity is distributed over the cable length. In sum, the interconnection ca-
ble circuit will generate a massive capacitive reactive power which reduces the overall
active power transmission capability and also hempers the cable voltage control. To
avoid this effect, a high inductive compensation should be required. The issue is
that over a certain amount of power and length it becomes impractical the adoption
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of AC cable circuits. According to K im et al., the High Voltage AC (HVAC) should
not be adopted for connections over 300 MW 200 km or 200MW-250 km [6]. Above
these power rates and lengths the HVDC adoption is more adequate to establish the
power transmission from technical and economical perspective.
The HVDC technology has been gaining importance on the last decade as the way
to tackle many of the power system problems. Nevertheless, this technology begun
being investigated on the mid-20th century. In 1954 the first commercial HVDC
system was placed in Gotland (Sweden), consisting in a 10 MW unidirectional point-
to-point connection between mainland Sweden and Gotland Island. Additionally to
cable circuit connections, HVDC has been used for long length, high power links.
The advantages of HVDC in comparison to HVAC systems are [6]:
• No technical limit to the length of submarine cable circuit;
• No synchronism required between AC interconnected grids;
• Immunity from phase angle, frequency or voltage fluctuations;
• Interconnection of AC systems running on different frequencies (50-60 Hz);
• Controllability of power injection (not a power flow angle and voltage-based
solution);
• Capability of independent control of active and reactive power (on VSC);
• Uses only two conductors (one if the return path is established by the ground).
The range of application of HVDC system is very broad. The scheme on Figure 2.11
illustrates possible utilization of HVDC technology.
According to the illustration of Figure 2.11, HVDC technology is adopted to
handle particular applications which cannot be established by HVDC. It can pro-
mote the interconnection between non-synchronous areas (operating with different
frequencies) in a back-to-back configuration, interconnection between distant bulk
power generation and load consumption spots (like Itaipu connection in Brazil,
Cahora-Bassa in Mozambique) and also, cable circuit power transmission for Island
or offshore WF connection (Gotland- mainland Sweden). Several plans and studies
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Figure 2.11: Possible applications of HVDC technology adapted from [6]
envision the adoption of offshore wind power to tackle the electrical green-energy
needs on the next decades. The deployment of WF at offshore level is surrounded
by technical challenges that go from the structural, logistic to electrical connection
scope. From the electrical perspective the connection should:
• Be economically viable;
• Provide operational flexibility;
• Allow ancillary service provision;
• Be reliable.
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Several works that have been recently performed are consensual pointing the HVDC
as connection the technology to allow a massive offshore WF penetration [53], [54],
[55]. Nevertheless, beyond installing wind turbines at offshore level being very ex-
pensive, the HVDC connection increases the investment by still being a quite expen-
sive technology. Several studies have assessed the economic impacts of the HVDC
adoption for offshore WF deployment and concluded that HVDC is not competitive
technology from the economic perspective. Nonetheless, is the only technology able
to promote the interconnection for certain power amount as well as distance from
shore. The study conducted by The Crown State in [56] concluded that HVDC is
crucial for the far from shore offshore wind power deployment and forecasts that the
technology cost will decrease within the next years with the increase of its adoption.
Simultaneously, the HVDC technology has been widely adopted in several projects
over the world by diversified reasons. Long distance power transmission has been the
major responsible for HVDC deployment. Examples such as the 2500km, 3500MW
connection between Madeira River and Araraquara, Brazil [57] and the 890km
3000MW connection between Three Gorges and Changzhou in China [58] are help-
ing on the development of HVDC technology. According to Buijs et al. in [59],
HVDC has been also being investigated to tackle challenges in metropolitan areas
over Europe where the need of transmission capacity assured by underground ca-
ble circuits is highly increasing. In [59] authors give specific examples over several
European cities in diverse countries such as Spain, UK, Denmark, Italy, Germany,
Netherlands and Austria.
2.4.2 Multi-terminal DC Grids for Interconnecting Offshore Wind
Power
The HVDC technology has been envisioned to help on creating a common European
grid infrastructure commonly named as the SuperGrid [60]. The Super Grid concept
consists on a network infrastructure with hybrid AC and DC connections. The DC
connections need is related with offshore WF collection, promote power exchange
between non-interconnected areas and foster the long distance renewable energy
connection. The report found in [60] refers to the possibility of having a common
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electricity market between several distinct electricity markets in Europe. The lack
of interconnectivity or limited interconnections, constraint the power exchanges be-
tween countries. According to [60], the existence of additional connectivity can also
help on increasing the renewable energy penetration and extend the network share of
renewable power by allowing storage on hydro dams located on Scandinavian area.
Research projects such as the Offshore Grid and TWENTIES have investigate the
deployment of DC grids in Europe. The works presented in [61] and in [62] proposes
the DC grid as an overlay to the existent European grid, allowing to increase the
Renewable Energy Sources in Electricity (RES-E) penetration as well as fostering
electricity market development.
The Offshore Grid final report [63] presents the DC grid as an advantageous
solution by being the way to achieve:
• Security of Supply
• Competition and Markets
• Integration of Renewables
From the security of supply perspective, the DC grid should improve connection
between big electricity consumption centres around North Sea, reduce fossil fuel
dependency, transmit offshore renewable electricity and bypass onshore electricity
transmission bottlenecks. From an electricity market perspective the DC grid can
create or improve connections, fostering the trades and improving competition. The
DC grid also promotes the renewable energy integration through the collection of
offshore Wind Power generation. Several offshore WF can be interconnected to the
grid smoothing the wind power variability. Also, the DC grid promote connection
between non-interconnected AC areas which is advantageous since facilitate the ac-
commodation of renewable energy in Scandinavian hydro dam reservoirs. These
factors simultaneously contributes to the Europe’s 2020 targets for renewable share
and CO2 emission reduction [63].
The project DESERTEC also envisions the HVDC grids for enabling the cre-
ation of a Super Grid among Europe, Middle East and North Africa denominated
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as EUMENA [7]. The objective of this initiative is to promote massive renewable
power integration and promote power exchanges between the intervenient areas. The
DESERTEC supergrid conceptual layout is depicted in Figure 2.12. It consists on
Figure 2.12: DESERTEC Super Grid concept [7]
taking advantage of the existing ENTSO-E power grid and extends it to the renew-
able generation location. This extension in many cases must be HVDC-based due
to the power and distances at stake. One of the projects vision is noticeable by the
illustration in the Figure 2.12 and consists on collecting a massive amount of solar
power at North Africa and Middle East regions through Concentrated Solar Power
(CSP) plants. MTDC grid is expected to interconnect the several distant CSP plants
as well as wind farms into the European ENTSO-E AC grid [7]. The DC grid can
also perform as a backbone for the existing AC grid by allowing the power flow, for
instance from Iberian Peninsula to France or Greece to Italy or Iberian Peninsula
to Italy.
The development of Multi-terminal DC grids has been also addressed in [64]. Ac-
cording to authors, the (Multi-terminal DC) MTDC grids will start being installed
for onshore applications and further will be adopted for offshore and pan-continental
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connections. In fact, India has recently announced a four terminal HVDC ±800-kV
grid to be placed in operation by 2015. The system will be rated to 8.000 MW and
should promote the connection of hydropower-based electricity to 90 million people.
Several point-to-point connection projects for offshore wind power transmission in
Europe have been required to be grid-enabled allowing future expansion via connec-
tion to other DC systems [64].
This fact is a clearly intention on building a MTDC infrastructure at the North
Sea. According to authors, the projects for offshore point-to-point connections will
play the role of primary blocks and in a further phase, these blocks are going to be
connected building a DC grid infrastructure.
Regarding the plans for DC grid deployment, there have also place for discussion
on what regards the DC grids topology. In theory, DC grids can have unlimited con-
nections as well as injection and extraction points. However, in practice it is need to
define an appropriate topology allowing on reducing the implantation costs, creating
a flexible and reliable grid and assuring security of supply and reasonable intercon-
nection capability to foster electricity markets competitiveness. The work conducted
by Gomis-Bellmunt et al. presented in [8] analysis several DC grid topologies based
on varied criteria such as the loss of power in-feed aftermath fault occurrence and
economic aspects as well. The analysed topologies consisted on ring topology, star
topology, star with a central switching ring topology, wind farms ring topology and
substation ring topology. For illustrative purposes, the MTDC grid topologies are
depicted in Figure 2.13. From reliability and reconfiguration purposes some of the
presented topologies may be more interesting than others. However, the results of
this work shows that the optimum topology does not depend only on operational and
robustness requirements but also on geographical dispersion of substations and WF.
Circuit breakers and cables price are also important factors that must be weighted.
Authors have also stated that based on the current price of solid-state breakers the
most appropriate configuration should be the WFRT ( c) in the Figure 2.13) since
it meets all the criteria’s with reduced price. However this fact is not strict and
depending on the project specifications an analysis should be performed and other
topologies might be more suitable [8].
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Figure 2.13: MTDC grid topologies: a) General Ring Topology (GRT); b) Star
Topology (ST); c) Wind Farms Ring Topology (WFRT); d) Star with central switching
ring topology (SGRT); e) Substation Ring Topology (SRT) [8]
The European Project TradeWind, which behaviour developing Europes elec-
tricity power market for large scale integration of Wind Power, points in its final
report [65], that HVDC is essential for creating the connection infrastructures for
electricity markets development. Regarding the wind power integration, the same
report envision a massive integration at North Sea and affirms that multi-terminal
HVDC meshed grids are essential for the interconnection and more research and
development should be performed in this specific topic.
The North Seas Countries’ Offshore Grid Initiative (NSCOGI) is a ENTSO-E
committee responsible to evaluate and facilitate the development an offshore grid
to meet the EU renewable targets up to 2020 [66]. Aspects such as efficiency and
economic use of RES and grid investments are taken into the consideration. To
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cover all the topics within the DC grid deployment, three Work Groups (WG) were
created:
• WG1 - grid implementation;
• WG2 - market and regulation;
• WG3 - permissions and planning.
The WG 1 final report [66] addresses several scenarios and some considerations
leads to the adoption of DC grids the mean of achieving the better goals.
2.4.3 HVDC Technologies
The transmission in HVDC is accomplished by the transformation of AC into DC
and further the transformation from DC to AC. These processes involving AC trans-
formation into DC is called rectification. To achieve this transformation usually a
rectifier is adopted. The opposite process, the transformation of DC into AC is
known as inversion and is accomplished by an inverter. The inverter recomposes an
AC sine wave using the DC power.
The technology of HVDC converters has evolved along with the development
of power electronic devices. Nowadays the HVDC converters are divided between
two main technologies. The older, Line Commuted Converter (LCC) and the more
recent Voltage Source Converters (VSC).
The LCC was introduced using mercury-arc valves. Nowadays they are composed
by solid-state thyristor valves [6]. This specific type of converter relies on the AC
system voltage for establishing the commutation (naturally commuted converter)
and have been being adopted for bulk power transmission through long distances,
back-to-back converters and even for offshore applications providing a point-to-point
connection. This technology was in fact adopted in several commercial projects and
nowadays still being commercialized for high power applications (over 1000 MW).
However, the development in power electronics and the requirement for enhanced
flexibility has culminated on the development of the HVDC-VSC technology. This
HVDC technology is able to handle the same application field of HVDC-LCC how-
ever limited to 1000 MW due to the power electronic switch devices (Insulated
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Gate Bipolar Transistor IGBT and Gate Turn-off thyristor - GTO) and converters
topology limitations. Additionally, the HVDC-VSC technology allows independent
control of active and reactive power, bi-directionality (without requiring blocking
the transmission for power flow inversion). Since HVDC-VSC uses forced commuted
switches also allows the operation with AC low-voltage profile, operation under weak
AC systems and black-start capability [67]. The flexibility of control inherent to the
converter technology and control also allows the formation of Multi-terminal DC
(MTDC) grids [67], [68]. Lead power systems manufacturers are presently commer-
cializing HVDC-VSC technology for the most varied field of applications. Siemens
has a specific product line called HVDC-Plus [69] and ABB has the similar technol-
ogy named as HVDC-Light [70].
In [69], author presents the state-of-the-art Siemens technology in HVDC con-
verters for power transmission. It consists on a HVDC-VSC composed by a Modular
Multi-level Converter (MMC). The MMC converter is achieved by associating series
of IGBT switches to reconstruct the AC voltage sine-wave based on the DC volt-
age magnitude (further details on this converter topology are addressed in Section
2.4.4). The adoption of MMC topology allows the HVDC-VSC system operation
under AC system phase imbalance without having issues related with DC voltage
ripple since no common DC capacitor is shared by all phases. In fact, according to
the paper [69], the MMC HVDC-VSC can operate with a continuous voltage imbal-
ance (during AC imbalanced faults for instance). In these situations the converter
can remain delivering the pre-fault power on healthy phases. Thus, on the limit,
only one third of the pre-disturbance power will be lost in the case of a phase-to-
ground fault. This feature is very advantageous for the AC power system since can
reduce load/generation imbalance problems. However, can simultaneously increase
the imbalance on AC voltages if not properly operated.
In line with the aforementioned aspect of the possibility of operation in AC phase
imbalance, the HVDC-VSC can also operate with DC half circuit. Normally, HVDC-
VSC technology is designed to transmit power in DC circuits with symmetrical DC
voltages (+VDC/2 and -VDC/2). The scheme depicted in Figure 2.14 was included
for illustrative purposes to depict the basic VSC structure. For instance, a 400 kVDC
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link is obtained by having one terminal operated between null voltage (medium
point) and +200 kVDC and symmetrically the other terminal operated between the
medium point and -200 kVDC. Facing a situation of loss of one terminal, (DC cable
terminal fault or VSC malfunction) the system can remain being operated using the
healthy DC terminal, carrying half of the pre-disturbance power. This functionality
is attained by the design of the HVDC converter that normally is separated for each
DC cable pole.
VDC
VDC+ 2
VDC- 2
+
-
Figure 2.14: Conceptual scheme of HVDC-VSC bipolar link
The HVDC-VSC technology has also evolved on what regards the converters
topology. This theme is related with power electronic development and require-
ments for enhanced operation, mainly from the DC-side perspective. From the AC
perspective, the converter topology is important to guarantee the quality of the
sine-wave reconstruction. The basic HVDC-VSC functionalities are shared among
the topologies. However, an overview of the latest developments is hereafter briefly
addressed.
2.4.4 HVDC Voltage Source Converter Topologies
According to the paper published by Andersen et al., in [71] the VSC topologies for
power transmission are divided in three main categories:
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• The two-level topology;
• The multilevel diode-clamped topology;
• The multilevel floating capacitor topology.
In fact, as reported by Flourentzou et al. in [9] there are several topologies of
multilevel VSC thus, they are based on the principles of the previously mentioned
diode-clamped and floating (or commonly mentioned, flying) capacitor technologies.
Two-level VSC
The two-level VSC topology has been widely adopted in power applications. This
converter topology can basically output a square wave form which, despite being
alternate signal, is far from the sine-wave output standards. Nevertheless for low
quality demanding applications it presents to be sufficient and economically viable.
According to [71], in order to improve the output, Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM)
can be used as trigger for the power electronic valves, producing a waveform with
a dominant fundamental component nonetheless, with a significant amount of high-
order harmonics. The scheme depicted in Figure 2.15 depicts the two-level VSC
electrical configuration as well as its output waveform. The advantages of the two-
level topology are:
• Simple circuitry;
• Small DC capacitors;
• Small footprint;
• Semiconductor switches have equal duties.
Enhanced AC wave quality can be attained with the adoption of this topology.
However, the number of switch devices doubles in comparison of the previously
presented 2-level VSC topology. The main disadvantages of this topology are:
• Large Blocking voltage of semiconductor switches;
• Crude basic AC waveforms;
• High converter switching loss due to high switching frequencies.
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Figure 2.15: Two-level VSC scheme top. Converter output bottom [9]
Since this topology produces high-order harmonic components, filtering is commonly
required to improve the output AC wave quality.
Multilevel Diode-clamped - VSC
The multilevel diode-clamped VSC is attained by using a number of DC capacitor
in series and diodes. The AC-side voltage output should then vary between +Vdc, 0
and −Vdc.The scheme depicted in Figure 2.16 illustrates the connection layout for a
three-level single phase diode-clamped VSC.
According to [71], the diode-clamped VSC advantages are:
• Reasonable small DC capacitors;
• Lower switch blocking voltage;
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Figure 2.16: Multilevel diode-clamped VSC scheme top. Converter output bottom [9]
• Good basic AC waveform;
• Small footprint;
• Relatively low converter switching loss.
Regarding the main disadvantages the same paper presents:
• Inherent difficulty in keeping DC capacitor voltage levels constant;
• Complex circuitry for large number of levels;
• Semiconductor switches have different duties.
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Multilevel Floating Capacitor (MFC) VSC
The Multilevel floating capacitor VSC produces the same output AC waveform as
the previously presented Multilevel diode-clamped VSC topology. However, this
topology does not use additional diodes. Instead, additional capacitors are adopted.
For illustrative purpose a five level converter and the output signal are depicted in
the Figure 2.17.
These capacitors are normally known as floating capacitors. The main advan-
tages of this topology are:
• Semiconductor switches have the same duty;
• Lower switch blocking voltage;
• Good AC waveform representation;
• Low Converter switching loss.
The main disadvantage of this topology is the number of capacitors which increases
proportionally to the square of their nominal voltages thus, increasing the converter
footprint [71]. Also, as can be observed on the AC power output illustration depicted
on Figure 2.17, the increase of converter level impacts by enhancing the quality of
the AC output wave.
Modular Multilevel Converter - MMC
As mentioned in Section 2.4.3, HVDC manufactures are adopting the modular mul-
tilevel converter. This concept consists on having a so-called IGBT’s module or cell
that has in the interior two series IGBT and a capacitor as depicted in Figure 2.18.
The adoption of modules is advantageous since allows re-configuration or electrical
re-arrangement of the HVDC converter, allows the fast substitution of a damaged
module and also progressive upgrading by the increase of sub-modules number. The
upgrade aspect may be divided in voltage level increase or converter capability in-
crease. If for any reason is necessary to increase the converter voltage level, more
sub-modules should be associated in series and the converter control must be re-
programmed. However, if the objective is to increase the converter power transfer
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Figure 2.17: Five level multilevel floating capacitor VSC scheme top. Converter
output waveform bottom [9]
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Figure 2.18: Modular Multilevel VSC converter topology and submodule configura-
tion - adapted from [9]
capability, additional sub-modules may be associated in parallel, constructing a twin
HVDC converter leg, sharing the sub-module triggering signals.
Modern HVDC-VSC applications adopt multilevel converters that are able to
guarantee the quality standards specified by network operators. Power quality is-
sues such as constrained harmonic distortion levels and high to ultra-high voltage
connections requirements have been helping the VSC development and real-world
application.
2.4.5 Grid Support Services from Offshore Wind Farms
Similarly to the requirements to onshore WF, it is expected that offshore WF should
provide ancillary services to the AC grid. Several works have been conducted in this
specific field for offshore point-to-point HVDC connected WF. The main support
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services identified in the literature were the primary frequency control and the fault
ride-through capability. An overview of the most important contributions in these
specific fields has been performed and is presented in the following sub-sections.
Primary Frequency Control on Offshore Wind Farms
As described in 2.2.2, WF are able to provide primary frequency control service
by increasing or decreasing its generation according to the AC network frequency
needs. Normally, due to the tight time-frame, this service is autonomously deployed
based on the frequency measurement at the wind turbine terminals. For a HVDC-
connected offshore WF, despite WT having primary frequency support capability
and being also AC-based, a barrier related with the frequency de-coupling is intro-
duced by the HVDC connection. In fact, the HVDC interconnected areas does not
share the frequency behaviour thus, frequency deviation in the onshore AC area will
not be sensed at offshore AC network. Nevertheless, some studies have presented
alternative mechanisms to deal with primary frequency control deployment on off-
shore WF connected by a point-to-point link.
In [72], authors have investigate the feasibility of having primary frequency con-
trol provided by offshore wind farms connected through a point-to-point HVDC-LCC
technology. For this specific case where HVDC-LCC was adopted, the power balance
in the AC offshore network is important since will dictate its frequency deviation.
Thus, a proper coordination between the generated and delivered power must exist.
The HVDC-LCC power delivery is assured by the inverter firing angle which basi-
cally determines the amount of power to be transmitted. Authors have implemented
a coordinated controller between onshore AC frequency measurement and the off-
shore AC frequency. So, during a AC onshore frequency disturbance, the offshore
converter changes the active power output (through the firing angle adjustment), to
mimic a similar frequency disturbance in the AC offshore grid. The tests conducted
were just for the case where positive frequency drifts take place on the AC onshore
grid (no de-load mechanism was implemented on the DFIG wind generators). So,
this specific configuration is only able to respond to AC onshore overfrequency dis-
turbances meaning that; when the frequency signal increases the HVDC link should
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reduce the active power. The results highlight the achievement of frequency sup-
port contribution by presenting a reduction on the offshore generated power for a
overfrequency event. This paper serves mostly as a proof of concept. Further chal-
lenging aspects could also be addressed namely the transmission of the AC onshore
frequency measurement as well as the implementation of de-loading mechanisms.
A similar research has been conducted by Miao et al. in [10]. In this paper
authors have also studied the coordination between a DFIG-based offshore WF and
the HVDC-LCC rectifier converter firing angle. However, in this research authors
propose a droop-based approach for the offshore frequency control. The authors
assume that offshore HVDC-LCC has access to the onshore freaquency measurement.
The HVDC-LCC firing angle is controlled based on the scheme presented bt Figure
2.19.
Figure 2.19: HVDC-LCC firing angle control proposed in [10]
The converts’ power is defined by the steady-state active power setpoint (Pord)
and an additional power set-point that is result of the onshore AC frequency devi-
ation, after being adapted by the frequency/active power droop, defined by 1/R in
the Figure 2.19. Then, based on the DC voltage the control loop is able to set a
new current set-point (I∗dc). The error existing between the current set-point (I
∗
dc)
and the actual converter current (Idc) feeds a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller
that defines the accurate HVDC-LCC firing angle α. Similarly to [72], the power
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imbalance in the offshore AC grid will provoke a frequency deviation. For this spe-
cific case, authors have endowed offshore WF with DFIG with capability to provide
primary frequency support as presented in Section 2.2.2. Results highlight effective
frequency reproduction at offshore level and deployment of active power at WF-
level, contributing to the frequency support. Authors have also tested the proposed
control for a set of frequency/active power droop values. The main conclusion is
that the contribution is greater with higher droops values since it corresponds to a
higher induced offshore frequency disturbance.
In the work conducted by Li it et al. in [73], authors had assessed the feasibility
of deployment of primary frequency control facing an under-frequency deviation.
To achieve such fulfilment the DFIG-based wind farm has been set to operate in
a de-load regime through the previously presented in Section 2.2.2, pitch de-load
mechanism. Additionally authors have investigated the feasibility of emulating the
inertia behaviour in the DFIG wind turbines testing also the performance of this
service deployment in the chain system composed also by the HVDC-LCC onshore
and offshore converters, as well as the DC cable circuit. The control mechanism for
inertia emulation is in-line with the proposed in [37], where the rotor’s kinetic en-
ergy is delivered as active power increase through an additional proportional control
loop based on the frequency derivative. Results allowed verifying that both primary
frequency control and inertia emulation are successfully accomplished and bringing
benefits to the AC onshore grid frequency recovery.
Recently, this topic of primary frequency control provision by offshore WF has
been addressed by Chaudhary in [74]. In this work, author has studies the provision
of primary frequency control by offshore WF connected by HVDC-VSC in a point-
to-point configuration. Three strategies were assessed:
• Dedicated Communication channel between onshore and offshore HVDC-VSC
plus additional control to replicate the onshore frequency at offshore level: The
AC onshore frequency measurement is transmitted to the offshore HVDC-VSC
that is able to place a proportional offshore frequency.
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• Dedicated Communication channel between onshore HVDC-VSC and each
Wind Turbine: A communication link transmits the onshore AC frequency
measurement to the offshore HVDC-VSC that is responsible to transmit the
signal to each offshore WT.
• Cascaded control scheme (implemented at offshore VSC level) based on the
DC voltage/Offshore frequency droop: The onshore AC frequency disturbance
is translated as a DC voltage variation (imposed by the onshore HVDC-VSC).
At the other cable ending, the offshore HVDC-VSC is able to detect the voltage
variation and set a proportional AC offshore frequency value.
The three proposed approaches were able to cope with the frequency regulation
services. The offshore WF responded to AC grid frequency increase and decrease.
Author have also considered the existence of delays in the communication channels
and concluded that a 100ms delay (which is a reasonable latency for dedicated com-
munication channels), did not significantly impact on the global response regarding
frequency support services. However, an important issue regarding the adoption of
communication infrastructure for this kind of service provision is the communication
reliability, which was not tackled. In fact, relaying in te communication channels
brings additional complexity for system operation, which may contribute to global
system availability in case of failures occurring in the communication system.
Regarding the application of primary frequency control in MTDC grids, recent
work conducted by Chaudhuri et al. has been published in [75]. The test system
consisted on a MTDC grid interconnecting synchronous AC areas. The approach fol-
lowed consisted on enhancing the the active power control, which originally was only
composed by DC voltage/Active power droop, with an extra control rule dictated by
an AC frequency/Active power droop. This enhancement behaviour minimizing the
frequency deviation on each correspondent AC area. Authors have concluded that
the MTDC interconnected DC areas are able to cooperate towards the frequency
control provision of a given disturbed area. In fact, the converters autonomously
re-dispatch the power extraction/delivery amount to minimize the DC voltage er-
ror, culminating in a successful Active power/frequency control. With this approach
authors also have demonstrated that for primary frequency control provision, there
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is no need of creating communication channels between the HVDC-VSC. Also, the
adoption of local controllers presents satisfactory results thus not requiring the settle-
ment of a centralized control infrastructure that increases the costs and decreases the
overall system reliability. However, the primary frequency contribution is achieved
by the re-dispatch of active power within the DC grid. So, the lack of active support
from the AC generators is enhancement not performed in this paper.
The recent work presented by Zhu et al. in [76] exploits the topic of inertia
response provision by a HVDC-link. Authors emulate the AC onshore frequency
deviation as a DC voltage variation. The system gives the responsive active power
injection symmetrically to the DC voltage variation. Authors claim that the same
approach can be adopted on MTDC systems. However, the significant inertia re-
sponse is achieved by extracting stored energy at the HVDC-VSC capacitor bank
and consequently the results show a its impacts on the AC onshore system frequency
rate-of-change and support. However, authors have adopted a 7.5 mF HVDC-VSC
capacitor which is typically 100 times greater than the common practice value for
the same power and voltage application [77], [78].
Fault Ride-through Provision by HVDC-connected Offshore Wind Farms
The FRT, as described in Section 2.2.2 is one of grid codes requirements and basically
consists on the ability of a given generation facility have on remaining connected to
the grid during voltage sags typically resulting from AC grid faults. As highlighted
in Section 2.4.3, HVDC-VSC technology is able to operate under low AC voltage
since the commutation of the electronic valves is forced and does not rely on the
grid voltage to be induced. Nevertheless, according to several studies, additional
challenges arise on HVDC links in case of AC network faults.
The work conducted by Ramtharan et al. presented in [79], assess the provision
of FRT by wind farms connected through DC transmission systems. The adopted
with wind farms were based on fully rated converter wind turbines.
The aforementioned challenge consists on a DC voltage rise during the AC-
side voltage sag, led by the reduction of active power extraction capability at the
onshore HVDC-VSC with low AC voltage. In order to deliver the pre-disturbance
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active power, the converter will increase the current output during the voltage sag.
However, the current excursion is limited by the maximum current that the onshore
HVDC-VSC has been designed to deal with (physical limitation of the converter).
As referred, the active power delivered by the converter will be limited. Within the
DC grid, this active power will be accommodated at the HVDC-VSC capacitors,
leading to a DC voltage rise. DC voltage mechanisms are then required to quickly
mitigate the DC overvoltage magnitude. The maximum time to promote the DC
voltage control can be expressed by equation 2.1.
T =
C
(PGrid − PGrid−f ) × (V
2
dc−max − V 2dc−th) (2.1)
Where C is the capacitance value, PGrid is pre-fault power injected to the grid,
PGrid−f is the power injected to the grid during the fault Vdc−max is the maximum
admissible DC voltage and Vdc−th is the DC voltage threshold for operation of DC
voltage regulation mechanism. Authors were able to calculate the maximum time
for providing effective DC control for a HVDC link at 140 kV interconnecting a 50
MW wind farm with an equivalent capacitance of 50 µF and a threshold voltage of
145 kV. For a severe fault occurring on the onshore HVDC-VSC terminals leading
to null power output and to guarantee that the DC voltage does not overpass 170
kV, the dissipation mechanism must act within 24ms. This short time for effective
DC voltage control is crucial when choosing between the conventional methods.
Authors have studied the effects of communication and the inherent delays and
have concluded that a small delay of about 10ms can lead the failure on succeeding
with the DC voltage control. Alternatively, authors have proposed the adoption
of the DC overvoltage as the trigger for the DC voltage control scheme installed
at offshore converter level. The DC voltage control can be achieve through three
schemes using the DC voltage rise as trigger:
• De-loading: The offshore HVDC-VSC detects the DC overvoltage and sends
a signal to every WT through fast communication channel. During the fault
the WT rotor speed increases, the excess power is converter into kinetic energy
at WT-level.
• Short circuting: The offshore HVDC-VSC places a null voltage at the AC-
side. The WT, with fault ride-through capability are able to withstand the
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voltage sag and reduces the active power injection. For this specific case, it is
required offshore HVDC-VSC to have a high current rating to deal with the
transients (from setting the AC voltage to null to the WT detect it and reduce
the power injection).
• Chopper resistor: Connecting a chopper resistor in the DC link, responding
to the DC voltage rise by dissipating power as heat. This strategy has the
drawback of requiring a chopper breaking resistor equal to the WF rating.
The achieved results illustrate an effective DC voltage control on the three pro-
posed DC voltage control approaches.
A similar study was conducted by Feltes et al. in [80]. Authors have highlighted
the previously mentioned DC overvoltage during onshore AC fault and presented
solutions to control the DC voltage. The first approach consisted on installing a
DC chopper at the offshore converter DC terminal. This device is controlled by a
DC voltage/Active power droop: DC voltages above a given threshold should trig-
ger the control of power dissipation proportionally to the DC voltage. This scheme
allows reducing the excess power on the capacitors, reducing the overvoltage mag-
nitude. Despite presenting satisfactory results, this scheme may not be attractive
from the economic perspective since it requires a full-scale DC chopper with at least
the same installed power as the offshore WF (to cope with severe AC faults leading
full power reduction). Alternatively, authors have presented a scheme to reduce the
power injected by offshore HVDC-VSC through a power reduction control scheme
installed at its level, while maintaining the AC offshore frequency constant. To do
so, a communication channel was considered (between onshore converter and off-
shore converter) to transmit the onshore AC voltage to the offshore HVDC-VSC.
Despite being presented, authors do not emphasize this approach since it may cause
AC overvoltage at offshore WF grid and mechanical stress on the offshore WT.
As solution for communication-based approach, authors have suggested a control
scheme based on a communication channel between onshore and offshore converters
and an additional communication channel between the offshore converter and each
WT. That way, during fault the onshore converter should be responsible by calcu-
lating the maximum power transfer capability, transmit it to the offshore converter
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that have to calculate the power reduction share to be transmit to each WT. Au-
thors concluded that such complex communication channel and the inherent delays
could not cope with the fast time requirements for controlling the DC voltage rise.
Authors decided then to eliminate the communication channel between the onshore
and offshore HVDC-VSC and instead, similarly to the approach adopted in [79], use
the DC overvoltage as triggering signal to the offshore converter. Additionally, the
adoption of communication between the offshore converter and the offshore WT was
also abandoned since is not effective for fixed-speed wind generators. Authors have
proposed a new control approach that rely on the DC voltage (without communi-
cations between HVDC-VSC), consisting on a DC voltage/AC offshore frequency
droop control. This control scheme requires some modifications at WT-level to en-
sure the frequency/power response. Results presented that offshore WF were able
to reduce the injected power contributing towards the DC voltage control. Alter-
nately, authors have presented a AC voltage-based approach. This control scheme
consists on endowing the offshore HVDC-VSC with a DC voltage/AC voltage. So,
a DC overvoltage should be reproduced as a AC undervoltage. It is stated that by
adopting this control approach, FRT-compliant WT are able to reduce the active
power injection, contributing to the DC voltage control. This paper gives a quite
extensive overview of methodologies for endowing a point-to-point HVDC-VSC con-
nected WF with FRT capability. However it fails on analysing the proposed control
approaches for the different WT technologies and the extendibility of the concept of
DC grids.
The work conducted by Vrionis et al. in [81] proposes a fuzzy control mecha-
nism to deal with the FRT provision in a point-to-point offshore WF connected by
HVDC-VSC. The proposed approach consists on reducing the power injected at the
offshore level by acting on the offshore HVDC-VSC. A fuzzy controller is responsible
by quantifying the AC onshore-side fault magnitude according to the DC voltage
rise magnitude and acts on the offshore HVDC-VSC control, reducing the injected
power to the DC grid. From the offshore WF AC grid a power imbalance takes
place. However, the offshore WF was composed by induction generators that expe-
rienced frequency variations and were able to continue operating since the time fault
duration is relatively small. In this section several research studies regarding FRT
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capability on HVDC-VSC links. The gap of research works conducted in HVDC-
LCC technology is related its lack of capability on complying with such requirement.
In fact, HVDC-LCC are composed by naturally commuted power electronic valves
(eg:. thyristors), which rely on the AC voltage amplitude to provide the valve trig-
gering. Thus, an AC voltage sag culminates in the disconnection of the converters.
The works presented are consensual on the aspect of development of a DC voltage rise
during the low voltage sag. The challenge for the compliance of FRT requirement
is not directly connected to the HVDC-VSC technology (which is able to remain
connected during an AC voltage sag) but with the DC voltage control within the
DC link. Several approaches for DC voltage control are proposed on the analysed
literature. The contributions are coordinated on defining control strategies to reduce
the offshore incoming active power or dissipate it, in order to reduce the capacitor
power that provoke the overvoltage.
2.4.6 Operation of DC Grids Following the Loss of a Converter
The loss of a converter is a situation that can occur due to an AC-side fault and con-
sequent associated converter AC breaker tripping due to protective relay functions,
an internal converter fault leading to the converter disconnection due to converter
fault or malfunction or a DC-side fault.
From the offshore HVDC-connected WF perspective, the loss of an offshore converter
(i.e.:. Converter that connects the WF to the DC grid) will culminate in the loss of
WF power injection and on a transitory DC voltage reduction. Nevertheless, no po-
tential dangerous situation will occur for the DC grid and the remaining connected
converters. However, the disconnection of an onshore converter, assuming that this
is a power evacuation point from the DC grid to the AC system can compromise the
whole DC grid operation as well as components. This topic has a strong similarity
to the FRT provision since is also a situation of DC power imbalance. Nevertheless
on contrary to FRT, the loss of a converter has a wider time range characteristic
and can even be a permanent situation that may require human intervention and
repair actions. The effects on the DC voltage rise will be also permanent and if no
corrective mechanism acts promoting the DC power balance an uncontrollable DC
voltage rise will take place.
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This specific situation in a point-to-point connection may be amended by the dis-
connection of offshore HVDC-VSC and consequently offshore WF injection. Despite
the connection link is lost, no dangerous DC voltages will be induced on the link,
capacitor banks and HVDC-VSC.
For the case of a MTDC grid, the loss of a converter brings more challenge requiring
the adoption of enhanced control strategies. In fact the procedure of disconnecting
converters may bring additional problems for the interconnected AC systems related
with stability aspects.
The work conducted by Lu et al. presented in [82], presents an approach for
dealing with DC overvoltage during the loss of a converter in a MTDC grid. The
DC grid considered in the paper aimed on providing connection between onshore AC
areas. So, two situations may occur: (1) if the lost converter was importing power to
the DC grid, a negative power imbalance will take place thus; a DC voltage reduction
will also take place not putting in danger the operation of the DC grid as well as
any component. (2) If the lost converter was exporting power from the grid then, a
positive power imbalance will take place leading to DC overvoltage occurrence. For
the case suited in the paper, authors have considered one of the HVDC-VSC as DC
voltage Regulator consists on provide a fixed DC voltage and supply an amount of
power to maintain the power balance as a slack bus on AC systems. The additional
converters will collect/inject power according to specific set-points. The proposed
control schemes are implemented at the DC voltage regulator HVDC-VSC and can
be divided in two approaches:
1. ∆Pn control: The DC voltage feeds a PI controller that determines a given
∆Pn, active power amount to be reduced.
2. ∆Uref control: The DC voltage rise will provoke the reference voltage to drift.
Thus a PI controller is responsible to generate a transitory DC voltage value
to guarantee the operation of the DC grid.
The title of this paper suggests that the control approaches are valid for the per-
manent loss of a converter. However, on the paper authors explain that the cases
evaluated are based on a loss of a converter followed by a quick recovery (typically
100ms was considered). This fact turns this paper into another approach for FRT
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provision.
At the moment there is a gap in the literature related with the operation of
DC grids facing a permanent loss of power export capability due to the loss of one
of extracting converters (commonly onshore converters on offshore WF connection
cases). This topic has been focused in this thesis and is further detailed on Chapter
4.
2.5 Summary
The literature analysis performed in this chapter allows to conclude that the adop-
tion of offshore WF is inevitable to achieve the targets of RES-E share in Europe.
Along to the integration of offshore WF, comes the adoption of HVDC technology as
the mean of providing large amount of offshore WF power through longer distances.
Modern WT are able to provide a set of advanced services to the AC grids. As
reported in this chapter, those services started being required by TSO to maintain
the power system stability levels with high level of wind power penetration. How-
ever, the adoption of HVDC technology as the mean of interconnection of offshore
wind power, disables offshore-located WTG on participating in the AC mainland
grid support.
Some research works have tackled specific issues regarding the provision of ad-
vanced services to the AC system, aiming at increasing the credit on the adoption
of HVDC technology as the mean of interconnection of offshore WF. The most em-
phasized ones were related with primary frequency support and FRT capability.
Simultaneously, several initiatives points towards the adoption of DC grids,
namely on Northern Sea, in Europe, as the mean of establishing a sustainable in-
frastructure for offshore and RES-E integration. The integration of massive amount
of offshore wind power will require HVDC technology as the mean of connection.
The adoption of HVDC brigs challenges for the provision of primary frequency con-
trol, inertia emulation and FRT capability. The literature review performed in this
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chapter identifies the major contribution on these topics. However, there is a gap
regarding advances related to the aforementioned topics, applied to DC grids.
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3
Modelling of Multi-terminal HVDC
Grid for Offshore Wind Power
Transmission
3.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to present the models adopted for each component followed by the
presentation of Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) grid simulation platform, developed
in Matlab/Simulink, which served as the simulation framework for the develop-
ments of this thesis. A comprehensive description of each constituent model (from
the offshore wind turbine to the AC onshore network) and the interactions among
them are performed in this chapter. Finally, a set of simulation tests has been per-
formed to assess the simulation platform performance, its operation under different
DC grid topologies and the proposed base-case HVDC-VSC control philosophies.
3.2 Modelling Objectives and General Considerations
The Multi-terminal HVDC grid is a DC cable circuit that interconnects N offshore
facilities to M onshore mainland AC grids, as it is depicted in Figure 3.1. The DC
grid topology may vary according to factors such as interconnection and reliability
requirements. Normally, the interconnected grids are AC-based (at offshore and
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onshore level) so, there is the need of having an interface converter associated to
each DC grid terminal.
AC 
Grid 1
AC 
Grid M
MTDC
WF 1
WF 2
WF N
Figure 3.1: Conceptual architecture of MTDC grid
Thus, each onshore DC terminal may perform as a power injection or collection
node, allowing the DC grid to interconnect the AC mainland systems. Also, the pro-
motion of power exchange between onshore mainland AC areas can be performed
allowing the DC grid to act as a backbone for the AC mainland grids.
Simulation models of the MTDC grids are fundamental to evaluate their impacts
on the AC grid dynamics, as well as for the development of advanced control schemes
regarding the implementation of system services, which is the main objective of this
thesis. The rationale of the developed MTDC model consists on representing the
dynamics inherent to the DC grid and the associated converters in a time frame
of mili-seconds [80]. Thus, detailed models of HVDC converters representing the
switching of converter valves (IGBT or GTO) are not necessary for the analysis
performed in this work. In fact their inclusion would represent an additional com-
putational burden, limiting the simulation time range.
The approach followed in the modelling process consisted on representing the
power system in the dq reference frame. The quantities such as voltage and currents
were represented by the average value, also called as Root Mean Square (RMS)
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value. This approach neglects the fast transients but on the other hand, allow rep-
resenting more complex systems and performing simulations with increased time
(from mili-seconds to thousand seconds). Several commercial software for power
system dynamic analysis adopt the same computational model representation (e.g.:.
PSS/E, Eurostag). Nevertheless, none has the particular MTDC grid models for the
purpose of this study. So, the development of this simulation platform has been fun-
damental for the accomplishment of the research topics proposed within this thesis.
The setup of the whole platform was based on the development of user-defined
models in MATLAB/Simulink without relying on library models. The MATLAB/
Simulink served as the calculation engine to solve the mathematical models, namely
the differential equation system, through its dedicated solvers. The models were
fully represented by mathematical equations (state and algebraic) in block diagram
following the per unit representation. To allow further re-configuration, each com-
ponent has been implemented as a single block, allowing the interconnection and
reconfiguration of the blocks to build DC grids with different topologies (e.g.:. vary-
ing the number of HVDC-VSC).
The per unit representation is very common in AC power systems. Neverthe-
less, its application to DC systems presents some specificity. According to [83], the
following bases are used for computing DC per unit quantities:
V DCbase = V
AC
base (3.1)
IDCbase = I
DC
rate = I
DC
n (3.2)
SDCbase = V
DC
base × IDCbase (3.3)
ZDCbase =
V DCbase
IDCbase
(3.4)
3.3 Modelling HVDC Voltage Source Converters
The HVDC-VSC are responsible for interfacing the offshore AC wind farm grid to
the DC grid, as well as for interfacing the DC grid and the AC onshore grid. These
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converters were considered to be bi-directional meaning that direct and reverse pow-
erflows can occur from and into the DC grid. The representation of HVDC-VSC for
transient stability studies followed the general approach presented in the literature
[84][85], where the converters are represented by the control transfer functions.
3.3.1 Offshore HVDC-VSC
The offshore converters interface the offshore WF AC grid and the MTDC grid (as
previously stated in Section 3.2). The offshore WF grids were assumed to be oper-
ated in AC. Usually, offshore WT are organized in rows and are interconnected to
a central collection point through different feeders. For this specific case, a lumped
model has been adopted, to represent the whole offshore WF. The adoption of
lumped model is a common practice in dynamic models for transient stability studies
[12]. The rationale of this approach is to reduce the computational burden inherent
to the representation of all generators, replacing it by an equivalent generator that
represents the general dynamics of all the generators.
The offshore converter station is responsible for controlling the voltage magni-
tude and frequency of the AC wind farm network and allows the transfer of all the
generated wind power to the HVDC grid. Following the considerations proposed in
the literature, the offshore HVDC-VSC has been modelled in the dq frame by its
control loops [85]. The d frame is responsible by setting the d axis voltage while the
q frame is responsible by controlling the q axis voltage. This fact turns the offshore
HVDC-VSC into a grid forming converter. Regarding this definition, according to
the literature, there are two major converter types [86]:
• Grid forming VSC: the grid forming VSC defines the grid voltage and frequency
reference by assuring a fast response in order to balance power generation and
loads;
• Grid-tied VSC: The grid-tied VSC is responsible by controlling the active and
reactive power injection towards an existing AC grid.
The general overview of the control scheme is depicted in Figure 3.2. The controllers
were considered to be proportional-integral (PI), following the general consideration
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Vq ref
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Transformer
Figure 3.2: Offshore HVDC Voltage Source Converter control loops
that can be found in the literature [85],[67], [80]. The proportional section aims at
stabilizing the input signal while the integral section aims at offsetting the perma-
nent error. PI controllers were implemented following the Matlab/Simulink mask
blocks’ concept. The controller structure, located inside the PI blocks are composed
by the two aforementioned gains organized as depicted in the Figure 3.3. The out-
Kp
Ki 1s
input output
Figure 3.3: Proportional Integral controller
put signal is obtained by the sum of the input signal after being affected by the
proportional gain Kp and the integral gain Ki. Generally the input signal is the
error signal obtained by the difference between an actual value (measured) and the
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set-point (target) value.
From the dynamic modelling perspective, the converter is a voltage source (V
′
d+
jV
′
q) behind an impedance (impedance defined by the AC filter and the coupling
transformer, according to the scheme depicted in the Figure 3.2). The objective of
the control loops consists on defining the voltage on the dq frame at the converter
level to obtain the pre-defined voltage (in dq frame) at the impedance opposite ter-
minal. To determine the voltage at the converters terminal, namely V
′
d and V
′
q,
the control loops need to acquire the voltage profile at the impedance opposite ter-
minal, V d and V q, as well as the current along the impedance Id and Iq. Based
on the error existing between the V d, V q and their correspondent reference value,
V dref , V qref , the first PI controllers (PI-1 and PI-2 according to scheme depicted on
Figure 3.2), usually named as outer control loop, generate the Idref and Iqref cur-
rent reference values. These current values corresponds to the current that should
be flowing in the coupling impedance, in order to produce the target V dref and
V qref voltage references. The second PI group (PI-3 and PI-4 according to scheme
depicted on Figure 3.2), also named in the literature as inner current control loop,
are responsible by controlling and offsetting the error existing between the id and iq
actual current values and the previously generated current references, by imposing
the V
′
d and V
′
q voltage values at the converter internal terminal. This cascaded
scheme is able to control the internal converter output voltage in order to obtain the
respective current that will lead a voltage drop on the impedance which then give
origin to the targeted voltage profile at the AC network slack busbar. By controlling
the internal converter voltage based on the flowing current, this converter is able to
guarantee that all the generated power is delivered to the DC grid and simultane-
ously maintain the AC voltage profile on the AC offshore grid on the specified value.
Regarding the AC grid offshore frequency, its value can be defined as fixed
(e.g.:.50Hz) or otherwise, may be defined by additional control-loops that are going
to be further presented and discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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3.3.2 Onshore HVDC-VSC
The onshore converter is responsible for interfacing the MTDC grid to the respec-
tive AC mainland grid. Similarly to the previously presented converter, the onshore
converter is also a HVDC-VSC with bidirectional powerflow capability. For this
specific case the bi-directionality is a crucial factor that enables the MTDC grid
not only on establishing power flows from the incoming power from offshore WF to
the AC mainland grids, but also performing as backbone for the AC interconnected
mainland grids by allowing inter/AC mainland areas power exchange through its
infrastructure.
Once again, based in the literature of HVDC systems, the onshore HVDC-VSC
was also modelled by its control loops in the dq frame. The overview of the control-
loops is depicted in the Figure 3.4. On contrary to the offshore converter, the onshore
HVDC-VSC controls the active and reactive power injection to the AC mainland
grid. The converter relies on the DC grid voltage balance at the associated DC grid
terminal in order to determine the active power extraction amount. Based on the
proposed in the literature, there are two major control modes that can be set at the
onshore HVDC-VSC [85].
• Master Control: Within a DC grid, one of the onshore HVDC-VSC is defined
as master, being responsible for accommodating the DC power fluctuations
while the others onshore HVDC-VSC inject or collect active power according
to a pre-set, user-defined DC voltage value;
• Distributed Control - Power Sharing: DC power fluctuations are shared
among the connected onshore HVDC-VSC through a DC voltage distributed
control approach. The amount of active power extracted by each converter is
based on a DC voltage/Active power droop-based control rule. Each onshore
HVDC-VSC will assume a active power amount proportional to the DC voltage
available at its associated DC-side terminal. That way, the effects arising from
wind power fluctuations can be mitigated from the AC grids perspective, since
they are shared among the interconnected AC mainland areas.
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Details regarding the HVDC Onshore VSC are exploited on Section 3.7.2.
Similarly to the addressed to the offshore converters, in Section 3.3.1, the onshore
HVDC-VSC behaviour was also characterized by four PI controllers following the
scheme depicted in the Figure 3.4.
PI-1
Id_ref
PI-3
Id
Vd’
Q_ref
Qout
Vd’
Vq’
Onshore AC 
Network
MT- HVDC
Network
...
...
AC Filter
Vd, Vq, Id, Iq
Vd
Vq
VDC
VDC
PI-2
Iq_ref
PI-4
Iq
Vq’
VDC
ref
Transformer
Figure 3.4: Onshore HVDC Voltage Source Converter control loops
For this converter, similarly to the previously presented offshore HVDC-VSC,
PI-1 and PI-2 are the outer control-loop while PI-3 and PI-4 are the inner current
control-loop. The PI-1 controller is responsible to set the Idref current reference
based on the error between the associated HVDC-VSC DC voltage (V DC) and the
reference specified DC voltage (V DCref ). The PI-2 controller sets the Iqref current
reference based on the error between the actual reactive power output Qout and a
reference pre-specified reactive power value Qref . The strategies to feed the PI-
1 and PI-2 controllers may be enhanced according to the operational objectives.
Nevertheless, this specific topic will be further detailed in the Section 3.7.2. The
V d and V q values are respectively set by the PI-3 and PI-4. Based on the error
between the Idref and the actual Id current, the PI-2 sets the respective V d voltage.
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Similarly, the PI-4 sets the V q voltage based on the error between the Iqref and the
actual Iq current measurement.
3.4 Multi-terminal DC Grid Model
The approach followed for the MTDC grid model intended to be as general as pos-
sible aiming at enabling an easy adaptation for several DC grid topologies. The
development of the DC grid model is based on the general architecture depicted in
Figure 3.1, MTDC is regarded as the infrastructure that provides the interconnec-
tion of N offshore WF with M mainland onshore AC grids.
Regarding the DC cable circuit, bipolar structure is often adopted. This means
that the DC cable circuit is operated with symmetrical DC voltages, ±Vn. The ad-
vantages of this adoption are related with the increase of the transmission capability
and the reliability of the DC grid, by allowing to be operated with just one pole in
case of fault or failure. For the studies developed in the framework of this thesis,
the converter topology and DC-side faults are not going to be analysed. Thus, the
DC cable circuit can be represented by a single pole incorporating the parameters of
both poles. The schematic depicted in Figure 3.5 highlight the simplification which
consists on summing the positive and negative pole resistance, inductance and the
capacitance.
The approach adopted for the modelling process followed the proposed in [87],
by considering the DC cable as a series resistance (R) and inductance (L) which
represents the concentrated parameters of a given DC cable branch. In addition,
the DC cable capacitance has also been considered enhancing the proposed in[87],
following a Π section representation. Each cable branch or by other words, cable
segment, was represented by a Π-section. For the particular case of the cable termi-
nals connecting to the HVDC-VSC DC-side terminals, its capacitance gets physically
connected in parallel to the HVDC-VSC capacitor banks as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Normally, the cable capacitance is much smaller than the converters’ capacitor bank
capacitance. However, both were summed, attaining the equivalent capacitance Ceq,
generalizing the modelling approach for further applications. Since the HVDC-VSC
capacitor banks have been modelled on the associated DC cable terminal, the DC
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Figure 3.5: DC cable electrical parameters representation
cable model was implemented as a block with active power input and active power
outputs. Inside the block, mathematical equations describes the cable circuit ac-
cording to the given DC grid topology. Based on the schematic depicted in Figure
3.5, a set of algebraic and state equations can be obtained to determine the output
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power according to the input power and the DC voltage profile, as follows:
iin =
Pin
Vin
(3.5)
iout =
Pout
Vout
(3.6)
∂Vin
∂t
=
iin − iDC
2Ceq
(3.7)
∂Vout
∂t
=
iDC − iout
C
(3.8)
∂iDC
∂t
=
Uin − Uout − 2R× iDC
2L
(3.9)
Where iin, Pin and Vin are respectively a DC current input, DC power, and the
DC voltage at the respective node. Analogously, iout, Pout and Vout are the output
values for the output current, DC power and the DC voltage at the opposite DC
cable segment node. The current iDC is the effective DC current that flows in the
DC cable segment, R and L are respectively the DC cable resistance and inductance.
The state and algebraic equations system can be extended to model any MTDC grid
topology. To do so, it is necessary to describe the DC grid infrastructure electrical
representation branch by branch, respecting the Kirchhoff’s law. It is also important
to guarantee that the DC capacitor bank is included in the DC grid representation
at each converters’ interconnection terminal.
3.5 Offshore Wind Farm
The offshore WF were considered to be equipped with AC wind turbines, namely
DFIG and PMSG wind turbine technologies which, as previously stated, are as-
sumed to be the most promising technologies for offshore application. The offshore
WT are connected through an AC cable circuit aggregated in feeders and further
connected to the Medium Voltage (MV) to High Voltage (HV) substation, located at
the offshore converter platform station. Due to relatively small distance between the
wind turbines and the offshore HVDC-VSC, a typical AC voltage of 30 kV has been
adopted. Regardless of the offshore WT technology, each wind farm was modelled
by a lumped model, representing a set of wind turbines. In addition to the represen-
tation of the AC offshore grid, and equivalent cable circuit, a step-up transformer
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and the offshore HVDC-VSC filter, have been considered. The general overview of
the offshore WF components and its connections is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Lumped WF model
Offshore 
HVDC-VSCMV MV HV
Set of offshore 
Wind Turbines
Equivalent offshore 
MV grid
DC 
Grid
HVDC-VSC
Filter
Figure 3.6: Schematic of offshore WF modelled components
3.5.1 Wind Turbine Aerodynamics
In order to test the proposed regulation schemes, the aspects of wind turbines aero-
dynamic behaviour were also considered. In this topic, a common representation
has been shared among the DFIG and PMSG-based WT. Based on the literature of
wind turbine modelling for dynamic studies, the extracted mechanical power (Pmec)
can be determined based on the incoming wind speed Pwind, defined by the equation
3.10 [11].
Pwind =
1
2
ρAV 3(W ) (3.10)
where A is the swept area by the WT blades, ρ is the air density, P is the wind
power and V is the wind speed. The wind turbine blades are not able to capture all
the existing kinetic energy available on the wind. There is an aerodynamic relation
which defines the amount of power that a given WT blade-set can transform into
mechanical power. The denominated power coefficient Cp, defines that amount.
According to the studies performed by Albert Betz in the 20th century, the maximum
power that an airfoil-shaped body can extract from the wind occurs when the wind
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speed that leaves the airfoil body is one third of the wind speed incoming to the same
body. The theoretical maximum power that can be extracted from the wind is about
59.3% of the existing wind power. This coefficient as previously presented, the Betz
coefficient, varies with the airfoil body characteristics. Modern wind turbine blades
are able to capture about 40% - 50% of the existing wind power [88]. Nevertheless,
the general expression to represent the mechanical power extracted from the wind
by a WT can be expressed as presented in equation 3.11:
Pmec =
1
2
ρ× CpAV 3 (3.11)
The equation 3.11 allows determining the mechanical power available at wind tur-
bine generators shaft according to the existing wind speed, WT blade length, the
air density and the WT aerodynamic power coefficient.
As previously described, the power coefficient Cp, has a maximum value which char-
acterizes the maximum power that can be extracted from the wind by a given WT
blade set. Nevertheless, this value can be reduced meaning that the WT blade-set
becomes aerodynamically less efficient by capturing less power from the incoming
wind. Since the WT blade is a non-deformable body, the reduction of the aerody-
namic properties is achieved by acting on the angle between the blade cord and the
incoming wind as depicted in Figure 3.7 and usually denominated a pitch angle (β).
The pitch angle, can be modelled by rotating the wind turbine blades on the hub,
over its own axis. In practice, a set of servo-motors are responsible by setting the
position of the blades.
Another aspect that is extremely important to characterize the generated power
at an electrical generator is the rotational speed ω. The rotational speed can be
related with the wind turbine radius and the wind velocity. There is a factor that
characterizes the relation between these two speeds, the tip-speed ratio λ which can
be described by the equation 3.12.
λ =
ω ×R
Vwind
(3.12)
where λ is the tip-speed ratio, ω is the rotational speed, R is the wind turbine radius,
or the wind turbine blade length and Vwind is the incoming wind speed.
According to the aerodynamic properties of a WT, the power coefficient varies with
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β
Figure 3.7: Wind turbine pitch angle mechanism
the pitch angle and the tip-speed ratio. Thus, the relation that describes the power
coefficient variation for a variable speed WT can be described by the equation 3.13
[11]:
Cp(λ, β) = 0.22
(
116
λi
− 0.4× β − 5
)
e
12.5
λi (3.13)
where λi can be defined by the equation 3.14:
λi =
1
1
λ+0.08×β − 0.035β2+1
(3.14)
An example of the power coefficient under tip-speed ratio change for several pitch
angles β is depicted in Figure 3.8.
Finally, the aerodynamic interactions of wind turbine can be represented by the
mechanical form, through the mechanical torque available at the WT rotor according
to the equation 3.15.
Tm =
Pm
ω
=
1
2
× ρ× Cp(λ, β)
λ
× piR2 × V 2(N.m) (3.15)
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Figure 3.8: Power coefficient versus tip speed ratio for several WT blades’ angle [11]
3.5.2 Wind Turbine Pitch-angle Controller
A pitch controller has been adopted in order to set the WT pitch angle and dy-
namically adjust its value. The control schematic is depicted in Figure 3.9. Based
on the frequency error, determined between the frequency reference (fref ) and the
offshore frequency (foff ), a proportional active power reference(Pref ) is generated
through an active power/frequency droop (Kpf ). Then, the error between the Pref
and the actual generated power Pgen is set to a PI which determines the pitch po-
sition to be imposed to the actuator (modelled by a first order transfer function).
Then, the pitch angle B rotation is limited by a rate limiter, limiting the maximum
servo-motor excursion. Finally, the WT pitch blade is obtained and imposed on the
WT blades through the adjustment of the aerodynamic equations.
3.5.3 Offshore WF Equipped with PMSG
The PMSG, as previously presented in Section 2.3.3, is a WT generator technology
that is fully interfaced to the grid by a back-to-back AC/DC/AC converter. The
generator has self-excitation promoted by permanent magnets placed in the gener-
ator rotor. The model for this generator comprises the mechanical and electrical
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Figure 3.9: Wind turbine pitch angle controller
representation, interacted by the electrical and mechanical torque. The mechanical
model was performed based on the equations that describe the mechanical behaviour
of the generator. The electrical part was modelled taking into account the generator
electrical equations and the integral converter control-loops both on the dq frame.
It was considered that the distribution of the magnetizing rotor flux is sinusoidal.
Thus, the voltage induced in the machine stator can be described by:
E = j × ω × ψ = j × 2pif × ψ(V ) (3.16)
where:
• ω is the electric rotational generator speed (rad/s);
• f - electric frequency (Hz);
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• ψ - excitation flux (Wb).
The voltages induced in the stator can be written in the dq frame according to the
equations 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19.
usd = Rsisd − pωrLqisq + Lddisd
dt
(3.17)
usq = Rsisq − pωrLdisd + Lq disq
dt
+ pωrΨm (3.18)
Te =
3
2
p [Ψmiq + (Ld − Lq) idiq] (3.19)
where:
• usd - stator voltage component referred to the d axis (V);
• usq - stator voltage component referred to the q axis (V);
• isd - stator current component referred to the d axis (A);
• isq - stator current component referred to the q axis (A);
• if - current in the field winding (A);
• Ld - stator inductance component in the d axis (H);
• Lq - stator inductance component in the q axis (H);
• p - number of pair of poles;
• ψm - excitation induced permanent magnets in the stator winding (Wb);
• Te - electromagnetic torque (N.m).
In addition to the electromechanical model, the PMSG complete model also
comprises the electronic interface converter model. Following the literature in [47],
the power electronic converter has been represented by the control-loops of each
converter together with the DC link representation as depicted in the Figure 3.10.
The PMSG converters can be identified as Machine-side Converter (MSC) and the
Grid-side Converter (GSC). Since the PMSG converters are VSC, independent con-
trol of active and reactive component was implemented in the dq reference frame.
Besides the characterization of the converter control, it is also important to define
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the control strategy to be adopted. According to the schematic depicted in Figure
3.10, it can be highlighted that the MSC extracts the generated power according to
the machine speed. This particularity guarantees that the electrical is similar to the
mechanical torque, preventing the generator instability due to over or under-speed.
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Figure 3.10: Control overview of the PMSG wind turbine dynamic model
The GSC is responsible by interfacing the DC link and the offshore AC grid.
The control philosophy of this converter consists on extracting active power from
the DC link in order to maintain a fixed predefined DC voltage value. In this specific
task, two situations may occur. (1) the incoming wind power may increase leading
to an additional power delivery from the MSC to the DC link. The DC link voltage
will transiently rise being counteracted by power delivery increase at the GSC (from
the DC link to the AC offshore grid). The other situation (2) can occur if suddenly
the active power delivery at the PMSG is reduced. This fact will cause a DC
link voltage reduction, being analogously counteracted by an active power delivery
reduction performed by the GSC. As previously mentioned, the GSC is also able to
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set independent active and reactive power control. So, the reactive power component
control was set by the q frame to follow a predefined value Qref . Regarding the
protection of the PMSG, current limiters are installed in the GSC (according to the
illustrated in Figure 3.10). These limiters guarantee that the maximum converter
current is not overreached during AC-side voltage sags. Additionally, a chopper
resistor is incorporated in the DC-link (in parallel with the capacitor), to provide
DC voltage control during AC-side voltage sag occurrence. The aspects related to
the FRT and its control, are highlighted in Section 4.4.4.
3.5.4 Offshore WF Equipped with DFIG
In the process of definition of the offshore WF technologies to be adopted, the
DFIG was also taken into consideration since is the most spread technology over the
world for onshore application. Thus, it is expected that some offshore WF may be
equipped with this type of wind generator. Similarly to the approach considered for
the PMSG, the model developed for the DFIG shares the common aspects of the
wind turbine aerodynamics, differing mostly in the electro-mechanical model.
As previously mentioned in Section 2.3.2 the DFIG is an induction generator
with accessible rotor windings. The generator stator is directly connected to the AC
grid while the back-to-back AC/DC/AC converter interfaces the rotor and the AC
grid (as depicted in Figure 2.8).
Following the described in the literature, the mean adopted for establishing the
DFIG model follows the common approach on transient stability studies, consisting
on representing the generator in the dq frame as a voltage source behind a transient
impedance (3rdordermodel). Assuming that there is no flux variation in the stator,
the voltage source can be defined by:
vds = −Rsids +X ′iqs + ed (3.20)
vqs = −Rsiqs −X ′ids + eq (3.21)
ded
dt
= − 1
T0
× [ed − (X −X ′)iqs]+ sωseq − ωsLm
Lrr
vqr (3.22)
deq
dt
= − 1
T0
× [eq − (X −X ′)ids]+ sωsed − ωsLm
Lrr
vdr (3.23)
where:
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• vds and vqs are the direct and quadrature stator voltages (p.u.);
• iqs and ids are the direct and quadrature stator current (p.u.);
• vdr and vqr are the direct and quadrature rotor voltages (p.u.);
• iqr and idr are the direct and quadrature rotor current (p.u.);
• eq and ed are the direct and quadrature e.m.f. (p.u.);
• X ′ is the transient reactance of the generator (p.u.);
• X is the open-circuit reactance of the generator (p.u.);
• ωs can be defined as ωs = 2pifs where fs is the system frequency;
• T0 is the generator open circuit transient time constant (seconds);
• Lm is the magnetizing inductance (p.u.);
• Lm is the rotor windings inductance (p.u.).
The rotor currents can be determined in function of the stator current and the e.m.f.
as described in the following equations:
idr =
Lm
Lrr
ids +
eq
Lm
(3.24)
iqr =
Lm
Lrr
iqs − ed
Lm
(3.25)
The voltages and currents previously obtained by the algebraic and state equations
are further combined with the rotor swing equation, which is defined by:
dωr
dt
=
1
2H
(Tm − Te −Dωr) (3.26)
Where Tm is the mechanical torque produced by the primer mover (in this case, the
wind turbine as previously defined in Section 3.5.1), Te is the electrical torque, D is
the damping factor and H is the inertia constant that can be defined by the system
composed by aggregation of the wind turbine inertia and the generator inertia (in
seconds) and ωr is the generator rotational speed. According to [12], the electrical
torque can be attained by the equation 3.27.
Te = edids + eqiqs (3.27)
The electrical and mechanical power can be defined as:
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• For the Stator:
ActivePower :Ps = Teωr = vdsids + vqsiqs (3.28)
ReactivePower :Qs = vqsids − vdsiqs (3.29)
• For the Rotor:
ActivePower :Pr = −sPs = vdridr + vqriqr (3.30)
ReactivePower :Qr = vqridr − vdriqr (3.31)
The mechanical power can be determined by the equation 3.32,neglecting the
mechanical losses.
• Mechanical Power:
Pm = Tmωr = (1− s)Ps (3.32)
Regarding the signal convention, the machine is operating as generator when-
ever Tm, Pm and Te are positive.
DFIG Control Strategy
In order to establish the model for the DFIG, it is extremely important to
define the DFIG control aiming at obtaining the proper generator response.
There are several approaches regarding the DFIG control strategies [89],[90],[91].
The one adopted in this modelling process consisted on controlling the genera-
tor rotational speed and the active power generation following the proposed in
[90]. The rationale of this approach comprises the matching of the mechanical
and electrical torque, obtaining a steady speed for the generator. According
to the swing equation expressed by the equation 3.26, the torque equilibrium
can be attained whenever the speed drift is null, dωrdt = 0. For this particular
situation the electrical torque can be defined by:
Te = Tm −Dωr (3.33)
The relation described by equation 3.33 means that the electrical power (re-
lated with the electrical torque) is determined by the difference between the
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mechanical power and mechanical losses (modelled by the damping and vary-
ing with the generator speed). In order to achieve this, the rotor voltages must
be set by the machine-side converter (MSC) (see Figure 3.11) accordingly.
N:1
MSC GSC
DFiG
Network
Gearbox
VDC
Figure 3.11: DFIG
On the other hand, the GSC is responsible by setting the current grid delivery
and is also able to dispatch reactive power. Additionally, this converter is responsible
for controlling the DC link voltage, imposing the DC power balance [90].
Since the dq frame approach was considered, the control loops are independent and
can be divided. It was also considered that the rotors’ dq frame was synchronized
with the stator flux aligned by the d axis component. So, the stator voltage in the d
component, vds will be null. The electromagnetic torque and the stator active power
will depend on the rotors’ q component iqr as indicated in the equation3.34:
Te =
Lm
Ls + Lm
× |Vs|
ωs
× iqr (3.34)
where:
• Te is the electromagnetic torque (p.u.);
• Lm is the magnetizing inductance (p.u.);
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• Ls is the stator windings inductance (p.u.);
• |Vs| is the voltage absolute value at the stator terminals (p.u.);
• ωs is the synchronous angular frequency (rad/s);
• iqr is quadrature rotor current (p.u.).
So, the active and reactive power in the generator stator can be re-written in
order of the rotor current:
Ps = |Vs| × Lm
Lss
× iqr (3.35)
Qs =
Lm |Vs|
Lss
× idr − |Vs|
2
ωsLss
(3.36)
Having defined the set of equations that describes the electrical behaviour of the
DFIG, the values for the rotor voltages vdr and vqr can be imposed by the converter
control-loops depicted in the Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: DFIG MSC control-loops
The generator speed drift (defined by the error between the ω and its reference
ωr) will feed a PI controller that will imposed the quadrature current ref iqref . The
error existing between iqref and the quadrature current iqr will feed the second PI
that will set the vqr voltage.
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Analogously, the error existing between the voltage reference Vref and the actual
voltage V will feed a PI controller that will impose the direct axis current reference,
idref . The error existing between the idref and the direct current id will feed a PI
that will define the vqr voltage. The d axis control loop can control the reactive
power, alternatively to voltage.
Regarding the GSC, the control loops to set the vda and vqa (see Figure 3.11)
are defined on the schematic illustrated in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: DFIG GSC control-loops
As aforementioned, the GSC will be responsible by imposing a reactive power
value. In order to define the currents that leads to the target reactive power amount,
a control based on the instantaneous power theory has been implemented following
the suggestions presented by [11]. Additionally, the GSC is also responsible by
controlling the DC voltage value by promoting the active power balance on the DC
link. The DC voltage that appears in the DC link capacitor can be determined
through the relation presented in the equation 3.37:
Ec =
∫ t
−∞
(vdc(t)× idc(t)− pdc(t)) dt = 1
2
Cdcv
2
dc(t) (3.37)
where: Ec is the capacitor stored energy, vdc is the DC capacitor voltage, idc is
the DC link current, pdc is the GSC power flow and Cdc is the capacitor value. The
capacitor stored energy depends on the power balance existing between the incoming
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power (from the MSC to the DC link) and the delivered power (flowing from the
DC link to the AC grid through the GSC). So, to avoid high DC voltage variations
the active power delivery must be balanced with the active incoming power.
3.6 Mainland AC System
A representation of the AC onshore system was necessary for the validation of the
models and the further control strategies that are going to be developed over this
simulation platform. Thus, instead of representing the AC system by an equivalent
infinite power busbar, a single equivalent machine representation was considered
and modelled in the dq frame. This generator is an equivalent machine that aims at
representing the conventional generation system existing in the AC area. Following
this approach, the HVDC onshore converter terminals are interconnected to an AC
system. The AC electric network comprising lines, transformers and shunts, were
represented by an admittance matrix.
3.6.1 Synchronous Generator
Following the suggestion of [12], the equivalent synchronous generator was considered
to be round rotor type (X ′′d = X ′′q) and was represented by its electro-mechanical
equations, neglecting fast rotor and stator transitory effects. The generators were
then represented by the 6th order mathematical model. The differential and algebraic
equations in the dq frame followed the presented in [12]. Once again, similarly to the
approach considered in the modelling of wind generators, the synchronous generator
representation follows also the principle of being represented by an e.m.f. behind a
sub-transient impedance.
Stator algebraic equations (in p.u.):
vds = Ed +X
′′
q iqs − rsids (3.38)
vqs = Eq −X ′′d ids − rsiqs (3.39)
Transient and sub-transient rotor’s differential equations (in p.u./s):
dE′′d
dt
= − 1
T ′q0
[
E′′d + iqs(X
′
q −X ′′q )
]
(3.40)
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dE′′q
dt
= − 1
T ′′d0
[
E′′q − E′q − ids(X ′d −X ′′d )
]
(3.41)
dE′q
dt
= − 1
T ′d0
[
E′q − Ef − ids(Xd −X ′d)
]
(3.42)
dE′d
dt
= − 1
T ′q0
[
E′d − iqs(Xq −X ′q)
]
(3.43)
Swing equation (p.u./s)
dωs
dt
=
1
2H
(Tm − Te −Dsδω) (3.44)
Rotor electrical angle equation (rad)
dδs
dt
= ωs − ω0 (3.45)
Electromagnetic Torque equation (in p.u.)
Te = E
′′
q iqs + E
′′
d ids + (X
′′
d −X ′′q )idsiqs (3.46)
Where:
• vds and vqs are synchronous generator stator voltages in the respective d and
q coordinates;
• ids and iqs are synchronous generator stator currents in the respective d and q
coordinates;
• Rs is the synchronous generator stator resistance;
• Xd and Xq are the synchronous generator stator reactance in the d and q axis,
respectively;
• X ′d and X ′q are the synchronous generator stator transient reactance respec-
tively in the d and q axis;
• X ′′d and X ′′q are the synchronous generator stator sub-transient reactance re-
spectively in the d and q axis;
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• E′′d and E′′q are the synchronous generator voltages behind the sub-transient
reactance respectively in the d and q axis;
• E′q is the synchronous generator voltage behind the sub-transient reactance in
the q axis;
• Ef is the synchronous generator field voltage;
• T ′′q0 is the synchronous generator open-circuit sub-transient time constant in
the q axis;
• T ′d0 and T ′′d0 are respectively the synchronous generator transitory and sub-
transient open-circuit time constant in the d axis;
• Tm and Te are respectively the mechanical and electrical torque developed by
the synchronous generator;
• ωs is the generator rotor′s angular speed (being the synchronous angular speed
ω0 = 1p.u.) and Ds is the damping factor associated to the rotors’ mechanical
losses.
3.6.2 Synchronous Generator Excitation System
The excitation system is commonly associated with the synchronous generators and
aims at providing the field excitation voltage that allows the synchronous machine
to perform as a generator, controlling the terminal voltage and the reactive power
generation. For these reasons this system is also denominate in the literature as Au-
tomatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). Among the existing AVR types, the one adopted
in this work is known as AVR IEEE type I and its control plant is depicted in Figure
3.14.
The differential equations related with the voltage regulator can be defined as:
dVR
dt
= − 1
TR
VR +
kr
TR
Vt (3.47)
dVA
dt
= −kA
TA
VR − 1
TA
VA − kA
TA
VF +
kA
TA
Vref (3.48)
dVF
dt
=
kF
TETF
VA − kE
kF
TETFEf − 1
TF
VF − kf
TETF
Vx (3.49)
dEf
dt
= −kE
TE
Ef +
1
TE
VA − 1
TE
Vx (3.50)
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Figure 3.14: Automatic Voltage Regulator control-loop [12]
where:
• VR, VA, VF and VE are the voltage output of each control subsystem (p.u.);
• kR, kA, kF and kE are the gains associated to each control subsystem (p.u.);
• TR, TA, TF and TE are the time constants relative to each control subsystems
(s);
• Vref is the reference voltage value(p.u.);
• Ef is the field voltage(p.u.).
The saturation effect has been neglected thus, the sub-block associated with the
f(Ef ) in the scheme depicted in the Figure 3.14 has not been considered.
3.6.3 Prime Mover
Every synchronous generator requires a prime mover that delivers the mechanical
rotational movement to the generator rotor. In the process of development of this
simulation platform, thermal units (steam and diesel) have been considered. The
steam and diesel turbines were modelled through the first order simplified model,
following the suggested in [12]. The block diagrams depicted in the Figure 3.15
illustrates the thermal turbine model.
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Thermal turbine model
Figure 3.15: Thermal turbine model
The aforementioned model can be described by differential equations which are
based on the scheme depicted in Figure 3.15 and can be written as:
• Steam and Diesel turbines:
dTmec
dt
= − 1
Tp
Tmec +
1
Tp
∆m (3.51)
where:
• Tmec is the mechanical torque delivered by the primary machine to the syn-
chronous generator (p.u.);
• TP is the first order time constant that represents the steam and diesel turbines
(s);
• ∆m is the intake fuel variations consumed by the thermal turbine (p.u.).
3.6.4 Power-Speed Regulator
The power/speed regulator is a controller that comes often associated with syn-
chronous generator and the turbine set. It aims at balancing the active power
generation by relying on the frequency deviation and controlling the primary ma-
chine fuel intake. The power speed regulator adopted in this work is composed by
a proportional control commonly named as droop (primary control) and an integral
control (secondary control) as depicted in the Figure 3.16. The presented control
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Figure 3.16: Synchronous generator and turbine speed control
scheme can be described by the following set of differential equations:
dPC
dt
= kI∆f (3.52)
d∆m,q
dt
=
kg
Tg
Pc − 1
Tg
∆m − kg
TgR
∆f (3.53)
where:
• fref is the frequency reference value (p.u.);
• fs is the system frequency (p.u.);
• ki is the integral gain (Hz(p.u.)/MW(p.u.));
• 1/R is the droop gain (Hz(p.u.)/MW(p.u.));
• kg is the regulator gain (p.u.);
• Tg is the regulator time constant (s);
• ∆f is the frequency deviation (p.u.);
• ∆m, q is the fuel quantity that will originate a given power.
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The proportional and integral controller (primary and secondary control) forms
a PI controller that will determine the active power set-point based on the frequency
deviation measurement. Then, the active power set-point will be an input for an-
other block called regulator, that will determine the fuel intake variations.
3.7 The Operation of HVDC Converter Stations
The definition of the operation of HVDC-VSC is crucial for the evaluation of the
behaviour and performance of the overall MTDC grid model. Without lack of com-
pleteness, it has been defined that each onshore and offshore HVDC-VSC will operate
within the same specification on what regards the control and operation philosophy
approach, which are going to be highlighted independently for the offshore and on-
shore HVDC-VSC.
3.7.1 Offshore HVDC-VSC Operation
The offshore HVDC-VSC will perform as a slack bus for the AC offshore WF internal
grid. It will be responsible by collecting all generated power and delivering it into
DC form to the MTDC grid. Thus, it can impose AC-side voltage and frequency.
For the standard operation of the DC grid, the AC offshore frequency will be a fixed
value and the offshore AC voltage profile will depend of the pre-defined AC voltage
value (defined at offshore HVDC-VSC level) and on the reactive power control im-
plemented at the offshore HVDC-VSC control as explained in Section 3.3.1. It was
also defined that offshore WT will inject a fixed or null reactive power amount in
order to do not interfere with the offshore HVDC-VSC control.
3.7.2 Onshore HVDC-VSC Operation
Following the described in the literature by [85], [8], [67] and previously mentioned
in the Section 3.3.2, the onshore HVDC-VSC connected to a MTDC grid can be
explored under two operation principles. Nevertheless, there is a common aspect
shared between the control principles that consists on controlling the DC voltage
level at its terminal. Therefore, appropriated DC voltage magnitudes should be
maintained at each onshore converter station in order to allow proper power sharing
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among converters in case of power variations such as the ones occurring at the
offshore WF level. Regarding these control issues, two approaches can be followed
[85] [67]:
1. Master onshore VSC control - This strategy consists on maintaining a
constant DC voltage at a single onshore converter station, which acts as a DC
slack bus, while the other offshore converter stations are controlled in order
to inject a pre-defined active power into the AC grid. The main drawback
of this approach is related with the impossibility of the system to continue
operation in case of losing the DC slack bus converter station. In case of
using such modelling option, the slack bus converter is controlled according to
scheme presented on Figure 3.4. In the other converter stations, the id current
reference is calculated based on the corresponding active power reference and
actual injected power into the AC system.
2. Shared onshore VSC Control (droop control) - This strategy consists on
using a droop control approach in order to determine the DC voltage reference
at each onshore converter station as a function of the injected power in the AC
system (or DC current flowing to the converter station). In this case, DC power
variations are shared among all onshore converter stations. Additionally, the
loss of any onshore converter potentially allows the DC grid to continue its
operation. Therefore, it was considered that each onshore converter sets the
terminal DC voltage VDC as a function of the converter active power injection
Pout into the AC grid, and of a target VDCset, according to the flowing control
rule which is defined based on the active power/ DC voltage droop coefficient
kpv [85]:
VDC = VDCset + kpv × Pout (3.54)
VDCset and kpv are configurable values that can be parametrized in the onshore
HVDC-VSC by an upstream supervision and control system, according to a specific
operational strategy envisioned for the onshore AC grid.
In the development of the work presented in this thesis, the droop-control ap-
proach was considered on onshore HVDC-VSC.
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3.8 Overview of Overall Simulation Platform
The previously described models were implemented in Matlab/Simulink in order to
develop a MTDC grid simulation platform. The models were implemented based on
user-defined functions and exploiting the ”look under mask” functionalities available
in the simulation environment.
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3.8 Overview of Overall Simulation Platform
The incoming wind power is transformed into a mechanical torque at the wind
turbine level (wind turbine block) based on the aerodynamic equations described
in Section 3.5.1. The mechanical torque feeds the wind generator model that com-
prises the mechanical and electrical modelling. The principles used in the modelling
of the wind generators are presented in Section 2.3.3 and Section 3.5.4 depending
whereas the offshore WF is is equipped with PMSG or DFIG, respectively. The
generator outputs are the dq voltage values that are inputs to the AC offshore grid
model. Depending on the offshore AC grid topology, several offshore wind gener-
ators may be interconnected to different AC nodes thorough its corresponding dq
voltage. Without lack of generality, the approach considered for this thesis consisted
in representing the offshore WF by a single equivalent generator model. Thus, the
AC offshore grid was composed by two accessible nodes, one connected to offshore
WF and the other to the offshore HVDC-VSC. In between the AC step-up trans-
former, the AC equivalent cable circuit and the offshore HVDC-VSC filter have been
considered (modelled by an admittance matrix).
The MTDC grid model block contains the algebraic and state equations that
describe the DC grid according to its topology as introduced in Section 3.4. At the
opposite DC grid terminal endings, the onshore converter blocks modelled according
to the description presented in Section 3.3.2, are responsible for interconnecting the
DC grid to the AC mainland grid. The AC mainland grid is represented by the AC
grid model block in a similar manner of the AC offshore grid (by an admittance ma-
trix). So, it contains the modelling of the Onshore HVDC-VSC filter, transformer
(step-down or step-up depending on the AC mainland grid voltage profile) and the
representation of the AC interconnection network which serves to interconnect the
DC system to the equivalent representation of the AC mainland grid.
The AC generation system is a block which intends to represent the equivalent
AC generators within an AC grid by a single equivalent generator. This specific
block gathers the AVR model block, the Generator mechanical and electrical model
block and the speed governor block, following the modelling principles presented in
Section 3.6.
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The implementation approach consisting on adopting model blocks allows to
change the simulation platform according to the specifications of a given case. The
DC grid can be redefined based on the set of state and algebraic equations derived
in Section 3.4. Thus, combinations of N offshore WF and M onshore mainland AC
connectors can be easily implemented within the simulation platform.
3.9 Evaluation of Multi-terminal DC Grid Simulation
Platform
After having defined the MTDC grid simulation platform, as well as the basic control
philosophies an illustration of the main operation characteristics is now presented
and discussed. In order to avoid the overlapping of the aspects to be assessed, the
assessment test-set has been divided in two phases. The first phase aimed at testing
the flexibility and scalability of the simulation platform and consisted on testing
the model performance over several DC grid topologies. The second phase aimed at
assessing the power sharing mechanisms and the droop control behaviour over the
MTDC grid. Two DC grid topologies have been adopted and active power variations
at offshore WF level were performed having defined different active power/DC volt-
age droop gain kpv and DC voltage setpoint V DCset values at the onshore HVDC-
VSC.
3.9.1 Evaluation of the Multi-terminal DC Grid Simulation Plat-
form for Different DC Grid Topologies
In order to test the flexibility and scalability of the developed simulation platform,
several tests consisting on changing the DC grid topology have been performed and
are presented in the following sub-sections. In order to establish a comparative
analysis between the performances of the model over the tested DC grid topologies,
the wind farm power variation profile remained the same and consisted on a ramp
down power reduction, a stabilization period and finally an active power ramp up.
The sequence of events of the offshore wind farm active power injection variation
is depicted in Figure 3.18. To simulate these events, instead of acting in the wind
speed, active power ramps where set directly in the offshore HVDC-VSC.
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Figure 3.18: Active power output at each offshore Wind Farm
Star topology
The DC grid star topology is composed by three WF injection points and two onshore
HVDC-VSC collection/injection points that connects the DC grid to two indepen-
dent AC mainland grids, as depicted in Figure 3.19.
The results show active power variation at the offshore injection points power
has been shared by the Onshore HVDC-VSC, as depicted in Figure 3.20 and Figure
3.21. Despite the difference in the cable circuit length the onshore HVDC-VSC are
able to share the active power reduction and increase independently of its origin.
The equality on the active power delivery at the onshore HVDC-VSC is related with
the assumption of the same kpv and VDCset values. Regarding the DC voltage profile,
the results are depicted in Figure 3.21 and shows that as expected the DC voltage
profile at the generation ends (offshore WF DC grid terminals) are higher than at
the receiving ends (onshore HVDC-VSC). Despite the DC voltage have presented
small variations with the active power fluctuation, adequate active power sharing
has been successfully accomplished at the onshore HVDC-VSC.
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Figure 3.19: Multi-terminal HVDC grid — Star topology
U Topology
The DC grid U topology consists on a connection path that interconnects two off-
shore WF to two mainland onshore AC grids. The Figure 3.22 illustrates the network
topology.
The previously considered active power variations were performed on the wind
farms (for WF ]1 and ]2). The active power delivered by onshore HVDC-VSC are
depicted on Figure 3.23. From the simulation results it is possible to conclude that
both onshore VSC identically share the active power variations. In addition, it is also
possible to verify that the active power at onshore VSC ]2 is slightly smaller than
the active power delivery at onshore HVDC-VSC ]1. The reason for the existence
of this power delivery difference is related with the DC grid topology and can be
proven by the DC voltage profile results depicted at Figure 3.24. In fact, according
with the results, the most distant wind farm (WF ]2, electrically connected by a
higher impedance path) presents the highest DC voltage level in the DC terminal of
the associated HVDC-VSC. Bearing in mind that the kpv droop gain was assume to
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Figure 3.20: Active power flow at each star topology DC grid onshore terminals
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Figure 3.21: DC voltage at each star topology DC grid onshore terminals
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Figure 3.22: Multi-terminal HVDC grid — U topology
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Figure 3.23: Active power flow at each DC grid onshore terminals — U topology
be equal at both onshore HVDC-VSC, then a small active power difference will also
exist between both HVDC-VSC power delivery that can be justified by the higher
voltage drop existing in relation to the HVDC-VSC ]2, which results by the DC grid
topology.
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Figure 3.24: DC voltage at each DC grid onshore terminals — U topology
H Topology
The H topology connects two offshore WF to two onshore AC collection points as
depicted Figure 3.25. The schematic also allows identifying that the DC cable infras-
tructure is composed by two point-to-point connections that are interconnected by
a middle cable section. This simple connection enhances the previous independent
links to a grid infrastructure, allowing the power sharing between the AC mainland
areas and also increasing the infrastructure reliability. This kind of topologies may
be very common as an upgrade to previously existing point-to-point connections.
The same set of simulations were carried out under this topology to test the perfor-
mance of the implemented control strategies facing resource variations. The results
are presented in the Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.25.
From the results depicted in Figure 3.26 it is possible to verify that the active power
is equally shared among the onshore HVDC-VSC for the pre and post-disturbance
periods. The reason for that equal active power splitting are related with the spe-
cific DC grid topology homogeneity which for an equal active power generation and
equal onshore HVDC-VSC parameters leads to a null current in the middle section
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H topology cable. On contrary, facing a resource variation, to attain equal active
power delivery at onshore HVDC-VSC, an amount of power must flow in the middle
section cable circuit giving origin to an extra voltage drop. The results related with
the DC voltage at each DC grid terminal are depicted in Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.25: Multi-terminal HVDC grid — H topology
On the pre and post-disturbance periods it can be seen that the offshore WF
]1 and ]2 are identical and greater the onshore VSC ]1 and ]2 that will be also
identical. Facing the disturbance it is noticeable that the DC voltage gets stable,
however will not be equal among the offshore WF and onshore converters. For the
first disturbance case located at offshore WF ]1, the offshore WF]2 voltage will
be the higher (since offshore WF ]1 is not generating any power). The onshore
converter voltages are not exactly the same. Since active power will have to be
directed from offshore WF ]2 to the onshore VSC ]1 overcoming the loss of WF
]1 power, as previously mentioned, an extra voltage drop will exist on the middle
cable section, impacting as a DC voltage reduction at the onshore VSC ]1. For the
second disturbance (active power reduction at offshore WF ]2), an analogous process
takes place on the onshore VSC ]2. Despite the minor DC voltages changes and the
consequent impact on minor differences on active power flows on the onshore HVDC-
VSC, the methodology for power sharing presented a very satisfactory response.
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Figure 3.26: Active power flow at each H topology DC grid onshore terminals
Double H Topology
The Double H topology is an extension of previously presented H topology, being
the layout presented in Figure 3.28. It consists on a DC grid infrastructure with
six terminals connecting three offshore WF to three onshore AC grid nodes. The
simulation of resource variation has been also performed for this DC grid topology
and the results are presented in Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.30.
The active power flows at each DC grid terminal are presented on Figure 3.29
shows that during the pre and post-disturbance periods the onshore HVDC-VSC
were able to share the incoming wind power. Again, some minor variations on active
power injection on the onshore grids occur due the asymmetry loss during resource
variations. The same effect is noticeable on the DC voltage results depicted in Figure
3.30.
In fact, analysing the DC voltage results, it can be concluded that whenever
the active power injection are equal (at offshore level), the active power flows at
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Figure 3.27: DC voltage at each H topology DC grid onshore terminals
onshore-level are also equal. The justification for this consists on the fact that
in this pseudo-equilibrium, no power flow in the two mid-section cable branches.
However, the asymmetrical power injection leads to the occurrence of current on
the mid-section cable branches, increasing the lenght and consequently the voltage
drop. Despite slight differences, adequate power share has been also verified for this
DC grid topology.
Meshed Topology
The meshed DC grid topology has been included in this analysis with the objective
of illustrating how the active power/DC voltage droop control performs on meshed
DC networks. Additionally, on contrary of the previous examples, where the same
length has been considered for each branch, for this case the cable segments have
different lengths (see Figure 3.31). The scheme depicted on Figure 3.31 presents the
topology adopted for the meshed DC grid as well as the length of each DC cable
segment. The adopted meshed DC grid consists in an infrastructure to interconnect
two offshore WF to two mainland AC grids.
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Figure 3.28: Multi-terminal HVDC grid — Double H topology
The results containing the active power flows to the onshore grids as well as the DC
voltage profile at each MTDC grid terminal are depicted in Figure 3.32 and Figure
3.33, respectively.
The active power flows are identical on both converters for the pre and post-
disturbance periods. A small (almost unnoticeable) difference exists between the
onshore converter Area ]1 and ]2 (being the Area ]1 power slightly higher than
Area ]2) due to the higher cable length interconnecting the offshore WF and area ]2
converter in comparison to the cable that interconnects the offshore WF and area
]1 converter.
The same trend is noticeable in the DC voltage profile at each onshore converter
as depicted by the DC voltage profile results illustrated in the Figure 3.33. Regarding
the DC voltage profile at offshore level, as expected, its value is higher than the
onshore HVDC-VSC DC busbars. A clear difference between offshore WF ]1 and
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Figure 3.29: Active power flow at each Double H DC grid onshore terminals
]2 is noticeable. In fact the offshore WF ]2 voltage profile is higher to compensate
the voltage drop across long radial connection that interconnects the offshore WF
]2 to the DC grid. Despite having a meshed DC grid topology infrastructure, the
droop control also provides the capability of controlling the power sharing among
HVDC-VSC connected to mainland areas when the DC grid has a meshed topology.
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Figure 3.30: DC voltage at each Double H topology DC grid onshore terminals
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Figure 3.31: Multi-terminal HVDC grid — Meshed topology
3.9.2 Droop Control Sensitivity Analysis
This section aims to illustrate the behaviour of the droop control approach regarding
variation of its parameters, namely the V DCset and the droop gain Kpv.
For this specific case, the double H DC grid topology (depicted at Figure 3.30) and
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Figure 3.32: Active power flow at each Meshed topology DC grid onshore terminals
the meshed DC grid topology (depicted at Figure 3.31) have been chosen to test
different combinations of onshore HVDC-VSC control parameters and to assess its
implication regarding offshore active power variations. Without lack of generality,
the disturbances adopted in the assessment were the same used to assess the DC
grid behaviour under different topologies, presented in Figure 3.18.
The simulations were divided in cases which are presented in Table 1. The cases
differ in terms of DC voltage setpoint VDCset, Active Power/DC Voltage droop gain
and the DC network topology.
The first cases - case A and case B - intend to test the impact of the DC voltage
profile setpoint VDCset in the DC voltage and Active power sharing among the
onshore HVDC-VSC. Thus, for these specific cases the droop gains kpv were kept
constant. The case A has been performed under the H topology DC grid while case
B has been carried out using the previously presented meshed DC grid topology.
The results for the case A are depicted in the Figure 3.34. The result analysis
1Represented in (p.u.)
2Represented in (V(p.u.)/W(p.u.))
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Figure 3.33: DC voltage at each Meshed topology DC grid onshore terminals
Table 3.1: Summary of droop control parameters and DC grid topology for each
analysed case
Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E
Onshore Converter ]1 V DCset
1 1.00 0.90 0.95 0.95 0.95
Onshore Converter ]2 V DCset
1 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
Onshore Converter ]3 V DCset
1 0.95 N/A 0.95 0.95 N/A
Onshore Converter ]1 Kpv
2 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.4 0.05
Onshore Converter ]2 Kpv
2 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.1
Onshore Converter ]3 Kpv
2 0.05 N/A 0.05 0.1 N/A
DC grid topology Double H Meshed Double H Double H Meshed
allows to conclude that the VDCset has a noticeable impact on the steady-state power
sharing. Comparing the steady-state power with the steady-state DC voltage, it is
possible to observe that the DC node with higher specified DC voltage (V DCset)
corresponds to the converter that is extracting less active power.
Regarding the case B, where results are depicted in Figure 3.35, a similar steady-
state behaviour is verified. The higher VDCset onshore HVDC-VSC, corresponds to
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Figure 3.34: Onshore HVDC-VSC Active Power and DC voltage profile - Case A
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Figure 3.35: Onshore HVDC-VSC Active Power and DC voltage profile - Case B
the converter absorbing less active power. Due to the network topology the DC
voltage difference between the onshore HVDC-VSC are not very high. Nevertheless,
for steady operation, onshore HVDC-VSC ]1 presents higher DC voltage profile in
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comparison to onshore HVDC-VSC ]2. Once again, the active power variations at
WF level have been equally shared among the onshore HVDC-VSC.
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Figure 3.36: Onshore HVDC-VSC Active Power and DC voltage profile - Case C
In case C, the double H DC grid topology has been considered and the DC
voltage references are the same in all onshore HVDC-VSC. On contrary, the active
power/DC voltage droops were imposed with different values, aiming at assessing
its impacts on the DC grid. The case C results are depicted in the Figure 3.37.
Despite having the same VDCset values, the steady state power sharing for this case
were not equal. Onshore HVDC-VSC with higher kpv has a smaller participation
regarding the sharing of active power variations. During the offshore power varia-
tions, each onshore HVDC-VSC modifies the active power injection in the inverse
proportion to kpv gain. Converters with higher kpv values accommodate less active
power variations. Regarding the DC voltages, for equilibrium situations (where all
the offshore WF are generating the same power), the DC voltage profile decreases
inversely to the active power extraction. This behaviour is expectable since the DC
voltage difference between two cable endings culminates in a higher power flow.
The case D is similar to the previously presented case C. In fact the VDCset values
are the same and the kpv are the double of the ones adopted in case C example. The
results for this case are illustrated in Figure 3.37. At a first sight the active power
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Figure 3.37: Onshore HVDC-VSC Active Power and DC voltage profile - Case D
flows for this case are the identical to the ones obtained for the previous case. This
fact indicates that the active power share is not dependent on the droop value but
mainly on the relation between the droop values among a given DC grid. Regarding
the DC voltage, the increase on the kpv gain significantly increases the DC voltage
profile. Nevertheless, the case D DC voltage profile follows the evolution observed
in the case C.
Finally, in the case C, a scenario with equal VDCset parameters and different
kpv values has been assessed on the meshed DC grid topology. The steady state
operation reveals that the power share has been properly achieved, accounting that
the small deviation from the expected values are due to the losses existing in the
DC grid cable circuits. Regarding the DC voltage profile, for this specific case both
onshore VSC ]1 and ]2 present a similar value.
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Figure 3.38: Onshore HVDC-VSC Active Power and DC voltage profile - Case E
3.10 Summary
This chapter has described models adopted for the several components of the DC
grid for offshore WF interconnection. The models presented indented to represent
the dynamic aspect of the several components in a time scale from mili-seconds
to hundred of seconds. Thus, the modelling followed the RMS representation and
neglecting the fast transients. Each component model has been solely presented,
followed by the description of the interactions among each model, obtaining the
overview of the simulation platform. The developed platform is an important tool
to understand the interactions between each component, as well as the interactions
between the AC and DC sides. Additionally, the block-to-block implementation of
user-defined models allows the development of additional controllers, enabling to de-
velop innovative control strategies that ultimately aims at enhancing the operation
of the DC grid towards the AC grid support.
The operation of HVDC-VDC has also been described followed by some simula-
tions aiming at assessing the performance of the simulation platform under a varied
set of DC grid topologies as well as under different onshore HVDC-VSC control
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4
Control Schemes for Advanced Service
Provision from MTDC Grids to
Mainland AC Systems
4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims at presenting the contribution of this thesis in terms of the de-
veloped control schemes to allow the provision of advanced services to support AC
mainland grids operation. In Section 4.2 it is introduced the developed control
scheme to allow MTDC grids with offshore WF on contributing to the AC mainland
system primary frequency regulation. In Section 4.4, an assessment for the provi-
sion of FRT by MTDC grids is performed. It has been identified a major challenges,
precluding the FRT provision. First, the de-coupling introduced by the adoption of
DC that disables the offshore-located WT on detecting mainland AC voltage sags.
Then, the development of DC voltage raise during the AC-side voltage sag. In order
to overcome these barriers, several control strategies are proposed and evaluated in
this chapter. Finally, in Section 4.6 a control strategy to assure the operation of
the DC grid following the permanent disconnection of an onshore HVDC-VSC is
proposed.
The control schemes presented in this chapter share the aspects of being local, not
relying in communication infrastructure and operating autonomously.
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Figure 4.1: Frequency equilibrium conceptual principle
4.2 Provision of Frequency Control Services by MTDC
Grids with Offshore Wind Farm Presence
4.2.1 The Primary Frequency Control in Power Systems
The power system frequency is the quantity that contains the information of the
system equilibrium between the generation and the demand. When the power equi-
librium is attained, the generation copes with the demand and consequently the
frequency assumes the nominal value. The illustrative scheme depicted in Figure
4.1 has been included to help understanding the power system frequency principle.
The scheme consists on an old-fashioned weighing-machine which symbolically con-
tains the generation and demand quantities at each plate. An equilibrium situation,
as aforementioned, leads to a null frequency drift. Nevertheless, around the power
equilibrium two situations of disturbance may occur:
• Overfrequency - The generation increases or the demand decreases.
• Underfrequency - The generation decreases or the demand increases.
In a classical power system the frequency regulation is provided by synchronous
generation units. Two distinct frequency regulation actions co-exists (primary and
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secondary frequency regulation) [92]. The primary frequency regulation is based on
local controllers installed at each synchronous generator and has a quick deploy-
ment characteristic and aims at stabilizing the AC network frequency aftermath a
disturbance. The secondary frequency regulation has a larger deployment time and
aims at offsetting the frequency error (bringing the frequency back to the nominal
value through the power equilibrium promotion). Therefore, secondary frequency
regulation mechanisms are centralized over the well known Automatic Generation
Control (AGC) System.
A power system can be operated without secondary frequency regulation assuming
that the frequency can have permanent drifts from the nominal value, (for example
in islanding operation). However, a power system cannot operate without primary
frequency control. In fact, the primary frequency control, as aforementioned, is re-
sponsible to guarantee the power system stabilization after load/generation distur-
bance and without it, generation or load disturbances would lead to instability. The
classical vision of electrical power systems also defines that generators are respon-
sible for providing the primary frequency regulation. Nevertheless, some authors
defend that future power systems may have frequency regulation capability at the
demand-side through responsive loads [93], [94].
The first requirement for a generator to provide frequency regulation consists
on the guarantee of the existence of a reserve power margin. This means that the
generator should not be operating close to the minimum technical power, guaran-
teeing that an effective active power reduction will be performed in case of over-
frequency disturbance. At the limit the generator can be disconnected however, the
re-connection process may take some time. Similarly, the generator should not be
operated near the maximum technical power guaranteeing that an effective active
power increase can be performed in case of an under-frequency disturbance. The
generator increases or decreases the active power generation through the control of
the intake of the associated turbine (steam, diesel, water). So, a local controller is
required to quickly determine the accurate turbine intake based on the generator
speed mechanism or frequency at generator terminals. The fast characteristic de-
termines that local controllers must be installed at the generator level allowing an
autonomous operation. These devices make a constant monitoring of the frequency
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at the generators’ terminals and constantly adjust the valve that governs the turbine
intake controlling the exact fuel quantity to origin the accurate active power delivery
amount.
The primary frequency regulation fundamental controller is also called power-speed
controller and consists on a droop control (proportional gain) that defines the gen-
erator power based on the frequency or generator speed deviations. A detailed
description of this controller can be found in Section 3.6.4.
At the early stage of wind power integration on power systems, the generators
used to be small and without primary frequency regulation capability. From the
power systems dynamic security perspective , a small set of small induction gener-
ators with no frequency regulation capability did not represent a potential problem
for the system stability. However, the rapid increase of generators size and the mas-
sive integration levels are now a matter of concern. Simultaneously, to accommodate
the wind power, several conventional generation units needed to be set oﬄine [29].
Consequently the share of generators with primary frequency control capabilities
became reduced, contributing to making the system prone to instability in case
of severe disturbance. At the time the challenge consisted on determining how to
operate the electrical power systems with a significant amount of wind power, guar-
anteeing its dynamic security [29]. The previously mentioned challenge on how to
operate a power system with a significant amount of wind power without degrad-
ing the dynamic security indexes has opened a new line of research. In order to
avoid undermining the wind power reputation in terms of reliability and capability
of control, the research focused on how to endow wind turbines with capability of
contributing to the primary frequency regulation [11], [36], [95].
Nowadays, from the power system stability perspective, wind power is not seen as
a passive technology but as an active player on the system frequency regulation.
4.2.2 Primary Frequency Control Provided by Wind Farms
As previously described, the primary frequency regulation is achieved through an
output power injection control according to the frequency deviation. Over-frequency
disturbances, related with demand decrease or generation excess, can be performed
by the quick disconnection of some wind turbines or by reducing the generated
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power and does not represent a significant implementation challenge. However, the
opposite control capability, when the power systems experience an under-frequency
disturbance, represents an enormous challenge. The under-frequency disturbances
are related with demand increase or generation decrease. Thus the countermeasure
to assure system stability consists on increasing the generated power. As previously
addressed, conventional generation units can support the system through the oper-
ation of the primary frequency controller, increasing the generated power. However,
the WT resource (the wind) is not controllable. Similarly to conventional generation
units, to exploit primary frequency control in WT, the wind generators must have
a reserve margin to be quickly deployed. To achieve this capability, several authors
have proposed advanced control schemes that share a common characteristic, which
consists on de-loading the generator. The wind turbine de-loading consists on op-
erating it below its maximum wind power extraction capability. As discussed in
Section 3.5, de-load operation can be achieved by degrading the aerodynamic per-
formance of the wind turbine blade-set by acting on the blades’ pitch angle β. In
order to provide an adequate regulation, servo-motors are connected in the turbine
hub, enabling the continuous adjustment of the turbines’ blade pitch angle. A new
active power/wind speed curve can be determined with a given de-loading margin
as depicted in Figure 4.2
It is important to clarify that the pitch de-load at wind turbines is not a perma-
nent condition and may be required for some situations where the network operator
foresees a reduced primary frequency control capability margin (normally during
valley hours where less conventional units are connected).
Several studies have been conducted on the topic of primary frequency regulation
performed by wind turbines [30], [36] [96]. Nowadays, WT manufacturers provide
this functionality in commercial WT. In line with the aforementioned concerns and
aiming at achieving a larger and secure wind power penetration, ENTSO-E has
recently published a grid-code draft version which tackles the primary frequency
control aspects by requiring the frequency control regulation capability for type C
units connected to the grid [13]. The details on type C units are defined by the
installed active power and the grid zone where it is connected according to the
Table 4.1 in order to participate in primary frequency regulation.
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Figure 4.2: Example of wind turbine mechanical power/speed curve for a de-loaded
operation (adapted from [11])
Table 4.1: ENTSO-Type C generation units minimum power threshold for different
European Grid Areas [13]
Maximum capacity threshold from
Synchronous Area which a Generating Unit is of Type C
participate in primary frequency regulation
Continental Europe 50 MW
Nordic 10 MW
Great Britain 10 MW
Ireland 5 MW
Baltic 5 MW
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4.2.3 Inertia Emulation Provided by Wind Farms
The inertial response is an intrinsic characteristic of synchronous generators and
consists in the fast active power response following an under-frequency disturbance.
This behaviour avoids the frequency from assuming high decay rates. Some studies
have concluded that the inertia behaviour is important to the power system fre-
quency regulation by avoiding the loss of wind generation due to the tripping of
rate-of-change-of-frequency (ROCOF) relays and consequently jeopardizing the fre-
quency support capability [23]. A deep assessment of this topic was made in the
Chapter 2 where several studies related with the topic of the inertia emulation by
wind generators have been presented.
Since the wind generators are not synchronous machines, the inertia contribution
has to be emulated and it is attained through a specific control-loop which commands
the deployment of an additional power output proportionally to the frequency rate
of change. The active power surplus is attained by converting the kinetic energy
existing in the generators rotor, into active power that is quickly delivered to the
grid.
4.2.4 Challenges for Primary Frequency Control Provided by Off-
shore MTDC-connected Wind Farms
The provision of frequency control services in offshore WF has been investigated
for point-to-point connection as reported in Chapter 2. This type of service can
be achieved through the adoption of wind turbines with primary frequency control
capability. However, offshore located WT do not have physical access to onshore
frequency. The existence of a DC connection fully decouples the frequency between
the AC interconnected nodes. So, instead of acquiring the frequency measurement
at their terminal, they receive the onshore frequency measurement through a ded-
icated fast communication channel [97]. The transposition of this approach to the
MTDC grid is not direct. In fact, in a MTDC grid several AC mainland grids may
be interconnected without a single AC frequency measurement. Instead, to directly
apply the approach considered for point-to-point connections, several communica-
tion links must be deployed between offshore WF and all the interconnected AC
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Figure 4.3: Communication infrastructure for offshore WF frequency regulation in
point-to-point and Multi-terminal DC connections
mainland grids as illustrated in Figure 4.3. That way, offshore WF would be able
to have access to the frequency measurement on every interconnected AC mainland
grid .
However, from economical and technical perspective, the deployment of point-to-
point communication in MTDC grids is not feasible. As depicted in Figure 4.3, the
bi-directional interconnection between the offshore HVDC-VSC and all the onshore
HVDC-VSC are required, increasing the cost and reducing the reliability (due to
the increase of number of connection links and the associated length). In contrast,
an option consisting on adopting a centralized controller, as illustrated in Figure
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Figure 4.4: Centralized controller at Multi-terminal DC grid
4.4, can theoretically cope with the requirements for the primary frequency control
provision.
The centralized controller performs as a concentrator that receives the AC main-
land grids frequency measurements as well as the offshore WF active power delivery
and respective reserve margins. Facing an AC mainland disturbance, the centralized
controller must determine the offshore AC grids frequency set-point to transmit to
the offshore HVDC-VSC of each offshore WF. That way the offshore WF are able
to actively participate in the AC mainland frequency regulation.
However, as previously discussed, depending on the operation philosophy and
on the associated control parameters, the active power regulation provided by the
offshore WF will be shared through the onshore HVDC-VSC instead of being chan-
nelled to the most demanding AC area (the area there the frequency disturbance
have occurred). Additionally, fast phenomena such as inertia emulation provided
by offshore WF, may not be successfully deployed due to the communications and
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calculations delay performed at the centralized controller.
In an attempt of avoid the aforementioned bottlenecks and overcoming reliability
issues related to the communication channels and the centralized controller, the
strategy proposed in this thesis consists on adopting local controllers to be housed
both in onshore and offshore HVDC-VSC as well as at WT level in offshore WF.
The major goal is to derive a communication-free control strategy that enables the
MTDC grid to provide frequency regulation services to mainland AC grids. The
control rules to be embedded in the onshore, offshore and WT level constitute a
cascade control mechanism that is able to deploy the defined functionality.
4.3 Advanced Control Strategies for Primary Frequency
Control Provision by Offshore Wind Farms
The control methodology developed in the framework of this thesis consists a communication-
free cascade of local controllers. The common aspect among the offshore and onshore
HVDC-VSC is the DC grid which serves as interconnection infrastructure between
them. Thus, the proposed methodology relies on the DC grid infrastructure to per-
form as a virtual communication medium among the interconnected HVDC-VSC.
Bearing in mind that the onshore HVDC-VSC (as discussed in Section 3.7.2) is re-
sponsible by controlling the DC voltage at its terminals, the frequency variations
at onshore mainland AC grid can be transposed to DC voltage variations at the
onshore HVDC-VSC terminal. Then, the DC voltage variation will be reflected at
all the DC grid terminals. At offshore-level, offshore HVDC-VSC will measure the
DC voltage variation and will be responsible to control the AC offshore frequency
proportionally to the DC voltage variation. Offshore wind turbines with primary
frequency control capability are then expected to respond accordingly.
In order to attain this cascade control scheme, several modification must be con-
ducted at onshore and offshore converter-level. These modifications are highlighted
in the following topics. An overview of the cascaded control operation is illustrated
in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Frequency and DC voltage variations in the cascaded frequency regulation
scheme
4.3.1 Onshore HVDC-VSC Advanced Control Scheme for the Pro-
vision of Primary Frequency Regulation
The onshore HVDC-VSC are the devices that have access to the respective AC main-
land frequency and simultaneously to the DC grid. So, rationale of the proposed
approach consists on transposing the AC mainland frequency deviation to a DC volt-
age deviation at each onshore HVDC-VSC. To perform this control strategy, some
enhancements over the basic control of the onshore HVDC-VSC were performed,
creating two operational modes:
• Normal operation mode - The frequency deviations are within an admis-
sible range: the onshore HVDC-VSC DC voltage is governed by the previ-
ously mentioned Kpv droop control. The admissible frequency deviation range
can be defined by the Transmission System Operator (TSO) according to the
characteristics of the AC mainland network where the onshore HVDC-VSC is
connected to.
• Disturbance operation mode - The AC grid frequency to which the HVDC-
VSC converter station is connected drops below a certain margin due to any
load/generation imbalance. In such situations, primary frequency regulation
services are requested to be autonomously deployed in the MTDC grid in order
to help stabilizing the AC grid frequency. Regarding the mode of deploying
the offshore WF reserves, it firstly requires an additional control mechanism
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that translates onshore AC grid frequency grid variations to MTDC voltage
profile variations. In this case, the onshore HVDSC-VSC converter station
measures the terminal frequency and whenever it drops below the referred
margin, the active power/DC voltage droop control mechanism is held and
a new droop control relating onshore AC grid frequency and MTDC voltage
enters in operation, according to the following equation:
VDC = V
0
DC − kfv × fgrid (4.1)
where VDC is the reference value for the DC voltage at the onshore HVDC-
VSC, V 0DC is the pre-disturbance DC voltage resulting from the operation
of the converter in the normal mode governed by the kpv droop, kfv is the
frequency/DC voltage droop and fgrid is the frequency of the onshore AC grid
to which the converter is connected.
The control rule schematic illustrated in Figure 4.6 depicts the operation of the grid
on both normal and disturbance modes.The DC voltage variations resulting from at
a given onshore HVDC-VSC impacts on the MTDC grid DC voltage mainland AC
grid. This cascade event is then used as a virtual communication medium in order
to implement active power control strategies at the offshore converter level as it is
described in the next section.
4.3.2 Offshore HVDC-VSC Advanced Control Scheme for the Pro-
vision of Primary Frequency Regulation
As presented on Section 4.2.2, modern WT are able to deploy frequency regulation
services based on the frequency measurements at their terminals. Additionally, off-
shore HVDC-VSC, performing as a slack-bus for the AC offshore grid, are respon-
sible by controlling the AC offshore voltage and frequency. Based on the control
approaches previously discussed for the onshore HVDC-VSC, the rationale to de-
rive the control scheme for primary frequency provision at offshore HVDC-VSC level
consists on controlling the offshore AC grid frequency proportionally to the DC volt-
age variations. To do so, an additional control-loop for the offshore frequency has
been added at the offshore HVDC-VSC. The schematic of this additional frequency
control-loop is illustrated in the Figure4.7.
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The additional control loop basically imposes a frequency variation proportion-
ally to the DC voltage variation, determined by the difference between the actual DC
voltage V DC and the steady-state DC voltage V DCref (the steady-state DC volt-
age may be determined with a few minutes base average) through a proportionality
factor defined by the droop kvf (puHZ/puV dc). So the offshore AC grid frequency
is controlled according to the DC voltage variation which changes according to the
AC mainland grid frequency variation. Offshore WT are then able to provide ac-
tive power control based on the AC offshore frequency variation. This contribution
is not going to have a direct impact on the offshore frequency variation (since it
is synthetic and depends on the DC voltage profile variations). On contrary, it is
expected the the active power contribution at offshore level will impact on the AC
mainland grid frequency support. Thus, the positive effects on the mainland AC
grid frequency will be translated as smaller DC voltage variations and consequently
in smaller AC offshore grid frequency variations.
4.3.3 Offshore Wind Turbine Primary Frequency Support and In-
ertial Emulation Capabilities
The rationale of the presented cascaded control scheme is to allow offshore WT
responding to onshore mainland AC grid primary frequency regulation in the same
manner of the existing onshore WT. So, offshore WT were considered to be similar
to onshore WT with primary frequency regulation capabilities. The concept of WT
providing frequency support has been extensively described in the literature. Section
2.2.2 analyses the methodologies to achieve this type of behaviour. It is consensual
that in order to provide frequency support, a reserve margin must exist at WT-level.
The proposal consists on creating an operational power reserve margin through the
WT de-loading, allowing afterwards its deployment when required. The reserve
margin at WT is a topic that has already been addressed and is achieved through
the WT pitch control.
Without lack of generality, for this specific evaluation case, PMSG-based WF with
primary frequency regulation and inertial behaviour emulation have been considered.
The overview of the whole WT blade’s pitch control based on the AC offshore grid
frequency is depicted in Figure 4.8
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The proposed control strategy relies on the AC offshore grid frequency measure-
ment to determine the control of the generator active power output and the blade’s
pitch angle. The offshore frequency error is determined by the difference between the
offshore frequency foff and a frequency reference value foffref (50Hz by default).
The frequency error is adapted to a rotational speed error which is further added to
the nominal rotational speed ωr obtaining a new reference speed. The new reference
speed generates a new active power reference Pref according to the generator char-
acteristics. The active power reference Pref serves as input to the WT blade’s pitch
controller. The Pref is determined according to a linearised function (see Figure 4.8)
around the generator operating point. To determine the linear relation, the gener-
ator characteristic curves were used, determining the extreme operating points: for
β = 0 and βdel, where βdel is the β pitch angle for de-loaded operation. The β pitch
angle is then controlled by comparing the actual generated active power Pgen and
the reference active power Pref . The obtained active power error serves as input to
a PI controller which aims at determining the correct pitch blade’s angle in order
to achieve the new active power reference Pref . The pitch blade’s controller is also
composed by a transfer function and a rate limiter that simulates the behaviour of
the servo-motors responsible for acting on the blades rotation.
Regarding the inertial behaviour emulation, a frequency derivative, or in other
words the frequency rate-of-change, is calculated and used to provide a fast active
power control at the WT level in the moments subsequent to a mainland AC grid
disturbance based on the kin gain (see Figure 4.8). A fast active power injection
from the WT is achieved through the transformation of rotor kinetic energy into
electric power, implying generator speed reduction. As depicted in the Figure 4.8
the additional speed variation ∆ω is provided to the GSC control-loop in order to
allow the converter quick active power delivery related to the inertial response.
Primary Frequency Support Among Mainland AC Grids
Multiterminal DC grids are not envisioned for the single purpose of interconnecting
offshore WF. As discussed, the MTDC grids can perform as backbone for AC systems
providing inter AC area power flows. So, similarly to AC mainland control areas,
it is expected that the interconnected AC mainland grids should be able to share
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primary frequency regulation services for a disturbance on a given AC area. The
control philosophy previously presented has been also designed to allow inter-AC
area frequency support. In fact, the signal of the previously presented onshore
HVDC-VSC droop gain kfv is essential to achieve the inter-area frequency support
since may cope with the remaining onshore HVDC-VSC kpv droop control. For a
under-frequency disturbance on a given AC area, the associated onshore HVDC-
VSC will decrease the associated DC voltage in order to increase the active power
extraction towards this AC Area. Simultaneously, the remaining onshore HVDC-
VSC will decrease their active power extraction in the attempt of maintain the DC
voltage, extracting less power from the DC grid, creating an active power reserve
that can be channelled towards the affected HVDC-VSC converter.
4.4 Fault Ride-through Capability in Multi Terminal
DC Grids
4.4.1 The Fault Ride-through Service in Modern Wind Turbines
The FRT can be defined as the ability of a given generator or a set of generators (a
WF) have on remaining connected to the grid during voltage sags. Grid codes for
WF connection often place an additional requirement for FRT capability, consisting
on the injection of reactive current in order to leverage the neighbouring AC volt-
age profile in the attempt of avoiding the disconnection of non-FRT compliant WF.
Voltage sags are commonly related to fault events in the grid. The disconnection
of wind generators during the fault event could lead to significant power imbalance
that might affect the system stability .
In Section 2.2.2, the main findings and approaches for FRT compliance for different
WT technologies were addressed. The presented control approaches share a com-
mon aspect: they rely on the AC voltage as the triggering event for proper control
schemes. Despite WT have the ability of withstanding voltage sags at their termi-
nals, this characteristic is useless for offshore applications since the DC connection
fully de-couples onshore and offshore AC grids.
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4.4.2 Fault Ride-through Capability in HVDC-connected Offshore
Wind Farms
On HVDC-connected WF, the capability to withstand the mainland AC grid voltage
sags is associated to the onshore HVDC converter stations since they are the front-
end for the interconnection between the DC-connected WF and the mainland grid.
The classic HVDC-LCC are not able to fulfil the FRT requirements since it relies
on the AC-side voltage to trigger the thyristor-based electronic valves [6]. On the
other hand, HVDC-VSC, has the ability to remain connected to the AC grid during
AC voltage sags. Additionally, the capability of independent control of active and
reactive power, guarantees that the reactive current can be injected on the AC
mainland grid during fault events. Nevertheless, the critical challenge regarding the
FRT capability in HVDC-connected offshore WF consists in the loss of active power
injection during the low voltage periods. Bearing in mind that the active power
delivery can be defined as:
PAC = Iout × VAC × cos δ (4.2)
where PAC is the active power delivered by the onshore HVDC-VSC to the AC
mainland grid, Iout is the current delivered by the onshore HVDC-VSC to the AC
mainland, VAC is the AC-side voltage profile and the cos δ is the onshore HVDC-
VSC power factor.
Following a mainland AC grid fault (VAC ≈ 0 ) assumes a low value, the onshore
HVDC-VSC control loop will increase the current in the attempt of achieving the
pre-fault active power delivery. However, the HVDC-VSC has a maximum current
limit that cannot be exceeded. Therefore current injection will saturate at the max-
imum HVDC-VSC current rating. Consequently, the active power delivery will be
significantly reduced. Without the adoption of dedicated control mechanisms, off-
shore WF will not detect the AC mainland fault event and will remain injecting
the pre-fault active power. As reported in the literature and highlighted in Sec-
tion 2.4.5, an active power imbalance will take place in the DC link. The resulting
power imbalance impacts on the DC capacitors energy leading to a DC voltage rise
effect that might culminate in a DC overvoltage [79]. The impacts of a AC voltage
sag in the DC voltage rise can be quantified: it depends on the pre-fault power
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injection into the mainland AC grid, the steady-state DC voltage, on the active
power shortage during the fault event, the equivalent DC link capacitance and on
the mainland AC grid voltage sag duration. However, the main objective does not
consists on quantifying the maximum DC voltage level. On contrary, the most im-
portant issue consists on determining the maximum time interval to promote fast
active power control actions in order to avoid DC voltage to overpass a maximum
admissible value that may compromise the integrity of several components such as
DC cable insulation, DC capacitors or even the HVDC-VSC, while precluding the
accomplishment of the desired FRT functionality. According to equation 2.1, this
time can be determined and for typical HVDC applications as reviewed in Section
2.4.5 it is around some tens of milliseconds.
The maximum time for DC voltage control (following a disturbance leading to an
active power reduction on onshore HVDC-VSC) has been determined for the generic
test case, the DC grid H topology. Since the amount of non-delivered power depends
on the AC-side fault event, the time for deployment of DC voltage control strategy
has been computed in function to its quantity. As stated in Section 2.4.5, according
to the suggested in [79], the determination of the time for deployment of DC voltage
control strategy can be computed according to the equation 2.1. For the sake of
simplicity, the capacitance value C has been assumed as the equivalent capacitance
of the whole circuit. Thus, considering that each HVDC-VSC has an associated DC
capacitor bank (150 µF considering both terminal poles), the equivalent capacitance
can be achieved by summing the capacitance of the 4 DC grid terminals. So, the
equivalent capacitance C is of 600 µF . The total MTDC grid pre-fault active power
delivery has been considered being 400 MW. The nominal DC voltage Vdc−th has
been considered as being 300 kV while the maximum overvoltage Vdc−max has been
considered as being 20%, consisting of 360 kV.
The maximum time for the effective deployment of DC voltage control strategy
(aiming at avoiding overpassing 20% of the nominal voltage) has been computed for
several levels of non-delivered active power. The results are depicted in Figure 4.9.
The results illustrated in Figure 4.9, show that the greater the non-delivered
power, the faster the DC overvoltage avoidance mechanism must have an effective
action. For example, a fault leading to 50% non delivered power (200 MW), requires
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Figure 4.9: Time requirement for the deployment of DC voltage control strategy in
function of non-delivered active
a control mechanism able to provide an effective DC voltage control on about 125
ms to avoid DC voltage on overpassing the maximum admissible value of 20% over
the nominal.
4.4.3 Mechanisms for DC Overvoltage Control in MTDC Grids
with Offshore Wind Farm During FRT Provision
FRT provision from MTDC grids relies on the ability of mitigating the DC voltage
rise effect following a mainland AC grid fault. The DC voltage rise control requires
mechanisms that are able to provide fast active power control. As presented in
some papers [80] [79], the active power dissipation is a possible solution to control
the DC voltage rise and can be achieved through the adoption of chopper resis-
tors (usually denominated just as choppers [80]). This device consists on a power
electronic interfaced resistor which is able to dissipate active power. The chopper
can be characterized by the instantaneous power dissipation and maximum energy
dissipation capacities [98]. Regarding the mechanisms for active power dissipation
two approaches may be considered:
• Onshore power dissipation: Chopper Resistors are installed at onshore
HVDC-VSC DC terminals and are set to dissipate power proportionally to
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the DC voltage rise;
• Fast active power control at WT level: An auxiliary mechanism guaran-
tees that offshore WF are able to reduce the active power inject to DC grid
aiming to mitigate the DC voltage rise by:
– Dissipating active power at WT-located chopper resistors: Fully
electronic interfaced Wind Generators like PMSG with FRT capability
have an internal DC chopper resistor mounted at the WT tower and
connected to the back-to-back electronic converter DC link. The option
consists on dissipating exceeding active power at this chopper resistor,
reducing the injected power to the DC link or grid.
– Controlling active power injection through generator speed con-
trol: In the case of DFIG, fast active power control can be achieved if
a controlled acceleration of the WT id allowed while absorbing electric
power in the form of kinetic energy.
The previously presented active power injection through generator speed control
can be also applied to PMSG. However, the PMSG normally have a DC chopper
resistor in the DC bus of the AC/DC/AC converter as a protective device.
It is important to stress that the active power reduction that have been men-
tioned so far does not have a definitive characteristic. The mainland AC voltage sags
are normally associated to fault events that should be cleared by the AC protective
system. So, depending on the grid code requirements (addressed in Section 2.2.2)
the voltage sag should not least more than some hundreds of mili-seconds.
The previously introduced active power balance mechanism differ in terms of
location, and thus control aspects. For a MTDC grid, dispersed power dissipa-
tion approaches does not rely on communication channels on contrary to what is
proposed for point-to-point connections in [79] and [80]. The reason for that consid-
eration consists to the fact that facing a more complex topology, a centralized control
layer should be required to guarantee the proper coordination among the onshore
and offshore HVDC-VSC. Nevertheless, the operational time frame of centralized is
not adequate with the phenomena involved and the associated requirement for fast
active power dissipation to guarantee the FRT provision. Thus on contrary, local
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controllers operating in cascaded control scheme in a communication-free philoso-
phy is here proposed. The aspects for the several controllers implementation are
highlighted according to each case in the following sections.
4.4.4 Control Strategies for DC Voltage Rise Control at Onshore
HVDC-VSC level
From the literature analysis, it becomes consensual that in order to avoid the DC
voltage overpassing a pre-defined maximum admissible level, an active power equi-
librium promotion mechanism must exist. For the specific case of onshore active
power equilibrium mechanism it consists on the installation of DC chopper resis-
tors at each onshore HVDC-VSC DC terminal. The control scheme for the onshore
chopper device is robust and quite simple. According to the illustration on Figure
4.10 the chopper control consists on locally measuring the DC voltage profile (V DC)
and determining the voltage variation through the comparison with a pre-defined
reference value (V DCref ) which corresponds to the steady-state DC voltage profile.
MT- HVDC
Network
...
...
VDC
K
chop Resistor
Onshore HVDC- VSC
 Chopper
0
Pmax
VDC
VDCref
V
trig
VDCerror
If
VDCerror >Vtrig;
Then
Vout=VDCerror;
Else
Vout=0;
End if
Figure 4.10: Onshore-located chopper and associated control-loop
The steady-state DC voltage profile can be determined by the mean DC voltage
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profile value within an operation spectrum of a few minutes or, can be set through
a supervisory control algorithm that refreshes its value with a given refresh rate of
some second. Next, the DC voltage error is filtered by a dead-band block which
eliminates small DC voltage fluctuations that may have origin on offshore wind
power variations. Afterwards a proportional gain kchop is set in order to adapt the
DC voltage variations into an active power dissipation set-point (from null to the
maximum DC chopper power dissipation capability Pmax) that is further sent to
the electronic converter which interfaces the chopper resistor and the DC grid. This
approach allows an autonomous operation within the required time-frame. However,
to guarantee the correct protection of the whole MTDC grid, a worst scenario ap-
proach must be followed, installing a chopper resistor at each onshore HVDC-VSC
DC terminal with the same rate of the associated converter aiming at guaranteeing a
proper DC voltage magnitude for the most severe situation which corresponds to the
total loss of active power extraction capability . This fact bring an additional cost to
the whole MTDC grid installation. In alternative, the dispersed power equilibrium
promotion mechanisms may cope with the avoidance of DC voltage overreaching the
maximum admissible value with a reasonable installation and deployment cost.
4.4.5 Control Strategies for DC Voltage Rise Control at Offshore
HVDC-VSC level
As, previously discussed, mainland AC grid faults may lead to MTDC grid over-
voltages due to the reduction of active power injection capability of the HVDC-VSC
connected to the faulted area. Therefore, a possible approach consists on the devel-
opment of advanced control mechanisms for fast active power control at WT-level to
consequently mitigate the DC voltage rise effect, assuming the necessary conditions
for the MTDC to provide FRT functionality.
The offshore WT are assumed to have FRT capability so, minor changes on the
WT control are required. Nevertheless, the offshore WF are fully decoupled from
the AC mainland grids. So, a cascaded control scheme has been designed to allow
offshore WF reacting to the AC mainland fault events.
The proposed control scheme does not involve any modification to the onshore
HVDC-VSC control-loops. In fact, it consists on taking advantage of the appearance
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of the DC voltage rise effect in the MTDC grid (which will also appear at the offshore
HVDC-VSC DC-side terminal) to control the offshore HVDC-VSC according to the
main strategies (Figure 4.11) that share a common characteristic of achieving fast
reduction of WT active power.
a) Offshore AC grid voltage contreol: - This control strategy consists on mod-
ulating the AC offshore grid voltage symmetrically to positive DC voltage profile
variations. The control-loops of this specific strategy are depicted in Figure 4.11
and identified with the letter a). The AC offshore grid voltage (VAC) is set
according to the equation 4.3:
V AC = V ACref +KDC/AC × (V DCref − V DC) (4.3)
where, V ACref is the AC offshore grid voltage reference, KDC/AC is the DC
voltage to AC voltage gain, V DCref is the offshore DC grid voltage reference
and the V DC is the DC voltage at the associated offshore HVDC-VSC DC
terminal. Through this control strategy, offshore WT are able to experience an
AC voltage reduction at their terminals, which can be used to quickly reduce
active power injection at WT-level.
b) Proportional AC offshore frequency increase - This control strategy con-
sists on imposing AC offshore frequency variations proportionally to DC voltage
profile variations. The control-loops of this specific strategy are depicted in
Figure 4.11 and identified with the letter b). The AC offshore grid frequency
(foffshore) is set according to the equation 4.4:
foffshore = fref −KDC/f × (V DCref − V DC) (4.4)
where, fref is the offshore frequency reference (50Hz), KDC/f is the DC volt-
age/offshore frequency gain, V DCref is the offshore DC grid voltage reference
and the V DC is the DC voltage at the associated offshore HVDC-VSC DC ter-
minal. It is then expected that WT with frequency-dependant control are able
to respond to the AC offshore overfrequency by reducing the injected power.
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Figure 4.11: Possible control strategies of the offshore HVDC-VSC for fast active
power reduction at offshore-level
4.5 Control Strategies for Offshore Wind Turbine FRT
Response
The expected response for onshore WT applications during FRT situations consists
on remaining connected to the grid and simultaneously inject a given reactive current
according to the grid-code specifications. For the specific case of offshore WF with
the previously mentioned offshore HVDC-VSC control schemes, it is expected that
offshore WT do not inject any reactive current during a voltage sag, in order to avoid
the resulting AC voltage profile leverage effect which may preclude the use of the
previously discussed offshore AC grid voltage control. Additionally, it is expected
that WT reduce the injected active power in order to contribute to the DC power
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balance and consequently to the DC voltage rise effect mitigation. The modifications
over WT control scheme for the FRT provision will depend on the WT technology
as well as the offshore HVDC-VSC adopted control strategy (a) or b)).
Without lack of generality, two offshore WT technologies were considered in this
research:
• Variable speed WT equipped with PMSG, which are interfaced with the grid
through a AC/DC/AC back-to-back converter (including DC chopper at the
DC-link);
• DFIG-generator.
4.5.1 Fast Active Power Control at Offshore WT-level based on the
Terminal Voltage
For the cases where an offshore AC grid voltage control strategy is adopted, the
PMSG-based WT must not inject reactive current during the resulting voltage sag.
Thus, the reactive power component must be set to do not inject current during the
low voltage.
In PMSG-based WF, the reduction of the active power injection at the WT-level
will be achieved by a partial active power dissipation at DC chopper located at the
back-to-back converter DC terminal. In order to achieve this , a DC chopper is
installed inside the WT tower, being connected to the DC busbar as depicted in the
scheme illustrated in Figure 4.12. The chopper resistor will not only promote the
desired active power reduction but also will control the DC voltage rise magnitude
at the DC busbar.
The control scheme of the chopper resistor is similar to the control scheme pre-
sented for onshore chopper application. The control-loop permanently measures the
AC voltage at the generator’s terminal (V AC) and determines the error existing
between this actual AC voltage and the reference AC voltage profile (V ACref - 1
p.u. in normal operation) value. The error signal, (V ACerror) feeds a compari-
son block implemented through a ”IF” function which is also fed by a trigger value
(VFRT ) which consists on the voltage profile error that should trigger the FRT ser-
vice provision. So, if the AC voltage error (V ACerror) is bigger then the FRT
triggering voltage (VFRT ) then the block output voltage (V out) is equal to the AC
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Figure 4.12: PMSG chopper resistor and associated control-loop for active power
reduction based on AC undervoltage variations
voltage error (V ACerror) else, the block output voltage (V out) is null avoiding the
chopper power dissipation. For the situations where the FRT functionality is active,
the reference active power dissipation at the WT chopper is determined by equation
4.5:
Pchopper = KV AC/Pchop × (V ACref − V AC) (4.5)
For DFIG-based WF the active power regulation is naturally achieved by the AC
voltage regulation strategy (strategy a)). In fact, the undervoltage occurrence leads
to the generator de-magnetization, slightly increasing its angular speed and conse-
quently reducing the injected power. Recalling the DFIG electromagnetic torque
(equation 3.34), it is directly proportional to the stator voltage |Vs|. As the elec-
tromagnetic torque is directly proportional to the active power, a stator voltage
decrease will impact on the active power by decreasing it. However, following the
proposals present in [99], some enhancements were made in the DFIG speed con-
troller to avoid high speed variations and in-rush rotor currents.
Normally, on onshore-located applications, DFIG WT with FRT capability are
set to inject reactive current through the reactive power control- loop in the attempt
of providing support to the AC grid voltage. This functionality has been de-activated
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in the offshore DFIG to avoid a counteraction over the offshore HVDC-VSC voltage
control.
4.5.2 Fast Active Power Reduction at Offshore Wind Turbine Based
on the Offshore AC Grid Frequency
The control schemes for frequency support have already been presented in Section
4.2.2 and involve the active participation of the pitch-angle regulation system. How-
ever, active power response through WT pitch-angle regulation does not cope with
the FRT phenomena time requirements. In fact, the intrinsic WT pitch-angle re-
sponse time is much higher than the active power regulation time-frame for DC grid
voltage rise control. Nevertheless, fast active power regulation can also be performed
on both PMSG and DFIG wind turbines with slight control-loops modifications in
relation to offshore AC grid variations.
For the PMSG-based WF, the wind generator is fully de-coupled from the AC
offshore grid by the back-to-back AC/DC/AC converter. Withal, the previously
presented control scheme for active power reduction based on AC voltage reduction,
can be adapted to respond to AC offshore grid frequency deviation. The control
loop of the frequency responsive active power control is depicted in Figure 4.13 and
can be described by the equation 4.6.
Pchopper = Kfreq/Pchop × (freqref − freq) (4.6)
The measured AC offshore grid frequency (freq) will be compared to the ref-
erence value (freqref ) which in normal operation is equal to 50Hz. For normal
operation conditions the offshore frequency which is imposed by the offshore HVDC-
VSC will remain constant at 50 Hz thus, the frequency error freqerror will be null
leading to no active power dissipation at WT chopper level. Following a frequency
disturbance, the gain (Kfreq/Pchop) define the power dissipation in the chopper pro-
portionally to the frequency deviation. The power limiter included between the
(Kfreq/Pchop) and the chopper converter guarantees that the maximum chopper ac-
tive power is not overpassed and also that underfrequency disturbances does not
generate any set-point to the chopper converter.
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Figure 4.13: PMSG chopper resistor and associated control-loop for active power
reduction based on overfrequency variations
For DFIG-based WT, the frequency increase at the wind generator terminals will
impact on a natural active power reduction. Recalling the DFIG electromagnetic
torque equation 3.34, it is inversely proportional to the grid frequency which is
represented by the angular electrical speed ωs. As the electromagnetic torque is
directly proportional to the active power, an AC offshore grid frequency increase will
have the impact on the active power decrease However, the frequency disturbance
are meant to be small so, the natural DFIG response is not sufficient to achieve
a proper DC voltage rise mitigation. So, an additional control-loop illustrated in
Figure 4.14 has been add to the DFIG MSC converter. The rationale of this control
loop is to provide to the DFIG a speed control proportionally to the AC offshore
frequency variation according to the equation
ωfreq = Kf/ω × (fref − f) (4.7)
An additional speed reference (ωfreq) is determined based on the frequency devi-
ation, between the frequency reference fref and the actual value f , after it is adapted
by a proportional gain Kf/ω. In case of an overfrequency event, the DFIG controller
will increase the generator speed, reducing its active power injection.
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4.6 Operation and Control of MTDC Grids Following
the Loss of an Onshore Converter
The loss of an Onshore converter consists on the permanent disconnection of a
given onshore HVDC-VSC due to internal or external causes. The phenomena that
can cause the disconnection of onshore HVDC-VSC can be related to fault events on
onshore mainland AC grid, at MTDC grid or internally on the onshore HVDC-VSC.
n For the DC grid, the loss of an onshore converter can be regarded as the sudden
loss of power injection from the MTDC grid to the mainland AC grid. The resulting
effect, in terms of the MTDC grid voltage dynamics id expected to be equivalent to
a fault in a mainland AC grid, thus affecting the DC grid power balance and leading
to voltage rise phenomena. If the remaining onshore converter of the MTDC grid
do not have capacity to accommodate all the power injection into the DC grid,
additional control strategies need to be take to mitigate the resulting DC voltage
rise effect.
The control strategies adopted for FRT voltage rise mitigation do not fully cope
with the characteristics of permanent loss of an onshore HVDC-VSC. In fact, the
permanent loss of an onshore HVDC-VSC has a high-time to permanent charac-
teristic and so requires a DC voltage control mechanism able to be permanently
deployed. The chopper based strategies adopted for FRT purposes, have a maxi-
mum active power energy dissipation capability. This maximum energy dissipation
capability is associated to the chopper resistors thermal limits that once reached,
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requires the immediate chopper resistor disconnection.
The DC voltage rise mitigation control with a permanent characteristic to deal with
permanent loss of power extraction capability can be achieved by:
• Increase the active power injection into mainland AC grids in the remaining
onshore HVDC-VSC;
• Active power reduction at offshore WF level.
The first option requires that the remaining onshore HVDC-VSC have enough
margin to increase its power extraction before reaching its maximum rating. This
situation may not be always guaranteed, culminating in the inability of providing an
effective power equilibrium within the DC grid thus, not avoiding inadmissible DC
voltage magnitudes. The second option consists on the fast reduction of the active
power injection from the offshore WF. From a conceptual perceptive, this strategy
is able to deal with the permanent characteristic of the loss of an onshore HVDC-
VSC. The issue of reducing offshore WF active power injection is a new challenge to
be addressed. Regarding FRT requirements, strategies for fast active power control
have been presented for PMSG and DFIG-based offshore WF. Nevertheless, these
strategies do not cope with larger time-frame that may be associated to the loss of a
converter. On contrast, permanent active power reduction can be achieved through
the pitch blade’s angle adjustment however, its adjustment takes some time to turn
effective since involves a mechanical adjustment through servo-motors, being not
compatible with the fast active power reduction requirements presented for FRT as
well as for the subsequent moments following an onshore HVDC-VSC disconnection.
The solution for the operation of the DC grid facing the loss of an HVDC-VSC can
be achieved an hybrid strategy that combines the two previously presented control
approaches: (1) the fast active power dissipation and (2) the wind turbine pitch-
angle adjustment used for the primary frequency support, according to the principle
illustrated in Figure 4.15.
According to Figure 4.15, the process to handle the phenomena resulting from
an onshore converter disconnection consists of two phases. Phase (1), after onshore
HVDC-VSC disconnection, fast active power dissipation mechanism are deployed
thus, avoiding massive overvoltages within the DC grid. Then, a second phase (2)
is requires to guarantee the long-term active power equilibrium within the DC grid.
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Figure 4.15: Energy dissipation requirements during the permanent loss of MTDC
grid power evacuation capability
According to the work previously presented, the first phase (1) can be successfully
assured by a chopper-based control scheme (with choppers at onshore or offshore-
level).
Following the approach considered so far, the long-term active power regulation
control scheme will be based on local controllers in a communication-free frame-
work. So, it is important do define a common control scheme to allow both fast
and long-term active power regulation schemes to be deployed. The WT blade’s
pitch angle regulation previously addressed relies on the frequency measurement at
offshore AC grid. Moreover, the dispersed active power regulation schemes for FRT
provision can also rely on the frequency deviation. The proposed strategy b) (see
Section 4.5.2) the offshore HVDC-VSC takes advantage of the DC grid overvoltage
occurrence to perform a proportional positive AC offshore grid frequency deviation.
Further, WT-level control schemes are responsible by reducing the active power de-
livery proportionally to the AC offshore grid frequency deviation. The fast active
power reduction based on AC voltage reduction strategy a) despite of being ade-
quate for fast active power reduction, presents to be insufficient from the long-term
active power reduction mechanism since the WT blade’s pitch regulation scheme is
based on frequency variation.
Regarding the adoption of onshore active power dissipation mechanism, it is
independent of the control strategy applied at offshore HVDC-VSC level thus, it
always feasible to be implemented and even work as a complement
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter the advanced control schemes for the operation of MTDC grids have
been presented. The control enhancements intended on allowing:
1. MTDC grid with offshore WF contributing to the mainland grids primary
frequency regulation and inertial emulation.
2. MTDC withstand AC mainland voltage sags and remain operating during and
aftermath fault events, complying with FRT requirements.
3. MTDC remain operating facing the loss of an onshore converter.
The control enhancements were based on local control rules, not requiring the
adoption of fast communication channels. First, a control scheme for endowing
MTDC grid and offshore WF on participating on primary frequency regulation and
on emulating inertia behaviour, has been developed. The control scheme transposes
the AC mainland frequency disturbances into DC voltage variations without collid-
ing with the presented DC grid power sharing control approach. At offshore level,
some modifications were introduced, namely on the offshore HVDC-VSC and on the
offshore WT. The offshore HVDC-VSC control entails an additional control scheme
to set the offshore frequency according to the DC voltage deviation. The inertia
emulation has also been addressed by developing a control scheme to respond to
frequency derivative as a fast active power injection.
Regarding the FRT provision, the contribution presented on this chapter is re-
lated with the control of the DC voltage rise magnitude through the promotion
of active power equilibrium within the DC grid during the voltage sag at an AC
mainland grid. The proposal of different DC voltage rise mitigation mechanisms
been carried out. Basically, all the control strategies rely on the DC voltage rise
appearance to promote proportional active power reduction or dissipation, control-
ling the DC voltage rise. The proposed schemes varies from onshore-located active
power dissipation to offshore wind power injection reduction. That way, several WT
technologies are covered and the FRT functionality can be provided by the whole
MTDC grid.
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Finally, during the assessment of the impacts overcoming from AC-side volt-
age sag and the consequent reduction of active power extraction, the operation of
the DC grid following the sudden disconnection of an onshore HVDC-VSC was not
guaranteed. Bearing in mind that this situation could preclude on transient stability
problems, a coordinated control approach has been proposed. Taking advantage of
the developments for the provision of primary frequency regulation and the FRT
functionality, an hybrid control scheme was designed by adopting the fast charac-
teristic from the FRT control strategies and the long-term aspects from the primary
frequency control. That way, the DC grid voltage can be controlled during the
moments subsequent to the onshore HVDC-VSC disconnection as well as with a
long-term by the active power control through the WT pitch-angle control.
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Evaluation of the Control Schemes for
Advanced Services Provision from
MTDC grids
5.1 Introduction
Following the discussion on the derivation of advanced control strategies for the
provision of advanced services by the MTDC grid, through This chapter aims at
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed control approaches (presented in Chap-
ter 4) through dynamic simulations using the simulation platform presented in the
Chapter 3. The chapter is divided by the three major sections, each one correspond-
ing to the advanced services whose control solutions were identified in chapter 4.
In Section 5.2, the primary frequency control scheme is evaluated for a mainland
frequency disturbance. The inertial emulation performance is also analysed for the
same case. Additionally, the frequency regulation scheme is evaluated for the situa-
tion of the sudden disconnection of an offshore WF.
In Section 5.3 exhaustive tests have been performed to assess the performance of
fast power reduction mechanisms proposed in the Chapter 4 for the FRT provision
and the associated DC overvoltage magnitude control. Different DC grid topolo-
gies with mixed offshore WF technologies and FRT control strategies have been also
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tested, allowing to assess its performance for a varied set of control gains parameters.
In Section 5.3.5 the proposed control scheme to deal with the sudden discon-
nection of an onshore HVDC-VSC and provide the necessary conditions for the
operation of the DC grid, has been tested.
5.2 Evaluation of Primary Frequency Control Capabil-
ity by MTDC Grids with Offshore Wind Farms
5.2.1 Definition of the Case Study
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed control strategies to be ap-
plied at onshore and offshore converter stations, the test system shown in Figure
5.1 was used. It consists of two non-synchronous onshore AC Areas represented
by a single machine equivalent that collects offshore power from a four terminal H-
topology MTDC grid including two offshore WF. Regarding onshore AC grid, only
primary frequency regulation capabilities are considered. To avoid distortion on the
interpretation of frequency response results, the secondary frequency control capa-
bility of the AC generators connected at both AC systems have been de-activated
through the disconnection of integral control-loop at the AC synchronous generator
speed/power governor. The offshore WF are composed by PMSG, connected to the
AC offshore network by an AC/DC/AC converter. Each offshore WF was modelled
by a single equivalent machine of 250 MW. In order to promote a reserve margin
at the offshore WF the simulations were carried out with a power output of 200
MW in each WF. The overall system modelling was performed using the simulation
platform described in Chapter 3. It was also assumed that all DC branches have
equal length. Additional data on the test system is provided in Appendix A.
The simulations carried out for the evaluation of the primary frequency regula-
tion capability of the MTDC grid when using the proposed control approach, were
performed in the presence of an under frequency disturbance. To achieve an onshore
AC grid frequency reduction, a load increase of 150 MW has been performed in the
Area ]1 mainland AC grid. The equivalent AC generator was considered having
adequate primary reserve to come with the load increase. It is important to stress
that the objective of the simulation consisted on evaluating the capability of the
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Figure 5.1: DC grid H topology layout
whole MTDC system on helping on the AC system frequency support instead of
providing an integral primary frequency support.
5.2.2 Multi-terminal DC grid with Primary Frequency Support
The simulations results achieved for the evaluation of the performance of the con-
trol scheme for the provision of primary frequency regulation in MTDC grids are
depicted in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. Aiming at establishing a compar-
ative analyses to assess the behaviour of the DC grid prior and after the inclusion
of the proposed control scheme, two set of simulations were performed. The first,
consisted on simulating a frequency disturbance (as aforementioned induced by a
150 MW load increase on AC grid Area ]1) with the base case MTDC grid control
scheme (ie:. without any frequency regulation capability). This case, where none of
the previously presented primary frequency regulation schemes were implemented, is
denominated as without Primary Frequency Control Capability (PFCC). The other
set of simulations were achieved by considering the same setup and the same dis-
turbance but, with the primary frequency regulation scheme implemented in the
MTDC grid, thus being entitled as with PFCC.
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According to the results regarding the frequency at the onshore and offshore AC
grids (depicted in Figure 5.2) it is noticeable that without any frequency regulation
scheme the frequency disturbance only exists in the AC Area where the disturbance
took place (dashed line). This fact is the ascertainment that the HVDC grid fully
decouples the frequency and thus it disturbances among the interconnected AC grids.
However, for the case where the proposed frequency regulation scheme is set (the case
with PFCC), the interconnected AC Areas also experience frequency disturbances
as it can be seen on the results illustrated on in Figure 5.2 (solid line). In overall
terms, it is noticeable that the AC Area ]1 frequency has a smaller deviation when
the MTDC grid has the PFCC. this fact allows to conclude that the MTDC is able
to actively contribute to the frequency support. Regarding the frequency variation
a the offshore WF level imposed by the associated HVDC-VSC, it is possible to
verify that it has also been successfully achieved, enabling the offshore WT with
frequency control capability on deploying the proper regulation through an active
power generation increase (see Figure 5.4).
Actually, the reduction on the active power delivery to the AC mainland Area ]2
grid is beneficial by enabling an active power delivery increase towards the AC main-
land Area ]1 AC grid, helping on its frequency support. This behaviour suggests the
possibility of providing primary frequency support among non-synchronous main-
land AC Areas (inter-Area frequency support). Despite inter-AC Area frequency
support led to a small frequency deviation in AC mainland Area ]2 grid, the pres-
ence of the AC frequency/DC voltage droop in the associated onshore HVDC-VSC
also supports the AC Area ]2 frequency deviation by limiting the active power con-
tribution. So, the DC voltage profile recovers, leading to an active power recovery.
However, a new power dispatch and DC voltages are achieved within the DC grid,
corresponding to a new operation point.
From the analyses of the DC grid voltage at the each DC grid terminal (see Fig-
ure 5.3), it is possible to verify that the DC voltage reduces. From the onshore-side
DC grid terminals, the voltage reduction is set by the onshore AC frequency/ DC
voltage droop control. This effect is then spread to the onshore converters and as
illustrated on the same Figure. Also, it is possible to observe that the DC voltage
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associated to the Area ]2 onshore HVDC-VSC has a different behaviour when com-
pared with the rest of the DC voltage on the others DC grid terminals. This fact is
related with the frequency disturbance introduced on the mainland AC Area ]2 due
to the frequency support provided by a reduction of active power flow compared
with the pre-disturbance value.This behaviour is evident on the results of active
power flows at each DC grid terminal depicted in Figure 5.4.
Regarding the offshore WF frequency support, the previously mentioned offshore
AC grid frequency decrease provides the necessary condition for an effective primary
frequency support at each WT-level. The results illustrated on Figure 5.4 show that
following the disturbance, the active power output at each offshore WF is increased,
taking advantage of the power reserve available at WT-level. Due to the DC grid
topological symmetry, the active power contribution on each offshore WF is iden-
tical, being proportional to the DC voltage variations which are also identical on
each offshore WF DC-side terminal. Also, it is possible to highlight that WT pitch
control response, responsible for the active power increase, is slower in comparison to
the inter AC-Area frequency support, culminating in a slower response at WF-level
comparing to the contribution of the healthy AC mainland grid. The wind turbine
pitch angle evolution was also monitored during the simulation. Its response is illus-
trated in Figure 5.5. The results show that the wind turbine pitch angle are identical
on both offshore WF and also show that a correct angle rotation has been achieved,
leading the WT to the maximum angle position (β = 0), corresponding to the nomi-
nal power, as depicted in Figure 5.4, taking advantage of all available reserve margin.
After analysing all the variables, and as a concluding remark, the simulation
set allows to observe that MTDC grid can provide primary frequency support from
offshore WF (that have been previously de-loaded, having a reserve power margin)
and also from the interconnected mainland AC-grids. The proposed control scheme
is able to provide the necessary conditions for the autonomous deployment of primary
frequency regulation in a communication-free framework.
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Figure 5.2: Frequency at MTDC grid terminals
5.2.3 Offshore Wind Farm Inertia Emulation
After evaluating the performance of primary frequency control schemes on MTDC
grids, an additional set of simulation have been conducted. This set of tests consisted
evaluation deployment of synthetic inertial behaviour. To assess the performance of
the proposed control strategy, offshore WT were endowed with the inertial emulation
control-loop as described in the Section 4.3.3. The control scheme for inertia em-
ulation is similar to the previously presented control scheme for primary frequency
regulation capability. The main difference consists on the WT control that is com-
plemented with the inertia emulation term presented in Section 4.2.3. Basically,
after implementing the inertial emulation control scheme, offshore WT are expected
to be able to quickly deploy a fast active power injection which is determined based
on the frequency rate-of-change, measured at WT terminals. The rationale of this
simulation is to evaluate the whole cascaded control scheme regarding the inertia
emulation response as well as the impacts that it may have on the mainland AC grid
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Figure 5.3: DC voltage profile at MTDC grid terminals
frequency support. The results for this set of simulations are presented together with
the primary frequency support results (previously obtained and presented in Section
5.2.2, allowing to compare and evaluate the additional benefits resulting from the
adoption of inertial emulation functionality. Since inertial contribution is character-
ized by a fast response, the results were focused on the moments subsequent to the
disturbance (mainland AC Area ]1 underfrequency event).
In Figure 5.6 the active power injection performed by offshore WF ]1 is depicted.
As previously stated, the DC grid topological symmetry leads to a similar response
at both offshore WF. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, the offshore WF ]2 results
were not included in the following figures. The results show that a fast active power
increase following the disturbance is achieved. However, the active power is lower
than the case where the inertial emulation is deactivated. This fact is related with
the deployment of inertial emulation that takes advantage of the kinetic energy in
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Figure 5.4: Active power-flow at MTDC grid terminals
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the generators’ rotor. So, after the fast inertial response, a speed decay takes place,
reducing the injected active power. When the frequency transient stabilizes, it is
observed that both responses (with and without inertial emulation) are coincident.
The results depicted in Figure 5.7 illustrates the active power injection from the
DC grid towards the mainland AC Area ]1 (the AC Area where the frequency distur-
bance took place). From the results analysis it can be verified that the active power
increase inherent to the WF deployment of inertia response is directly channelled
towards the mainland AC Area ]1 grid (the one affected by the load increase) and
has an effective impact on the frequency response (see Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.6: Active power delivery performed by offshore WF ]1
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Figure 5.8: Mainland AC Area ]1 frequency
5.2.4 Multi-terminal DC grid Frequency Support After the Sudden
Disconnection of an Offshore WF
The results presented in the previous subsections illustrate the effectiveness of the
control strategies for the MTDC system regarding its response to a disturbance
taking place in the mainland AC grids. However, an event consisting on the sud-
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den disconnection of an offshore HVDC-VSC may also significantly affect frequency
behaviour of the mainland AC grids by affecting its active generation/load power
balance. Therefore, this section aims at assessing the performance of the developed
primary frequency regulation scheme on dealing with a frequency disturbance from
a sudden reduction of in-feed into the MTDC grid. To do so and without the sake
of generality, the offshore WF ]1 has been suddenly disconnected from the DC grid.
Additionally, to guarantee no interference on the results analyses, the inertial emu-
lation capability has been de-activated on the offshore WF ]2. As it can be observed
in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, for the case where primary frequency control capabil-
ity is disabled, the DC voltage/active power droop control is responsible by setting
the DC voltage and consequently the active power sharing between the onshore con-
verters. Additionally, the remaining connected offshore WF (offshore WF ]2) is not
able to deploy its reserve margin. However, when the primary frequency control
capability is enabled,offshore WF ]2 deploys its reserve margin, thus contributing
to a significant reduction in the frequency deviations observed in the onshore AC
grids. It is also important to highlight that according to the results presented in the
Figure 5.10, the inclusion of primary frequency control capability is responsible for
the offshore WF ]2 active power increase that is further shared among the onshore
HVDC-VSC.
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Figure 5.9: Frequency on AC mainland Areas
5.3 Evaluation of the Control Strategies for AC Fault
Ride-through Capability in MTDC Grids
5.3.1 Case Study
In order to evaluate the performance and effectiveness of the proposed control strate-
gies( Section 4.4) for the assuring the AC of FRT capability in MTDC grids, a set of
simulations were performed. The base case considered for the assessment of the ef-
fectiveness of the FRT service has been simulated adopting the previously presented
H topology DC grid (see Figure 5.1), with two offshore WF injecting 200 MW to
the DC grid . The active power/DC voltage droop control for normal operation has
been set and the power sharing of 50 % has been considered among the onshore
HVDC-VSC. To evaluate the performance of the several FRT control approaches, it
has became crucial to implement not only PMSG-based WF, but also DFIG-based
WF. This necessity is related with the substantial difference that can be found on
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Figure 5.10: Active power flow on the DC grids terminals
both technologies when responding to voltage or frequency deviations, which are the
basis of the proposed control strategies (in Section 4.5.1 and Section 4.5.2).
DFIG fast active power reduction response based on the frequency variation as
well as on AC voltage variation schemes (which are presented in Section 5.3.3), that
differs from the PMSG response. The data for the PMSG and DFIG WT are high-
lighted in the Appendix A.
The AC mainland grid voltage sag was achieved by simulating a symmetrical fault
in the mainland AC grid ]1, near the associated onshore HVDC-VSC. The close
distance fault has been chosen in order to give origin to a severe AC voltage sag
at onshore HVDC-VSC terminals, allowing to fully evaluate the performance of the
proposed control strategies in a stressful situation. To perform a comparative analy-
ses among the proposed FRT control methods, the same symmetrical fault has been
considered for all the cases, being located in the mainland AC Area ]1 grid.
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Section 5.3.2 is presents the evaluation of onshore-based strategies for FRT com-
pliance. Section 5.3.3 presents the evaluation of offshore-based strategies for FRT
compliance. In all set of simulations performed hereafter, a current limit of (1.2
p.u.) has been set on the HVDC-VSC.
Not withstanding, before going into FRT DC voltage rise control strategies and
the evaluation of its performance, a set of simulation over the DC grid facing the
proposed AC-side fault without any DC voltage control mechanism has been sim-
ulated, allowing to assess and evaluate the phenomena that arise from the fault
occurrence. The results for this set of simulation are presented in Figure 5.11 where
active power and DC voltage are illustrated in the MTDC grid terminals.
From the results, it can be observed that during the fault event (triggered at
t = 1s and cleared at t = 1.5s) the active power flow towards the onshore HVDC-
VSC Area ]1 suffers a severe reduction due to current limiters installed at HVDC-
VSC. The offshore WF do not sense the fault occurrence thus, do not change their
active power injection. Additionally, the onshore HVDC-VSC Area ]1 increases its
active power delivery from the DC grid towards the correspondent AC mainland
grid (Area ]2). This active power flow increase has its origin due to the DC voltage
rise within the DC grid. In fact, on the affected onshore HVDC-VSC and offshore
HVDC-VSC, the DC voltage profile rises to values above the maximum admissible
over voltage (considered to be 20 % above nominal value). The onshore HVDC-VSC
Area ]2 increases the active power delivered on the attempt of controlling the DC
voltage according to the DC voltage/active power droop control rule. It is important
to stress that, as illustrated by the results, if no DC voltage control mechanism is
set on the DC grid, it cannot remain connected to the AC mainland grid during a
fault event due to the high DC voltage rise. The proposed control strategies that
are evaluated in the next sections, aim at controlling the DC voltage rise magnitude
through the promotion of active power equilibrium within the DC grid during the
AC-side onshore fault event.
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Figure 5.11: Active power flow and DC Voltage on the DC grids terminals during
AC-side fault event - without DC voltage control strategies
5.3.2 Evaluation of the Control Strategies for the DC Voltage Rise
Control at Onshore HVDC-VSC level
This section aims at evaluating the performance of the whole MTDC grid on with-
standing AC-side voltage sags, having installed the onshore-based FRT control strat-
egy to contain the DC voltage rise within the DC grid, presented in Section 4.4.4.
The onshore-based DC voltage rise control strategy consists on endowing onshore
HVDC-VSC with an active power dissipation device, named as chopper. The chop-
per is an electronic interfaced resistance that is interconnected in parallel to the
MTDC grid terminal and dissipates active power. For this specific case, the active
power dissipation has been set to be proportional to the DC overvoltage magnitude.
It is expected that the active dissipation impacts on promoting the active power
equilibrium within the DC grid, mitigating the DC voltage rise. The simulation
results obtained within this case constitutes also a base case for comparison purpose
since it is aimed at avoiding the adoption of this control solution through the use of
alternatives that exploit fast active power control at the WT-level.
For this simulation set, two chopper devices were included in the previously presented
H-topology grid case, one at each DC grid onshore HVDC-VSC terminal. The chop-
per were set to operate whenever the DC voltage is over 1.1 p.u. (Vtrig=0.1 p.u. -
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see Figure 4.10). The results achieved are presented in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Active power flow and DC Voltage on the DC grids terminals during
AC-side fault event - onshore DC voltage control strategy
From the results depicted in Figure 5.12 it can be observed the reduction of the
active power injection was verified at the onshore HVDC-VSC Area ]1 due to the
AC-side voltage sag. However, the Area ]2 does not increase its active power flow
similarly to the previously presented results (where no DC voltage control strategies
were applied). Regarding the DC voltage, it can be observed that its magnitude
is considerably smaller in comparison with the previous case. Also, it is below the
pre-defined maximum admissible DC voltage value of 1.2 p.u. Analysing the active
power dissipation on chopper resistors, it is noticeable that the onshore HVDC-
VSC Area ]1 chopper dissipates a significant amount of power, almost coping to all
non-injected power resulting from the fault event in Area ]1.The additional power
dissipation in the DC chopper os therefore responsible to mitigate the DC voltage
rise effect, while assuring the necessary condition to provide the FRT capability in
the MTDC grid. In fact, the chopper resistor cannot make a perfect active power
equilibrium by dissipating all the non-delivered active power since, a dead-band
block disables its operation below 10% overvoltage(due to the consideration of trig-
gering voltage of 1.1 p.u. to allow power fluctuations due to wind resource increase
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or DC grid power sharing re-dispatch). Additionally, the lack of integral control-loop
disables the chopper controller on offsetting the permanent error.
Regarding the chopper located at the onshore HVDC-VSC Area ]2, no active
power dissipation has been performed due to the negligible DC voltage rise in the as-
sociated DC terminal. In fact, the small DC voltage rise at the onshore HVDC-VSC
Area ]2 is related with the onshore Area ]2 HVDC-VSC active power/DC voltage
droop control which leads also a small increase in the active power injection into
Area ]2 (in the attempt of controlling the associated DC voltage), while marginally
contributing to the power equilibrium within the DC grid.
As general conclusion, it is possible to state that, the adoption of chopper resis-
tors at the onshore HVDC-VSC grid terminals is able to deal with the DC voltage
rise effect by reducing the power imbalance in the DC grid. However, according to
the results, an enormous chopper is required to guarantee the over 100MW (about
140MW for the studied case) power dissipation.
5.3.3 Evaluation of the Control Strategies for the DC Voltage Rise
Control at Offshore HVDC-VSC level
The classical solution based on the instillation of chopper resistors at onshore HVDC-
VSC DC-side terminal, although effective, requires significant investment in addi-
tional hardware. In order to overcome this situation, other solutions, exploiting the
capability of fast active power control at the WT-level are extensively tested in order
to demonstrate its feasibility. According to presented in Section 4.4.5, two strate-
gies for active power reduction were considered, both exploiting the DC voltage rise
effect during the fault event. From hereafter, the control strategies are identified as:
• Case A - AC offshore voltage reduction based on the DC voltage rise;
• Case B - AC offshore frequency increase based on the DC voltage rise.
For both cases, two set of simulations were conducted. One considering that
offshore WF are equipped with PMSG-based WT, name as Case 1, and other con-
sidering that offshore WF are equipped with DFIG-based WF, named as Case 2.
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In order to properly evaluate the behaviour of the control strategies, at this stage,
both offshore WF are assumed to be equipped with the same WT technology (DFIG
or PMSG). However, in Section 5.3.4, after having evaluated the control strategies,
additional simulations are included, mixing wind turbine technologies as well as
offshore-based DC overvoltage control strategies. The objective of performing such
studies relies on the evaluation of the robustness of the proposed control strategies.
Case A
To evaluate the performance of the DC grid voltage rise control based on the AC
offshore voltage control as the triggering signal during a mainland AC-side fault for
active power reduction at WT level (Case A), a set of simulations were performed.
Therefore this study assumes that offshore HVDC-VSC with the control strategy
proposed in Section 4.5.1. The results for this set of simulations are presented in
Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.13: AC voltage profile at offshore HVDC-VSC - Case A
According to the results illustrated in Figure 5.13, it can be observed that the
AC offshore voltage reduction based on the DC voltage is successfully achieved
through the adoption of the Case A FRT control strategy. It is also observable
that the response of the voltage reduction differs depending on the adopted WT
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technology. In fact, the same pattern is also observable on the DC voltage illustrate
on Figure 5.14. Also, it is observable that the control approach was able to mitigate
the voltage rise, which is sustained below the maximum admissible value (1.2 p.u.).
This behaviour indicates that an active power injection reduction was successfully
achieved at offshore WF level. It is now important to analyse the effect of the offshore
AC grid voltage on the WT power output and consequently on the mitigation of the
DC voltage rise effect, in order to assure the FRT compliance for the MTDC grid.
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Figure 5.14: DC voltage profile at MTDC grid terminals for Case A
The active power flow on each MTDC grid terminals are depicted on Figure
5.15. It is observable that the active power flow reduction has been performed for
the both WF technologies. The results related with PMSG-based WF present a
faster and smoother response which is associated to the active power dissipation
promoted by the WT electronically interfaced chopper resistors. The results related
to DFIG-based WF have a slower characteristic associated to the intrinsic generator
response during an AC voltage reduction. It is noticeable that after fault clearance,
the active power recovery is achieved being slower in DFIG case in comparison to
the PMSG-based case. Nevertheless, the generators are able to fully recover to the
pre-disturbance active power generation. This indicated that at the generator side,
the active power/speed stability was guaranteed.
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Figure 5.15: Active power flows at the DC grid terminals for Case A
During the simulation, the WT major variables were also monitored. For the
PMSG-based WF, the active power dissipation at WT-level while for the DFIG-
based WF, the generator speed as well as the electrical torque. These results are
illustrated on Figure 5.16. From the results it can be inspected that the active
power reduction previously observed at the PMSG-based offshore WF is attained
by an active power dissipation at the DC chopper resistors (bearing in mind that the
generator is fully decoupled from the grid by the converter, thus does not experience
any disturbance) and according to the results illustrated in Figure 5.16, around 65-
70 MW is dissipated at each WF. Regarding the results for the DFIG-based WF,
the same figure shows that the active power reduction is achieved by an electric
torque reduction, which leads a transitory generator speed increase followed by an
oscillatory behaviour that is fully damped by the DFIG speed controller set at the
RSC.
Regarding WF equipped with DFIG, it might be expected that the offshore AC
voltage sag might result on stressful currents for the offshore HVDC-VSC station.
In a later stage, and as a demonstration of the robustness of the proposed solution,
this issue is properly addressed.
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Figure 5.16: Dissipated power at PMSG-based WF, speed and electrical torque at
DFIG-based WF - Case A
Case B
To evaluate the performance of the DC grid considering the DC voltage rise control
based on the AC offshore frequency control during mainland AC-side fault event
(Case B), a set of simulations were performed, endowing offshore HVDC-VSC with
the control strategy proposed in Section 4.5.2. The results for this set of simulations
are presented in Figure 5.17 , Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19.
The results illustrated in Figure 5.17 show that the frequency increase based
on the DC voltage rise was successfully achieved on both cases. However, a slight
difference in the frequency pattern is observed depending to the WT technology
which equips the offshore WF. Additionally, the same figure presents the results
of the dissipated power for the PMSG-based offshore WF and the electric torque
reduction for DFIG-based offshore WF. As explained on Section 4.5.2, the active
power reduction on DFIG-based WF for the Case B control strategy is achieved
through the electrical torque reduction allowing generator speed increase and kinetic
energy storage ]2. Regarding the PMSG-based active power injection reduction
(achieved through the chopper active power dissipation) was achieved based on the
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proportional control as a function of the frequency (overfrequency) deviation.
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Figure 5.17: AC offshore frequency, dissipated power and electric torque for Case B
The results illustrating the DC voltage behaviour on each DC grid terminals
are depicted in Figure 5.18. The DC voltage rise control strategy based on the AC
offshore frequency increase is able to cope with the fast active power reduction at WT
to mitigate the DC voltage rise. For both WT technologies the DC voltage was kept
below the maximum admissible value (1.2 p.u.). Once again, the difference in the
voltage raise and decay pattern is related with the nature of the power reduction
at WT-level. PMSG-based WT have the electronically interfaced DC chopper at
the back-to-back converter DC link, presenting a faster response. The active power
reduction on the DFIG-based WF has an electrical and mechanic characteristic,
presenting a slower response. Nevertheless, the impacts on the DC voltage maximum
value are very small.
Regarding the active power flow in each MTDC grid terminals, the results are
illustrated in Figure 5.19. It is observable that the control strategy is able to induce
an active power injection reduction on both WT technologies. Again, the response
differs from PMSG and DFIG WF. Nevertheless, the most differentiate factor con-
sists on the DFIG-based WF recovery (after fault clearance) which has a slower
response towards the pre-disturbance active power. In fact, between fault clearance
and t = 4s, there is a small power gap which is not observed in PMSG-based offshore
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Figure 5.18: DC voltage profile at MTDC grid terminals for Case B
WF. However after t = 4s the DFIG-based WF is fully recovered and injects the
pre-disturbance power.
These set of simulations allowed to assess the effectiveness of both DC voltage rise
control strategies for PMSG and DFIG WT technologies. Not withstanding, a more
detailed analyses is performed in next section where DC grid topology, mixed WF
technology and different control approaches including control parameters variations
are considered, aiming at putting in evidence the robustness of the proposed control
approaches.
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Figure 5.19: Active power flows at the DC grid terminals for Case B
5.3.4 Sensitivity Analyses
An additional set of simulations were performed to evaluate the performance of
the proposed control strategies for situations were different WT technologies are
integrated in the same DC grid an possibly following different control strategies while
actively participating on the fulfilment of MTDC grid FRT capability. Additionally,
the DC grid topology has been changed to a meshed DC grid aiming at evaluating
the extendibility of the proposed control strategies for different DC grid topologies.
The illustration of the simulation test bench is depicted in Figure 5.20. It consists of
a meshed DC grid connecting two offshore WF (being WF ]1 equipped with PMSG
and WF ]2 equipped with DFIG), injecting 200 MW each, and two mainland HVDC-
VSC connected to the same mainland AC grid but, in different locations. The AC
fault event was considered to be a symmetrical fault, located close to the onshore
HVDC-VSC Area ]1. For this particular case, the AC grid system is interconnected
thus, the fault event has impact on both onshore HVDC-VSC. Despite for this
specific case, the AC grid is composed for a single Area, for the sake of generality,
the converters’ name were kept as Area ]1 and Area ]2, as depicted in Figure 5.20.
The sensitivity analysis simulations have been performed in two Configurations,
mainly differing on the adopted control approach for DC voltage rise installed at
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Figure 5.20: Meshed DC grid topology adopted for the FRT sensitivity analysis
offshore HVDC-VSC. The summary of the control approaches set in each offshore
HVDC-VSC are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: FRT control setup for Configuration 1 and 2
FRT control strategy at WF 1 FRT control strategy at WF 2
(equipped with PMSG) (equipped with DFIG)
AC voltage decrease AC frequency increase
Configuration 1 proportional proportional
to the DC voltage increase to the DC voltage increase
AC frequency increase AC voltage decrease
Configuration 2 proportional proportional
to the DC voltage increase to the DC voltage increase
Configuration 1
The sensitivity tests based on the Configuration 1 setup were performed for two set
of gains (combinations of KDC/AC and KDC/f ) . The gains values are presented on
Table 5.2.
Where KDC/AC is the proportional gain for the DC voltage /AC offshore voltage
control and KDC/f is the proportional gain adopted on the DC voltage /AC offshore
frequency control. The rationale of changing the gain values aimed at creating di-
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Table 5.2: DC voltage /AC offshore voltage (KDC/AC) and DC voltage /AC offshore
frequency control (KDC/f ) FRT control gain values for each analysed case
WF ]1 WF ]2
KDC/AC KDC/f
(pu volt/pu volt) (pu volt/ Hertz)
Case A -2 5
Case B -4 2.5
versity on the control parameters, allowing to evaluate the performance of the FRT
control strategies as well as the DC grid performance during and aftermath the fault
event. The results for these set of simulation are presented in Figure 5.21 and Figure
5.22.
The results depicted in Figure 5.21 show that the mainland AC-side voltage drop
(resulting from the fault event) has been replicated at both offshore WF. As an AC
voltage decrease in WF ]1 and as an AC frequency increase in WF]2. The com-
bination of the applied control strategies for fast active power, successfully assures
the DC grid voltage rise control achieved through active power injection reduction,
as illustrated in Figure 5.22. The DC voltage was kept around 1.15 p.u. (below
the maximum admissible value of 1.2 p.u.). In the same figure, it can also be ob-
served that both onshore HVDC-VSC are affected by the reduction of the injected
active power during the fault event. This fact is related with the configuration of
the mainland AC grid. In fact, the fault event was set near the converter ]1, leading
to a higher AC voltage sag and consequently a higher reduction on injected active
power. Additionally, in line to the control strategy set on offshore HVDC-VSC and
at WT level, both offshore WF were able to reduce the injected active power during
the fault event. Aftermath fault event, both WF recovers the pre-disturbance active
power. However, the DFIG-based WF (]2) WF presented a small overshoot response
in comparison to the PMSG-based WF (]1). As previously addressed, this fact is
related to the DFIG natural response and the associated speed controller installed
at the RSC-level.
The results for the Case B simulations are depicted on Figure 5.23 and Figure
5.24. In this case, the KDC/AC has doubled it value while KDC/f assumes the half
in comparison to Case A, according to the gain values shown on Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.21: AC voltage and frequency on offshore WF ]1 and ]2 - Case A
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Figure 5.22: AC voltage and Active power on MTDC grid terminals - Case A
The offshore AC voltage profile at WF ]1 and the offshore frequency at WF ]2,
are depicted on Figure 5.23.
A greater AC offshore voltage drop and a smaller AC offshore frequency increase
have been verified, being consistent with the changes applied to the gain values.
Additionally, the active power reduction (depicted in Figure 5.24) is consistent with
this pattern being smaller at the WF ]2 where the gain KDC/f has been reduced to
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half and bigger ar the WF ]1 where the gain KDC/AC has been increased to double.
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Figure 5.23: AC voltage and frequency on offshore WF ]1 and ]2 - Case B
The DC voltage profile and active power flow at the MTDC grid terminals are
depicted in Figure 5.23. The DC voltage profile is kept below the maximum ad-
missible value and it is smaller than the homologous achieved on Case A simulation
(about 1.12 p.u. in contrast to 1.15 p.u. achieved for the Case A gains Configu-
ration). Regarding the active power, as expected, the PMSG-based WF dissipates
more active power due to the increased AC voltage reduction imposed on WF ]1.
In fact, the active power reduction at WF ]1 almost reaches 100% during the fault
event. Regarding the DFIG-based WF (WF ]2) the active power reduction comes
smaller due to the smaller frequency deviation defined by the applied control rule.
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Figure 5.24: AC voltage and Active power on MTDC grid terminals - Case B
Configuration 2
In order to complement the simulations performed on Configuration 1, a new set of
simulation named as Configuration 2 has been performed. In this set of simulations,
the MTDC grid topology has been kept the same, being the layout illustrated on
Figure 5.20. However, for this set of simulations, the WF ]1, composed by PMSG,
is set to participate in the FRT regulation strategy based on AC frequency increase
proportional to the DC voltage increase (KDC/f ), while WF ]2, fully composed by
DFIG, is set with FRT control based on the offshore AC voltage decrease propor-
tional to the DC grid voltage increase (through the adoption of KDC/AC gain). The
sensitivity tests based on the Configuration 2 setup were performed for three set of
gains through tree cases, Case A, Case B and case C. The gain values are presented
on Table 5.3.
The rationale of these set of simulations consisted on evaluating the DFIG gen-
erator behaviour for three different KDC/AC gains, thus allowing to evaluate the
response of the whole MTDC grid for different power reduction scenarios. It is im-
portant also to highlight stress analysis in terms of the current output at the offshore
HVDC-VSC, which is equal to the total current output of the DFIG. Regarding the
WF ]1 control parameters, the KDC/f gain was kept constant, allowing to evaluate
the impacts of the other WF on the DC grid operation. The results for these set of
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Table 5.3: DC voltage /AC offshore voltage (KDC/AC) and DC voltage /AC offshore
frequency control (KDC/f ) FRT control gain values for cases A, B and C
WF ]1 WF ]2
KDC/f KDC/AC
(pu volt/ Hertz) (pu volt/pu volt)
Case A 7.5 -1.5
Case B 7.5 -3.0
Case C 7.5 -4.5
simulations are presented on Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.25: Main results for the DFIG-based WF - Case B
The most important results for the DFIG-equipped WF (offshore WF ]2) are
illustrated in Figure 5.25. According to the results, it is possible to observe that the
adoption of different KDC/AC gains has a direct impact on the AC offshore WF ]2
voltage profile. The highest the gain value (in absolute value), the highest is the AC
voltage reduction. The AC voltage reduction has impact on the generated active
power reduction, as well as the resulting DC voltage rise during the fault. Also in
the same figure, it is depicted the current flow incoming to the associated offshore
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HVDC-VSC since it has an associated maximum current limit. During the fault
event, the injected current becomes slightly reduced while after fault clearance, a
small current increase is observable. The current increase can be a crucial factor
namely to the offshore HVDC-VSC. However, the over current magnitude ( 3% in
the worst case) is smaller than the HVDC-VSC maximum current capability which
was considered to be 10% greater than the nominal current. Finally, the same figure
depicts the DFIG rotational speed and allows to observe that the active power
reduction leads to a small generator speed increase which is controlled back to the
nominal value after the fault clearance.
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Figure 5.26: Main results for the PMSG-based WF and DC grid - Case B
The results depicted in Figure 5.26 illustrates the main results for the PMSG-
based WF (WF ]1) and for the MTDC grid. The frequency increase has been
successfully achieved for the three simulation cases. Despite maintaining the KDC/f
gain values, the frequency increase presented different magnitudes. This fact is
related to the DC voltage at the associated MTDC grid terminal. According to the
results depicted in the same figure, the DC voltage is different for each simulated
case. The reason associated to that is related with the offshore WF power reduction
during the fault event for each analysed case. For the Case A, the active power
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reduction was smaller, thus leading to higher DC voltages. For the case C where
the active power reduction was greater, the DC overvoltage becomes smaller. The
aforementioned differences on the frequency deviation at the offshore WF ]1 led to
different active power reductions as illustrated in the same figure. Finally, the same
figure illustrates the AC voltage profile at each onshore HVDC-VSC. It is observable
that onshore Area ]1 HVDC-VSC, the one electrically closer to the fault, suffers a
higher AC voltage sag in comparison to the onshore Area ]2 HVDC-VSC.
Performance of FRT Control Schemes in the Presence of Frequency Time
Constant
The offshore grid frequency based control strategy for fast active power reduction
at WT level may have a direct impact from the time constant associated to the
frequency control loop. Thus, a set of simulation has been performed considering
different time constant associated to the offshore frequency control loop to test the
efficiency of the proposed fast DC voltage rise control based on AC offshore frequency
control. The time constant has been modelled by a first order transfer function and
the constant time, named as Td has assumed three values, 25ms , 50 ms and 100
ms. The simulation tests were based on the MTDC grid test bench illustrated on
the Figure 5.20 (WF ]1 equipped with PMSG and WF ]2 equipped with DFIG)
being both offshore WF set to operate with frequency-based control (as function of
the DC voltage) as the strategy for the DC voltage rise control during the provision
of FRT functionality. The results achieved are depicted in Figure 5.27 and Figure
5.28.
From the DFIG result analysis (depicted on Figure 5.27), it is possible to verify
that the introduction of the time constant does not have a significant impact on
the WF operation during the DC voltage rise control and also after fault clearance.
In fact the results for td = 25ms and td = 50ms are almost identical, being the
main difference consisting on a small temporal shift. For td = 100ms, the same
temporal shift tendency is observed. Additionally, a slight increase on AC frequency
and generator speed is observed. These facts give origin to small decrease on the
generated power and current.
Regarding the results related to the PMSG-based offshore WF and the DC grid,
which results are illustrated in Figure 5.28, it is possible to verify that the previously
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Figure 5.27: Main results for the DFIG-based WF - Frequency time constant presence
mentioned temporal shift is also observable as well as the small frequency increase
at WF ]1, which leads to smaller active power injection during the fault event.
Regarding the DC voltage at the MTDC terminals, the inclusion of the time constant
does not affect the DC voltage with temporal shifts, contrariwise the impact of time
constant inclusion can be observed on the DC grid voltage which increases with
the increase of time constant. For the specific case of td = 100ms, the DC voltage
profile slightly overpasses the maximum admissible value of 1.2. p.u., indicating that
higher time constant values may lead to the failure of the fast active power control
mechanisms on maintaining the DC voltage below the maximum admissible value.
5.3.5 Operation of the DC Grids Following the Disconnection of an
Onshore HVDC-VSC
This section aims at evaluating the performance of the DC grid facing the dis-
connection of an onshore HVDC-VSC and consequently loosing some active power
evacuation capability. The control functionalities proposed in Section 4.6 were im-
plemented at onshore and offshore HVDC-VSC as well as at WT level. Without
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Figure 5.28: Main results for the PMSG-based WF and DC grid - Frequency time
constant presence
lake of completeness, the offshore WF were equipped with PMSG generators with
frequency response capabilities similar to the proposed in Section 4.6. However,
the objective now consists on reducing active power injection proportionally to the
offshore frequency increase. Nevertheless, the same controller is able to deal with
positive and negative frequency deviations, giving origin to the correct pitch angle
value to generate more or less power according to the frequency deviation.
The network topology chosen for this set of simulations was the previously pre-
sented H topology MTDC grid. The simulation consisted on the loss of the onshore
Area ]1 HVDC-VSC, as depicted in the Figure 5.29.
With the objective of evaluating the performance of power reduction mechanisms
as a consequence of the DC voltage rise mitigation control, two set of simulations
were performed. The first, named as Case A, consisted on the adoption of AC
offshore frequency-dependent pitch control (identically to the approach implemented
on Section ??) and aimed at achieving the active power reduction based on the WT
pitch angle increase (the opposite behaviour to the primary frequency control tests).
The second approach, named as Case B, derives from the Case A plus the inclusion
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Figure 5.29: MTDC grid case used to simulate the loss of onshore HVDC-VSC
of chopper resistors at onshore HVDC-VSC DC terminals. The results for both
cases are presented in Figure 5.30 Figure 5.31, Figure 5.32, Figure 5.33 and Figure
5.34.
The frequency variation at offshore WF has been achieved as illustrated on Figure
5.30. For the Case A, a highly oscillatory behaviour can be observed. For the Case B,
the inclusion of onshore chopper resistors smooths the frequency variation response
in the moments subsequent to the onshore HVDC-VSC disconnection.
The DC voltage profile results at the MTDC grid terminals are illustrated in
the Figure 5.31. For the Case A, the high oscillatory behaviour is also present in
the DC voltage response. The control strategy adopted on the Case A, does not
cope with the requirements regarding the DC overvoltage magnitude. In fact, the
maximum admissible DC voltage value of 1.2 p.u. is overpassed, reaching almost
1.3 p.u. The inability on quickly controlling the DC voltage rise with the Case A
control approach is related to the intrinsic response time inherent to the WT blades’
pitch angle adjustment time-constant.
For the Case B, the DC voltage rise does not overpasses the maximum admissible
value (of 1.2 p.u.). Indeed, a smooth DC voltage behaviour is observed in the mo-
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Figure 5.30: Offshore WF frequency after loss of onshore HVDC-VSC - Case A and
Case B
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Figure 5.31: DC voltage profile at MTDC grid terminals after loss of onshore HVDC-
VSC - Case A and Case B
ments subsequent to the onshore HVDC-VSC disconnection, followed by a small
oscillatory response. The oscillatory response begins after the disconnection of the
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DC choppers resistor. The chopper is disconnected since it is assumed that the
maximum energy dissipation capacity has been achieved.
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Figure 5.32: Active power flow at MTDC grid terminals after loss of onshore HVDC-
VSC - Case A and Case B
The active power flow at each DC grid terminal has also been monitored and
the results are depicted in Figure 5.32. From a comparative perspective, it is also
noticeable in the powerflow behaviour, that the Case A approach leads to higher
oscillatory behaviour in comparison to Case B. It is also possible to observe that the
healthy onshore HVDC-VSC (Area ]2), is able to deliver some of the non-delivered
power due to the Area ]1 onshore HVDC-VSC disconnection (about 50%). Since the
Area ]2 HVDC-VSC reaches it maximum power limit, the remaining non-delivered
power does not have any additional pathway to be evacuated from the DC grid,
thus, the offshore WF reduced their power injection towards the DC grid power
equilibrium.
A detailed perspective of the active power generation at offshore WF for each
analysed case are depicted in Figure 5.33. In the Case A, the offshore WF present
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Figure 5.33: Active power at offshore WF-level after loss of onshore HVDC-VSC -
Case A and Case B
a quick power reduction, followed by an oscillatory behaviour that leads to a con-
stant active power generation value (new value for the offshore WF active power
generation). For the Case B, the results show that the offshore WF does not have
an abrupt active power reduction (in comparison to Case A). On contrary it slowly
reduces the power injection towards a new (lower) value for the active power gener-
ation. In fact, the same figure shows that for the Case B, the chopper responds with
a quicker power dissipation following the disconnection fo the onshore HVDC-VSC.
However, with the time evolution, the chopper dissipation becomes reduced due to:
(1) offshore WF active power reduction (on both WF) and (2) onshore Area ]2 ac-
tive power increase. Both reasons lead to a smaller DC voltage rise, requiring less
active power dissipation at choppers.
Finally, WT blades’ pitch angle position has also been monitored. The results
are depicted in Figure 5.34. The aforementioned oscillatory behaviour is noticed for
both cases with a larger emphasis on Case A. The adoption of pitch control approach
for fast active power reduction does not produce satisfactory results regarding the
DC voltage rise control. Additionally, from a mechanical point of view it is hardly
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Figure 5.34: Offshore WF blades’ pitch angle after loss of onshore HVDC-VSC - Case
A and Case B
harmful for the WT components since it introduces a severe pitch angle rate-of-
change on the moments subsequent to the onshore HVDC-VSC disconnection and
a severe set of adjustment cycles towards the achievement of the optimal position.
The introduction of chopper resistors perform as a buffer for whole MTDC system,
including the WT pitch angle controller that benefices by presenting smaller rate-
of-change as well as oscillations magnitude.
5.4 Summary
The set of simulations performed in this chapter allowed on assessing the perfor-
mance and robustness of control strategies proposed in Chapter 4. Section 5.2 aimed
at assessing and evaluating the performance of the proposed control schemes for pro-
viding primary frequency regulation, and inertia emulation. The results achieved
demonstrated that the cascaded control scheme for primary frequency regulation
allows MTDC grids with offshore WF to actively participate in this service exploit-
ing a communication-free approach. Also, the proposed control scheme is able to
achieve inter-AC mainland Area frequency support. This functionality is achieved
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by the reduction of the active power injection towards the healthy Area mainland
AC Areas and simultaneously channelling it toward the affected mainland AC Area.
The control schemes for DC voltage rise control during mainland AC fault events
have also been evaluated. A introductory assessment has been performed, consisting
on testing the control strategies proposed in Chapter 4. The capability of providing
adequate DC voltage rise control for different WT technologies has been evaluated.
The results shown that the fast active power reduction for DC voltage-rise mitigation
can be successfully achieved by:
• The adoption of onshore chopper;
• The adoption of DC rise voltage control strategies for the fast reduction of
offshore power injection.
Regarding the offshore-based DC voltage rise control, two strategies were tested
considering the proposed control schemes:
• AC offshore voltage reduction based on the DC voltage rise;
• AC offshore frequency increase based on the DC voltage rise.
The offshore-based DC voltage rise mitigation control were tested with offshore WF
composed by DFIG and PMSG wind turbines. Both control approaches were able to
provide an effective active power reduction, guaranteeing a satisfactory DC voltage
rise control for both adopted WT technologies.
Afterwards a set of simulation has also been performed to evaluate the robust-
ness of the proposed control schemes under a scenarios. In order to include diversity
in the analyses, in these scenarios were now considered a meshed topology DC grid.
The evaluation of mixing the control schemes and offshore WT technologies were
simultaneously evaluated. Additionally, sensitivity analysis tests have been per-
formed, allowing to verify that the proposed control schemes are able to guarantee
the DC voltage regulation during a mainland AC fault event for different DC grid
topology, mixed WF technologies within a DC grid, different set of control parame-
ters and even on the presence of moderate time constants associated to the control
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deployment.
Finally, the operation of the DC grid after the sudden disconnection of an on-
shore HVDC-VSC has been investigated, resorting the control approach presented in
Section 4.6. The assessment led on concluding that the pitch control mechanism is
necessary to guarantee the long-term operation of the DC grid. However, presented
to be ineffective on controlling the DC voltage on the moments subsequent to the
onshore HVDC-VSC disconnection. The adoption of an hybrid control scheme, re-
lying on choppers (for fast active power dissipation purpose) together with the WT
pitch control (for permanent active power reduction), produced very satisfactory
results, guaranteeing the DC voltage control as well as the permanent active power
generation reduction.
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6.1 Final Remarks
During the last years, several plans for offshore grid development (particularly in
Europe) have been under discussion as a result of the need to create conditions
for the integration of large amounts of offshore wind power, providing additional
transmission system security and building the adequate conditions for bulk power
transmission in order to create a single European electricity market. From the sys-
tem operation perspective, technical constraints justify the need for adopting High
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) technology with Voltage Source Converters (VSC)
for offshore grid development rather than conventional AC connections. Addition-
ally, reliability and flexibility of operation is pushing for the development of the
MTDC grid concept, which is in line with the envisioned plans for the development
of the pan-European Transmission System.
A fully operational MTDC grid can be regarded as a large (virtual) power plant
with multiple injection points. Given the key role MTDC grids are expected to play
in the future, their contribution for the provision of advanced services to TSO such
as the participation on primary frequency regulation (including inertial emulation
capabilities) and Fault Ride Through (FRT) capability in case of mainland AC grid
faults is addressed in this Dissertation. The development of the necessary control
functionalities for the provision of the referred services was then developed within
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a communication-free framework. Both cost, reliability and security issues will pre-
clude the development of a communication-based solution that should be able to
process and communicate real-time information, regarding the core application ori-
ented to frequency control purposes. Therefore, the development of local controllers
(to be located at each onshore and offshore converter stations and at the WT level),
was undertaken in order to implement at the MTDC grid level the ability to appro-
priately react to specific mainland AC grid disturbances.
In order to identify the most appropriate control strategies to provide the pre-
viously mentioned services from MTDC grids (including the offshore wind farms
and the MTDC grid converter stations), it was required to understand of the main
dynamic phenomena that characterize the behaviour of their main components (DC
grid itself, converter stations and offshore WF), addressing thereafter the resulting
interaction with mainland AC grids. Therefore, dynamic modelling of components
and simulation tools development was of paramount importance in order to demon-
strate the effectiveness of advanced control functionalities for the MTDC grid and
to evaluate its impacts on mainland grids.
In mainland AC grids, system frequency is a natural indicator of the imbalance
between load and generation and is the main variable used to design well-known
control loops for power/frequency regulation. Being MTDC grids a key future de-
velopment, it is also expected that they should be able to provide similar functionali-
ties currently available in conventional generation units and also incorporated in the
most recent onshore WF. Making use of simulation platform that was initially de-
veloped, innovative control solutions were conceived in order to enable offshore WF
to participate in primary frequency regulation of the mainland AC grid (and also
emulating inertial behaviour). As previously mentioned, an approach based on the
development of local control schemes to be installed at HVDC-VSC was envisioned.
The use of power electronic interfaces in the MTDC grid fully decouples offshore
WF from onshore AC grid. Therefore, in order to enable offshore WF contributing
to mainland grid AC frequency regulation services, it is necessary to explicitly trans-
pose onshore AC grid frequency variations in a cascading control structure based
on the following principles: at the onshore HVDC-VSC, the MTDC grid voltage is
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controlled proportionally to the mainland grid frequency variations, while at the off-
shore converter level, the WF grid frequency is controlled proportionally to the DC
grid voltage variations. Then, supplementary control loops can be applied at each
turbine level, similarly to the solutions used for onshore wind turbine applications
regarding their participation on frequency regulation services. This solution exploits
the concept of WT de-load to provide a reserve margin at the WT level for its par-
ticipation in primary frequency regulation. Exploiting the same control solution,
inertial emulation is also possible to be achieved exploiting the fast control of WT
power output proportionally to the offshore grid rate of change of frequency. The
envisioned control scheme has been implemented over the developed simulation plat-
form. The results show that offshore WF can actively participate on the primary
frequency regulation following a load/generation disturbance located at mainland
AC grid. The frequency-responsive control schemed housed at onshore HVDC-VSC
is able to reproduce AC mainland frequency disturbances as proportional DC volt-
age variations which are spread over the DC grid. At the offshore-side, the offshore
HVDC-VSC are able to reproduce a proportional AC offshore disturbance based
on the DC voltage variations. Then, offshore WT with capability of performing
primary frequency regulation, are able to deploy the previously de-load reserve mar-
gin. Additionally it was possible to verify that the design of the proposed control
schemes are able to effectively promote inter AC mainland Area frequency support.
For the analysed case, the onshore HVDC-VSC corresponding to the non-disturbed
AC mainland area was able to reduce its power extraction (from the DC grid to-
wards the associated AC mainland grid), creating the conditions for redirecting this
power towards the onshore HVDC-VSC corresponding to the affected AC area.
The inertia emulation is a service that nowadays is included in some commercial
WT or onshore application. The replication of this concept for the offshore WF has
been also tested in this thesis. A simulation case based on the developed frequency
regulation control scheme was adopted to assess the effectiveness of the provision.
The results showed that an effective active power surplus was achieved at WT-level.
Also, the power was correctly delivered to the affected AC mainland grid, contribut-
ing to the reduction of the onshore frequency rate of decay. In addition, it was
verified that the developed control scheme is able to cope with fast phenomena such
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as the provision of inertial response.
The investigation performed on the topic of FRT is of extreme importance for the
reliable interconnection of a large amount of offshore wind power. As explained in the
beginning of this thesis, large-scale undervoltage generation tripping could culminate
in severe dynamic instability on the mainland AC systems. Despite HVDC-VSC
technology having capability on remaining connected to the AC system during low
voltage sags, the literature review enabled identifying a common challenge inherent
to the deployment of this capability, such as the occurrence of DC voltage rise due
to power mismatch in the DC grid.
The literature review puts in evidence that some authors assume the adoption
of communication links for fast control within HVDC links. However, this solution
may not comply with the restricted time-frame required to mitigate the DC voltage
rise in case of mainland AC faults. Additionally, the specificity of MTDC grids
increases the challenge for the implementation of communication networks for fast
control actions. In general, a communication-based solution demands some coordi-
nation regarding the decision making process for the definition and assignment of
power in-feed reductions in the MTDC nodes required to control the DC voltage
rise. In this specific case, communication delays or failures may cause unacceptable
DC overvoltages, precluding the successful implementation of FRT capability. To
overcome the bottlenecks of communication-based solutions, a new control philoso-
phy to assure FRT compliance in MTDC grids was identified and extensively tested
thorough numerical simulation: the implementation of a decentralized control struc-
ture fully based on local controllers to be housed at HVDC-VSC stations and at the
offshore wind turbines. The local control solutions aims at mitigating the DC volt-
age rise based on the fast control of wind turbine power output which is achieved
through offshore grid voltage or frequency control strategies. The feasibility of the
proposed control concepts are extensively demonstrated considering the most typi-
cal wind turbine technologies currently available: Doubly Fed Induction Generators
(DFIG) and synchronous generators connected to the grid through a full converter.
Following the use of the proposed control strategies under different circum-
stances, it is also demonstrated that the reduction of active power injection can
be achieve at offshore-level, avoiding the installation of additional equipment such
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Table 6.1: Qualitative analysis of the fast power reduction control mechanism
Onshore Offshore Offshore
Dc chopper Voltage based Frequency based
”Distributed control approach” NO YES YES
Estimated cost HIGH LOW LOW
Control level required LOW HIGH HIGH
Capability to deal with NO YES NO
offshore AC faults
as DC chopper resistors at onshore HVDC-VSC. To assess the performance of the
DC voltage rise control strategies, a set of simulations were performed under varied
characteristics such as: meshed DC grid, different set and combination of control
parameters, mixing of different WT technologies (DFIG and PMSG). The results
showed that the developed strategies were able to cope with the diversity induced
in all the cases. The DC voltage rise has always been controlled through the active
power injection reduction performed at offshore WF-level. Nevertheless, the fast
characteristic inherent to the fulfilment of the DC voltage rise control, brings up the
need of assessing the impacts of delays on the process of providing an effective DC
voltage rise regulation. The tests conducted allowed to verify that for the specific
case, the control schemes for offshore-located DC voltage rise control were able to
avoid the DC voltage overpassing the maximum magnitude up to a time constant
of 100 ms. It is then important to guarantee that for real-world implementation,
the whole cascading control scheme has a sufficient response time below this critical
value.
The aspects related to the operation of the DC grid following the disconnection
of a onshore HVDC-VSC have also been addressed. In fact, the disconnection of an
onshore HVDC-VSC is a situation that can occur due to an external condition such
as a permanent fault in a AC mainland grid. From the stability perspective it is de-
sirable that the DC grid and offshore WF remain operating as well as the non-affect
AC mainland area remain connected to the DC grid, avoiding load/generation im-
balance. However, it is necessary to guarantee that the proper conditions to operate
the DC grid exist following to the disconnection of a onshore HVDC-VSC. From the
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simulations performed, it has been verified that following the disconnection of an on-
shore HVDC-VSC, the loss of some power extraction capability culminates in a DC
voltage rise phenomena. The proposed control strategies for FRT compliance are
able to cope with this effect in the moments subsequent to the HVDC-VSC. However
the disconnection of a converter may take longer than required given the expected
duration of the fault event. Thus, a hybrid control scheme was implemented, com-
prising the functionalities of the DC voltage rise control for FRT capability with
the primary frequency control through the WT pitch-angle adjustment. On the
moment subsequent to the onshore HVDC-VSC, the fast DC voltage rise control
is able to promote the DC power equilibrium. Simultaneously, but with a larger
deployment time, the pitch-angle control is able to semi-permanently reduce the ac-
tive power injection on the offshore WF, maintaining the generated power adequate
to the DC grid capacity of delivery to mainland grid, mitigating the DC voltage rise.
As previously stated, the onshore HVDC-VSC can be disconnected due to fault
events. These events can have their origin at AC or DC side. The control strategies
developed in this theses intended to deal with onshore HVDC-VSC disconnection
due to AC mainland side events. The DC-side fault was out of the scope of this
thesis and would require a different approach from the modelling perspective.
6.2 Answering the Research Question
The research process of this thesis started with the objective of seeking for the answer
of three research questions formulated at the beginning of the research process of this
thesis and presented in Chapter 1. The research questions and respective answers
are presented next.
• RQ 1: What are the impacts on AC system dynamics from the integration of
offshore wind power interconnected by MTDC grids?
From the literature review, it was ascertained that the integration of offshore
wind power provided by means of HVDC technology (point-to-point or via DC
grid) has the associated effect of decoupling among the AC-sides. The adoption
of DC decouples the AC voltages and frequency. Consequently, the offshore
WF, located several kilometres from the mainland grid are not able to directly
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sense or detect mainland AC voltage or frequency variations. the literature
proposes the adoption of communications or cascaded control schemes to be
applied to point-to-point connections. However, no exploitation of the DC grid
connections were found in the literature. Nonetheless, regarding the dynamic
aspects of AC mainland grids with the presence of large amount of wind power
connected through DC grids, this thesis anticipates problems related to: lack
of primary frequency support, reduction of inertia, lack of capability to with-
stand to voltage sags and possible lack of capability to operate following the
disconnection of an onshore HVDC-VSC. Thus, this inabilities may preclude
the reduction of AC system stability margins.
• RQ 2: Is there the possibility of allowing offshore WF (connected through a
MTDC grid) on participating in AC primary frequency control in a communication-
free framework?
Yes. The work performed in this thesis, related to the provision of primary fre-
quency regulation culminates in the identification of a cascaded control scheme
based on local controllers to be housed on the HVDC-VSC and offshore WT
aiming at endowing the whole system with the characteristics for the provision
of such services. The simulation results inherent to the deployment of these
control scheme highlight that previously de-loaded offshore WF are able to
contribute towards AC mainland grid frequency regulation, In addition, the
interconnected AC area(s) are able to provide inter-AC area frequency sup-
port (through the DC grid infrastructure). The control scheme is then able to
provide an effective contribution by mitigating problems overcoming from the
adoption of the HVDC technology.
• RQ 3: How can the DC voltage be controlled in a MTDC with offshore in-
coming wind power during a mainland AC grid fault event?
The literature reports the DC voltage rise as the major problem related to
the capability of a DC link or grid on withstanding mainland AC-side voltage
sags. The literature also reports that the DC voltage rise appearance is related
to the loss of active power delivery at the onshore HVDC-VSC (associated to
the faulted area) due to maximum current limitation. To overcome this effect,
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an effective power equillibrium (re-dispatch, reduction or dissipation) must be
promoted within the DC grid. This thesis has assessed the time for the effective
deployment of the control having in consideration the studied base case and
came up with a value of tens of miliseconds. Three communication-free control
approaches were proposed being:
– Onshore-based DC voltage rise control;
– Offshore-based DC voltage rise control through AC offshore voltage con-
trol;
– Offshore-based DC voltage rise control through AC offshore frequency
control.
As previously mentioned, the three DC voltage rise control approaches are
able to cope with the requirements of fast power control, culminating in the
avoidance of overpassing the maximum admissible value and guaranteeing the
conditions for assuring the requirements for FRT capability.
6.3 Future Work
The work conducted in this thesis intended to research control schemes to allow
offshore WF and the MTDC on actively participating in regulation services to the
AC grid, mitigating the impacts that naturally arise from the adoption of HVDC
technology.
Beyond the contributions brought by this thesis, additional developments over
the MTDC grids and offshore WF control are required in order to improve its op-
eration flexibility while providing additional services to the mainland AC grids. As
a suggestion, some of the topics not tackled in this thesis but envisioned by its rel-
evance, for a successful deployment of MTDC grids and offshore WF integration
are:
• Contribution to Small Signal Stability damping from MTDC grids;
• Fault detection in DC grids;
• Fault elimination in DC grids - DC breakers;
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• Active support to AC mainland grids black-start functionality from offshore
WF and DC grid;
• Operation and voltage support during AC-side asymmetrical fault events.
Additionally, a next step in the continuation of the developed work consists on
evaluating the performance of the proposed control schemes on a real environment
through scaled models. In order to achieve this, a laboratory scaled MTDC grid
model should be endowed with the control strategies proposed in this thesis. Some
authors, mainly in Europe, have already published scientific papers presenting re-
sults from tests conducted on MTDC grid mock-up laboratory test facilities [85],
[100]. In addition to the HVDC-VSC and the DC grid, it is also possible to en-
rich the simulation test-bed with scaled-size DFIG and PMSG and also Real-time
Digital Simulators like RTDS [101] [102] or OPAL-RT [103], in a hardware-in-the-
loop set-up, allowing interactions between the real measurements and the models
programmed inside the simulator, in real-time. Recognizing that digital simulations
provide invaluable knowledge regarding MTDC grid operation and control, the es-
tablishment of such test-bed is a key development regarding the need of a deeper
understanding of the MTDC system operation and control as well as the need of
providing demonstration facilities for such complex systems incorporating the devel-
oped advanced control mechanisms. Therefore, a reduced scale laboratory test rig
may allow the demonstration of key finding developments such as frequency control
functionalities, FRT functionality and the operation of the DC grid following the
disconnection of an onshore HVDC-VSC.
Following the theoretical/conceptual background developments presented in this
thesis, extensive laboratory tests should be performed in order to actively test and
demonstrate the performance and effectiveness of the proposed architectures, control
mechanisms and operation functionalities. This natural step, regarding the maturity
of the concepts involved in this research, would enable the validation and tuning
of proposed control philosophies. For these purposes the development of laboratory
mock-up is essential, since it will be a key tool to demonstrate the envisioned MTDC
system operation and provides the pilot conditions for future research activities
concerning the pan-European electric power system.
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AppendixA
Parameters of the MTDC Grid model
This appendix present the set of parameter adopted in the MTDC model introduced
in Chapter 3.
The AC synchronous generator data are available on Table A.1.
Table A.1: Synchronous Generator data
Synchronous Generator
Apparent Power (S) 5000 MVA
Inertia (H) 10 s
Xd 2.040 (p.u. machine base)
X’d 0.266 (p.u. machine base)
X”d 0.193 (p.u. machine base)
Xq 1.960 (p.u. machine base)
X’q 0.262 (p.u. machine base)
X”q 0.193 (p.u. machine base)
Xs 0.192 (p.u. machine base)
The data of the turbine governor associated to the synchronous generator are
expresses on Table A.2.
The PMSG Wind Turbine data are presented on Table A.3.
The HVDC-VSC data are presented on Table A.4.
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Table A.2: Turbine Governor data
Turbine Governor
Droop 0.05 Hz (Hz(p.u.)/V(p.u))
Time Constant (T) 1.5 s
Table A.3: PMSG Wind Turbine data
Wind Turbine (with PMSG)
Rated Power (Prat) 2.5 MW
Nominal Voltage (V) 690
Rotor radius 42 m
Inertia (J) 3× 106(kg.m2)
Rotation speed (wn) 16 rpm
Ld 0.0016 (H)
Lq 0.0011 (H)
Table A.4: HVDC-VSC data
Onshore HVDC-VSC
Operating Voltage ±150 kV
Maximum Power 250 MVA
Droop Kpv 0.05 (MW(p.u.)/V(p.u.))
Droop Kfv 0.1 (Hz(p.u.)/V(p.u))
Offshore HVDC-VSC
Operating Voltage ±150 kV
Maximum Power 250 MVA
Droop Kf 0.2 (V(p.u.)/Hz(p.u.))
The DC grid parameters are presented on Table A.5.
The DFIG Wind Turbine data are presented on Table A.6.
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Table A.5: DC grid parameters
DC grid parameters
DC Cable Resistance 0.0139 Ω/km
DC Cable Inductance 0.159 mH/Km
DC Cable Capacitance 0.231 µF/km
HVDC-VSC capacitor bank 75 µF/pole
Table A.6: DFIG Wind Turbine data
Wind Turbine (with DFIG )
Rated Power (Prat) 2.0 MW
Nominal Voltage (V) 690 V
Rotor radius 42 m
Inertia (Ht) 3.5s
Rotation speed (wn) 1650 rpm
Rs 0.00706 p.u.
Rr 0.005 p.u.
Ls 0.171 p.u.
Lr 0.516 p.u.
Lm 3.5 p.u.
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